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THE BIG IDEA. SMALLER.

( A c t u a l  S i z e )

Now sanding in tight spaces or unusual orientations is easier than ever. Introducing the most 
compact belt sander you can buy, the PORTER-CABLE® 371K. It’s the only 21/2̋ X14̋  belt sander 
available. Besides being compact, it has a fl ush side for sanding up to perpendicular surfaces. It 
also features a low center of gravity for balance, a rubber grip for comfort, and metal components 
for durability. Find out more about our small wonder at www.porter-cable.com/sanders.
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VIDEOS
Drawbored Mortise and Tenon
Watch Matthew Teague (“The Pegged Joint, Exposed”) 
assemble this tight-fitting joint.

Turning Big Bowls
After testing seven 
heavy-duty lathes, Andy 
Barnum (“Tool Test: Heavy-
Duty Lathes”) puts his 
two top picks to work, 
demonstrating their key 
features.

Mixing and 
Applying Wax 
Peter Gedrys (“All About 
Wax”) mixes up a few 
blends of colored wax and 
demonstrates how to apply 
it to furniture.

plus:
 FURNITURE GALLERY
 READER TOOL REVIEWS
 WOODWORKING BLOGS

Free online extras available April 12 
at www.finewoodworking.com/extras

plus:
CURRENT ISSUE ONLINE
ARCHIVES OF 1,200+ ARTICLES, AND PROJECT PLANS
MORE THAN 250 SKILL-BUILDING VIDEOS
ASK THE EXPERTS: Talk shop with Andy Rae 

VIDEO
Backyard Lumber Mill
APRIL 16: We travel to Vermont to watch furniture maker John 
Ogden put his portable bandsaw mill to use milling a tree from a 
local family plot.

Make an Oval Fan Inlay
APRIL 23: John Gush demonstrates his techniques for shading 
and cutting veneers for a Federal-period oval fan inlay.

10 Questions for Garrett Hack 
APRIL 30: Readers submit questions about choosing, sharpening, 
and using chisels. Watch Garrett Hack’s video response. 
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Become a member for electronic access to 30 years of Fine 
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When you visit Peter Gedrys (“All About Wax”), he loves to toss 
you a board of tiger maple or crotch mahogany and then cry 
“Gotcha!” when you praise its beauty. Only when you turn over 
the board do you realize the front is faux-grained. Gedrys also 
specializes in making new wood look old.

For more information on 
our contributors, go to 
www.finewoodworking
.com/authors.

Ss
Matthew Teague (“The 
Pegged Joint, Exposed”) has been 
woodworking since he was a child, 
when he learned the craft from 
his father. The author of Projects 
for Your Shop (The Taunton Press, 
2005), Teague has spent the last 
year or so building and outfitting 
a new workshop; he describes 
the journey in his blog, The Smart 
Shop, on FineWoodworking.com. 
When not building furniture 
or writing about woodworking, 
Teague is busy learning the ropes 
of fatherhood—his daughter, Ava 
Jean, was born last fall. 

Andy Barnum (“Tool Test: Heavy-Duty Lathes”) calls himself 
a lathe guy. A professional wood turner, he teaches turning 
at Purchase College of the State University of New York. The 
last time he wrote for us, he enlisted his students and fellow 
instructors to help give five midi-lathes a workout for an article 
in FWW #158; this time, he did all the testing himself.

Rob Brown (Master Class) founded Equinox Interiors six years 
ago to make nature-inspired custom furniture. Over the years 
he has incorporated rock slabs, small stones, and copper into 
his work, but it was his use of handmade Japanese paper that 
drew our attention. From traditional shoji screens to cabinet 
doors ornamented with what he calls “paper on paper,” Brown’s 
designs are simple, strong, and stylish. He lives and works in 
Peterborough, Ontario, and is a regular contributor to Canadian 
Woodworking. This is his first article for Fine Woodworking.

Dan Faia (“Porringer-Top Tea Table”) is a custom furniture maker 
and a longtime instructor at Boston’s North Bennet Street 
School. When he’s not building 18th-century reproductions, he 
likes to get outdoors to hike, fish, or paddle a canoe. He and his 
wife share their home with two large dogs—a Newfoundland and 
a German shepherd—and a small snowshoe cat.
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Our magazines are for people who are passionate 
about their pursuits. Written by practicing experts in 
the field, Taunton Press magazines provide authentic, 
reliable information supported by instructive and 
inspiring visuals.

Tau n TO n  B O O K S
Our books are filled with in-depth information and 
creative ideas from the finest authors in their fields. 
Whether you’re practicing a craft or engaged in the 
creation of your home, Taunton books will inspire you 
to discover new levels of accomplishment.
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Our website is a place where you can discover more 
about the interests you enjoy, converse with fellow 
enthusiasts, shop at our convenient on-line store or 
contact customer service.
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When we designed the NEW WORK SHARP™ Wood Tool 

Sharpener, we looked at the challenge from every angle. 

What our engineers came up with is truly innovative—a big 

improvement over anything else on the market. Our 

no-jigs-needed Sharpening Port lets you sharpen chisels and 

plane irons to precise angles of 20°, 25°, 30°, and 35° every

time. Our distinctive Slotted See-Through Wheel lets you see 

the cutting edge of carving and lathe tools as you sharpen. And 

there’s much more. Get the full picture at our website.

www.worksharptools.com

Old School
Cordless
100’s of hand tools made in 
Sheffi eld, England. 

Call for your
free catalog.

(866) 588-0395

AFFINITY TOOL WORKS, LLC
1161 RANKIN, TROY, MI

sales@affi nitytool.com
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READER SERVICE NO. 133
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Fine Woodworking induces labor
I received my Fine Woodworking in the 
mail December 18 just about the time my 
wife started to have regular contractions. 
The same thing happened in 2004 when 
my first daughter was born. It works out 
nicely, because I have something to read 
when mother and baby are sleeping.

—JON SHAKESPEAR, Sandy, Utah

Rare-earth magnets and pacemakers
I recently read a reader’s suggestion to put 
a rare-earth magnet inside a shirt pocket 
to hold a handful of screws on the outside 
(Methods of Work, FWW #189, p. 18).

Then I read that Swiss researchers tested 
“jewel-sized” pieces of neodymium-boron 
(rare-earth) magnets—in 70 volunteers 
with a pacemaker or ICD (implanted 
cardioverter/defibrillator). According to 
“Fatal Attraction” (Harvard Heart Letter, 
March 2007, Harvard Medical School), 
“All four pieces interfered with the heart 
device at a distance of an inch or so. 
They made the pacemaker generate ‘beat 
now’ signals at a fixed rate regardless of 
the heart’s activity. More worrisome, they 
turned off the ICDs’ ability to detect and 
stop a potentially deadly heart rhythm.”

—DUSTIN DAVIS,  Cumberland, Md. 

Casters in tight spaces
In “Choosing and Using Casters” 
(FWW #190), author John White states: 
“In 99% of shop applications, you 
should use two fixed and two swivel 
casters, the same arrangement used on 
shopping carts.”
In a larger shop environment, I would 

completely agree. However, in a modest 
space like mine (11x20), the “shopping 
cart” arrangement leads to a lot of 
frustrating back-and-forth zigzagging 
as you try to maneuver in tight spaces. 
Instead, I find four (locking) swivel wheels 
the best approach. This lets me move a 
cart sideways as well as back and forth, 
and it also lets me spin a cart in place.

—ART MULDER, London, Ont., Canada

More tips for wiring a workshop
With regard to “Wiring a Workshop” 
(FWW #188), here are a few other tips. 
Install two duplex receptacles instead of 
one in each outlet box. The extra material 
cost is minimal, and the electrician is 
already there. Install a switched set of 
receptacles around the shop with the 
switch next to the light switch(es). Use 
these for a radio or anything you want to 
turn on when you enter the shop and off 
when you leave. These also are good for 
task lighting and an electric glue pot.

Last, replace the receptacle ends of 
extension cords with a box that contains a 
switch and a duplex receptacle. It’s easier 
to turn off the switch than unplug the tool 
to change blades or make adjustments.

—BILL  BRACKETT, Northboro, Mass.

New and improved featherboard
Thank you for putting a picture of our 
Grip-Tite magnetic featherboard in your 
article about the shopmade wood types 
(“A User’s Guide to Featherboards,” FWW
#187). The product was identified only 
generically as a “magnetic featherboard.” 
For more information, readers can go 
to www.grip-tite.com. By the way, with 
the Grip-Tite system, all of the clamped 

TWO NEW FEATURES
We continue to improve Fine Woodworking, both in 

print and online. Our goal is to provide everything 

you need to be a better woodworker, from a 

massive, searchable library of past articles and videos to a steady supply of new 

techniques, projects, and inspiration.

In this issue, we add two short but highly useful departments. The first is 

What’s the Difference. It follows the Tools & Materials department, but has a 

slightly different goal: Instead of helping you choose the right brand or model 

of something, it helps you find the right type. Future installments will contrast 

different kinds of brushes, bits, blades, chisels, and plane irons. Others will look at 

pro vs. DIY tools, and exactly what you get for the extra money (spoiler alert: the 

more expensive tool doesn’t always win out). This month we clarify the debate over 

left- and right-tilting tablesaws (p. 30). 

The other new department, How They Did It, is an extension of our back cover. 

As you know, we put woodworking on our back page, not advertising. We save 

that prime real estate for the finest recent work we have seen. But there’s only so 

much you can say on one page about a tour-de-force piece. How They Did It will go 

behind these mind-bending feats of skill and engineering to reveal a simple series 

of steps. Of course, solutions often seem simple in hindsight, when you bypass the 

years of trial and error. That’s the luxury of this new department. We could tell you 

about the next six—they are as fantastic as the joint wizardry on p. 110—but that 

would ruin the surprise.

—Asa Christiana

From the Editor

, both in 

(
“In 99% of shop applications, you 
should use two fixed and two swivel 
casters, the same arrangement used on 
shopping carts.”
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ALL NEW. ALL BUSINESS.
INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW 2007 GMC® SIERRA.®

No detail is too small for your business. That’s why GMC engineers examined every angle to ensure that the all-new Sierra can help you achieve more 
than ever. The 367hp 6.0L V8 engine with Active Fuel Management™ technology balances the capability you demand with the fuel economy* you need.
While distinctive interior refinement and innovative amenities add superior comfort and convenience. The all-new Sierra. Complete attention to detail 
so your business is open for anything. Visit gmc.com or call 1-800-GMC-8782.

*EPA estimates, Sierra 1500 2WD with 5.3L V8 engine: 16 city/22 hwy; 6.0L V8 engine: 15 city/19 hwy.
Call 1-888-4-ONSTAR (1-888-466-7827) or visit onstar.com for system limitations and details. OnStar is a registered trademark of OnStar Corp. Vehicle shown with equipment from
an independent supplier. See the owner’s manual for information on alterations and warranties.

Whichever comes first. 
See dealer for 

limited warranty details.

®
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Another benefit of jointer/planer combos
In your tool test, “Jointer/Planer Combo 
Machines” (FWW #190), you left out one 
important aspect. In 1993, I bought a 
combination machine that I’m still using. 
One of the main reasons I picked this 
tool is the optional horizontal mortiser 
attachment. This option is available for the 
jointer/planers in your review. The mortiser 
has been a great tool and a big time-saver. 

—RoosteR BaRnhaRt,  Delta, Colo.

Clarification
A number of readers were mystified by 
the description of a router jig on p. 45 of 
FWW #188 (“Quick-to-Make Tool Cabinet” 
by Jan Zoltowski). Some photos were cut 
for space, leaving the explanation as text 
only. The jig is used to cut slots in the 
sides of the drawers for hanging them in 
the cabinet. 

For photos of the jig in use and a 
more extensive explanation, go to 
www.finewoodworking.com/corrections.

design engineer, that there is more than 
enough evidence to change back to the 
prototype No. 85. The tools will be ready 
in a couple of months, with a slight price 
increase.

Feedback is a good thing, and 
continued improvement of existing and 
new tools is my goal. 
—Glenn livinGston, Woodjoy tools, Dighton, Mass.

Japanese saws cut slowly
I was shocked to read the Dozuki review 
in the Tools & Shops issue (“Tool Test: 
Japanese-Style Dovetail Saws,” FWW #188). 
I found it difficult to believe the number 
of strokes required to rip 3⁄4-in.-thick 
stock 3⁄4 in. deep. Over 60 strokes seemed 
ridiculous, and even 20 or 30 was hard to 
believe. So I ran a test myself, using hard 
maple and cherry like your reviewer did. 
My results were similar. I couldn’t believe 
it even as I was cutting. On the other 
hand, an old-piece-of-junk pushsaw that I 
resharpened myself took only 15 strokes. 

Now I remember why I gave up 
on Japanese saws and went back to 
traditional high-quality Western-style saws 
a few years ago.

—niCk anastas, Barrie, ont., Canada

In-cannel gouges are available
I really enjoyed the Master Class on 
“Barley-Twist Candlesticks” (FWW #189), 
by Ernie Conover. He recommends in-
cannel gouges for the project, and I agree: 
“Having the bevel on the inside of the 
flute gives greater control.” However, he 
says, “You can find them at old tool sales 
or regrind an old gouge.” 

I buy in-cannel gouges from Frank 
Mittermeier (www.dastrausa.com; 800-
360-3843), who has been importing fine 
German woodcarving tools for 70 years. 

—ChaRles RoGeRs,  Brighton, Mich.

featherboard setups in the article could 
have been made in 1⁄10 of the time.

—JeRRy Jaksha,  Mesa vista Design, 
Rio Rancho, n.M. 

Thin strips can kick back
A few weeks ago, I was ripping some thin 
strips to be used in segmented bowls, 
using a zero-clearance table insert for 
safety. A strip of walnut (1⁄8 in. by 3⁄4 in. 
by 8 in.) wedged between the fence and 
blade and was shot back toward me. It is 

a good thing I was standing to 
one side, as the wood pierced a 
glue bottle 10 ft. away without 

knocking 
it over. 
I have 
been an 

avid woodworker 
since 1978 and have read 
numerous articles on shop 
safety, but I’m keeping the 
glue bottle on a shelf as a 
reminder.

—Jeff fette ,

Basking Ridge, n.J.

Editor replies: Many of us 
have stories like this (my offcut dented 
a water-heater tank!). You probably 
already know this stuff, but for the record: 
When making thin rips, double-check 
the alignment of the rip fence with the 
sawblade, and use both a splitter and a 
push stick if possible. Thin plywood is 
great for thin push sticks, because it retains 
its strength. 

Woodjoy takes spokeshave advice
Thanks for the recent review of my 
newest tool, the No. 85 Spokeshave (Tools 
& Materials, FWW #190). Curtis Buchanan 
is highly regarded in the chairmaking and 
woodworking communities, and I respect 
his comments about the trickiness of 
adjusting our shave. Part of the reasoning 
behind the countersunk slots was to be 
able to use my blade as a replacement 
blade for the old Stanley No. 85. 

My original prototype actually used a 
thicker, 3⁄16-in. blade with a flat surface 
and a flat slotted sole, which solves 
the adjustment issue. I now feel, after 
reading the article and after consulting a 

CorreCTIon

In Shop Design: “A Timber-Frame 
Dream” (FWW #188), a joint was drawn 
incorrectly. The author reused an 
existing timber frame, but strengthened 
it by trimming the tenoned pieces to add 
a haunch, as 
shown. 

Existing 
joint

Fine Woodworking is a reader-written 
magazine. We welcome proposals, 
manuscripts, photographs, and ideas from 
our readers, amateur or professional. 
We’ll acknowledge all submissions and 
return those we can’t publish. send your 
contributions to Fine Woodworking, 
Po Box 5506, newtown, Ct 06470-5506.

Writing an Article

Simple 
mortise 
and tenon

Haunched 
mortise and 
tenon

nEW
vErsion

F I N E  W O O D W O r k I N G12 Photo: Courtesy of Jeff Fette; drawings: Vince Babak
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READER SERVICE NO. 18

READER SERVICE NO. 44

READER SERVICE NO. 118

Kitchen island legs
Stock and custom turnings for 
your project!  Island Legs are 
available in 10 wood types!

Order Online:
www.buycabinetlegs.com
Order line:
1.800.849.8876
call fOr a catalOg:
1.800.746.3233

4620 GA Highway 123 • Toccoa, GA 30577 • Email: info@osbornewood.com

Wood Products, Inc.
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www.GaryMKatz.com

OnSite Educational Homebuilding DVD Series

6-Part Series
Mastering the Miter Saw 1&2
Installing Casing/Baseboard 3&4
Conquering Crown Moulding 5&6

Mastering Finish Carpentry
with Gary Katz

new
CONQUERING Crown MouldingCONQUERING Crown MouldingCONQUERING Crown Moulding

Get the latest DVD from 
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READER SERVICE NO. 107
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Regis McNicholas 
is a full-time 
furniture maker in 
Kennebunkport, 
Maine.

If, like me, you are sentenced to work in a dim 
basement shop, you know there’s always a need for 
more light. I solved this problem with a few steel 
electrical-box covers and a light with a magnetic 
base. I screwed the metal plates to ceiling joists in 
convenient places (the screw holes are already in 
the corners of the plate). Now I simply move the 
light where I need it and stick it to the metal plate. 
If I need light in a new place, I attach a plate at that 
location. To keep the extension cord out of the way, I 
drape it over two or three hooks I have screwed here 
and there into the ceiling joists.

—REGIS MCNICHOLAS, Kennebunkport, Maine

Easy-to-move 
shop lights

A Reward for the Best Tip
Send your original tips to Methods of Work, Fine Wood-
working, PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470, or email 
fwmow@taunton.com. If published, we pay $50 for 
an unillustrated tip; $100 for an illustrated one. The 
author of the best tip gets a pair of Brian Boggs 
spokeshaves (one flat, one curved) made by Lie-
Nielsen Toolworks.
spokeshaves (one flat, one curved) made by Lie-
Nielsen Toolworks.

Best Tip

Ceiling joist

Electrical-
box cover Hook for 

cord

Magnetic-
base light

Yoga mat, typically 3⁄16 in. thick 
by 24 in. wide by 68 in. long Yoga mat sits well in shop

A well-worn (or long unused) yoga mat doesn’t have to go into the 
trash. Most of these mats have a high-tack, almost sticky surface. So 
a workpiece placed on the mat won’t slide easily when you want 
to plane or sand a board without clamps. In addition, the mat will 
protect the workbench, preserve the sharp blades of hand tools, 
and provide a soft, nonscratch surface for a project. You can even 
take a nap on it. To order one, go to www.matsmatsmats.com, or 
wherever athletic equipment is sold. Plan to spend about $20.

—HIROSHI SHI INA, Sosa City, Japan

E D I T E D  A N D  D R AW N  B Y  J I M  R I C H E Y
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CMT Tenon Cutting Bit
includes 4 stackable
slot cutters, spacers and
shims, & 1/2 inch
shank arbor.

READER SERVICE NO. 155

READER SERVICE NO. 90

READER SERVICE NO. 49 READER SERVICE NO. 147
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My shop is in a one-car garage 
and I have always stored my 
lumber in a spare bedroom. 
When I had to vacate the 
bedroom, the idea for this 
lumber rack was born.

Since my shop is so small, 
anything of size is on wheels 
to accommodate frequent 
rearrangement. So it followed 
that I needed a lumber rack on 
wheels, sized to fit through a 
doorway. To achieve all of my 
goals for strength, compact size, 
and mobility, I decided to build 
an A-frame on casters.

I started by welding a bottom frame of thin-wall 1-in.-sq. steel tubing 
with triangular gussets at the corners for strength and to provide an 
attachment location for the 3-in. swivel casters. Then I welded two 
pieces of 1-in. angle iron, each tilted about 5°, to receive a sheet of 
1⁄2-in. plywood.

At the peak, the plywood sheets are screwed to a beveled 2x2 cleat. 
Finally, to support dimensional lumber, I attached three heavy-duty shelf 
standards and three sturdy shelf brackets to one side of the A-frame. The 
other side is open to accept sheet stock.

—James Brokaw, Lilburn, Ga.

Rolling lumber storage 

A lot of woodworkers fill 
smallish dings, dents, and 
splits with homemade putty 
made from sanding dust 
and wood glue. To make the 
putty less visible, I go a half-
step further and use dust 
from the same species of 
wood that’s getting filled. 
To ensure a ready source of 
different types of sawdust, 
I store dust from several 
common wood species in 
individual containers. A 
sawdust source is never a 
problem; I just empty the 
dust-collection canister on 
my random-orbit sander 
after using it on a particular 
species of wood.

— M i c h a e l  W i l s o n ,

Tuscaloosa, ala.

Quick Tip Multiuse measuring block
I often reach for this handy little shopmade measuring tool. It started as a single-use guide for 
marking holes 3⁄4 in. from the edge of a panel. Since then it has evolved into a multiuse tool 
with several common dimensions built in.

A primary use for the tool is to mark reference lines parallel to an edge. For example, if I 
am screwing two 3⁄4-in. pieces together at right angles, I use the block to mark a line at 
3⁄8 in. to make sure the screws are centered. 

When gluing one piece to another, I use the block to make a light pencil mark to show 
how far the glue should 
extend to minimize 
squeeze-out. I also 
use the tool like a 
miniature square 
to extend cut 
marks around a 
corner or from one 
face to another.

I made the 
block from hardwood 
scraps, using a bandsaw to 
cut shallow grooves at several 
common dimension points. Vary the 
measurements to suit your own needs.

—Tom DenTon, Disputanta, Va.

Frame, 1-in.-sq. 
steel tubing

Sheet stock 
on this side

Cleat (sides 
beveled to 5º)

Lumber on 
this side

Shelf bracket

Corners are 
welded.

3-in. swivel 
casters

Gusset

Angle iron

BoTTom vIew

Top vIew

Bandsaw kerf 
makes groove.
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Professional Power 
for Homeowners!

up to 4-1/2" thick!

from fallen limbs, storm damage, 
tops from felled trees and other debris!

than underpowered
chipper/shredders designed for grinding up garden
wastes — not heavy chipping.

— 
up to 19 HP, 
twin-cylinder electric-
starting engines.

FREE Depot Shipping
now in effect!

YES! Please rush complete FREE DETAILS of the
Professional-Power DR® CHIPPER, including prices and 
specifications of features and options, plus Factory-Direct
Savings now in effect.

Name _____________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________

City _________________________ State ______ ZIP _______________

E-mail _____________________________________________________
, Dept. 57669X 

127 Meigs Road, Vergennes, VT  05491
www.DRchipper.com

FWW

MADE IN USA

©2007 CHP, Inc.

Call TOLL-FREE

MORTISE & TENON JIG

AD/07/03

www.trend-usa.com
Tel: (270) 872 4674  Fax: (866) 204 5441
D EALE R E N Q U I R I E S W E LC O M E

Worldwide Patent
Pending

PCT/GB02/00253

This innovative jig enables
mortise & tenons to be cut
accurately with a router.
Ideal for cabinet, chair and table construction,
this jig is easy and quick to use with any make
of plunge router.  Just one template set-up is
required to rout both the mortise and tenon for
perfectly fitting joints.  With the included guide
bush set the jig can produce widths of tenon
from 3/16” to 1/2” and the timber positions can
be adjusted for compound angle joints.  The
reversible templates enable round or square
end tenons to be routed and have template
apertures for producing accurate dowel joints.

Archery bows have the most
demanding requirement for 

a finish.

The finish must absorb the shock
of stretching and compressing

hundreds of times.

It must withstand rain, sleet and 
snow.

It must pass numerous freeze/thaw 
cycles and be 

 abrasion resistant.

Nothing...
Except it is made of wood and

plastic laminates,
and has a unique finish.

KWICK KLEEN
Restoration Products

1-888-222-9767
www.kwickkleen.com

What does this bow
have in common with your project?

If you are hunting
for a durable finish,

you need one
you can hunt with!

Fast Dry Polyurethane

READER SERVICE NO. 158

READER SERVICE NO. 103READER SERVICE NO. 104
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Rolling lift for the tablesaw
I often have to move my tablesaw around. So I made a 
rolling lift that raises the saw onto casters.

My design has a couple of advantages over the typical 
commercially made rolling platforms. Unlike those, it 
does not raise the height of the saw by 3 in. to 4 in. 
Also, when lowered, the base of the saw rests on 
the shop floor, so there’s no intermediate platform to 
compromise sturdiness. 

To build the lift, you need four swivel casters, four 
butt hinges, a screen-door latch, some scrap hardwood, 
and a few assorted nuts, bolts, and washers. Also, 
you need a small piece of metal (I used 1⁄8-in.-thick
aluminum) for a striker plate.

The lift has two main parts: a pedal beam and a catch 
beam. Attached to each beam are pairs of casters and 
butt hinges. The hinges mount to the base of the saw. 

With the lift installed, you raise the saw simply by 
pushing down on the pedal-beam arm until the striker 
plate engages the screen-door latch. Once engaged, 
the two beams lock together to hold the saw up on the 
casters. The beams pivot up when the screen-door latch 
is released, lowering the saw base to the floor.

—Tim Janssen, Toronto, Ont., Canada

Latched lift raises 
saw base.

Rolling lift

Tablesaw 
base

Pedal-beam arm

Screen-door 
latch

Striker plate
Saw base

Hinge

Catch beam

Using a carbide paint scraper as a scraper plane

I recently edge-glued some hard, highly figured Georgia cherry 
for an armoire. Typically, on a project like this, I’d scrape the 
wood surface smooth with a card scraper. But the hard, figured 
wood quickly dulled the scraper, so I was sharpening frequently.

Earlier, when gluing the panels, I’d used a 21⁄2-in.-wide 
carbide paint scraper (made by Bahco) to remove the excess 
glue. I wondered if this scraper might serve as a finish 
scraper. 

I put in a new blade and experimented. 
With the nib of the scraper’s handle 
resting on the wood surface (to lower 
the scraping angle) and with very 
light pressure applied to the knob, 
I produced beautiful, thin shavings. 
I could skew the cutting edge easily if 
needed. The tool enabled me to quickly rough-scrape 

Carbide paint scraper
Knob

Handle nib rests 
on workpiece.

the panels and then begin finish-sanding with P220-grit paper.
After several hours of use, the Bahco carbide blade started to 

dull. I flipped the reversible blade and went at it again. When 
the second side finally dulled, I restored the edge by lapping 
the back for 30 seconds or so on a diamond stone.

—Tim m. OTTO, screven, Ga.

Saw base 
on floor

F I N E  W O O d W O r k I N G20
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READER SERVICE NO. 57

READER SERVICE NO. 50

READER SERVICE NO. 145 READER SERVICE NO. 105 READER SERVICE NO. 51

 NEW!
Vacuum Pressing SystemVacuum Pressing SystemVacuum Pressing System

Made in USA

visit: www.vac-u-clamp.com call: 888-342-8262

Specifications:
• 6.5 CFM
• 27.5" Hg  Vacuum Level
• 37 LBS 
• Electronic Check Valve

• Powder Coated Steel Case
• All Controls And Vacuum Port Front Mounted
• In-line Cleanable Vacuum Filter
• Vacuum Hose
• 20 mil, 54”x109”, polyurethane vac bag

Pro 6.0 Pro 6.0Pro 6.0 
Superior products for the woodworking professional!

Our NEW Pro 6.0 combines the best pump with the best bag!

$899.00

800-543-4596  •  www.senco.com

SERIOUS WORK. SERIOUS TOOLS.™

15 Ga. 
Cordless Finish 41

18 Ga.
Cordless Finish 25

Perfect for punch lists or all-day productivity, 
Senco’s next generation cordless finish 
nailers give you grab and go flexibility – and 
eliminate the hassles of compressors, hoses 
and costly fuel cells and are backed by our 
2-year warranty and a 30-day money back 
satisfaction guarantee.

Only $88.00 Delivered 

Whiteside Machine 
Router Bits 
 LRH Shaper Cutters 
and Magic Molder 
 Ridge Carbide Saw 
Blades
 Byrd Tool Shelix 
Spiral Jointer and 
Planer Heads 
 Forest City Drill 
Bits and Mortising 
Chisels

www.holbren.com 
800-838-3547 24/7 
sales@holbren.com 

AMERICAN MADE TOOLING 

Free Shipping On Every Order  
 Fast Delivery & Large Inventory 
 Low Price Guarantee 

Basic 7 pc. Router 
Bit Set #401 
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FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 ad 14p3 x 13p6

Operate
3-Phase
Shop Motors
from Single
Phase Power
Different Models 
To Fit Your Needs.

The Ronk ROTO-CON®

Rotary Phase Converter will provide 3-phase 
power from single-phase sources to operate single or mul-
tiple motor applications found in woodworking shops.
The Ronk ECONO-PHASE® Shifter is a medium-
duty static-type converter for shop applications such as  
drill presses, mills, saws, etc., where continuous full load 
use is not required, but low initial cost is important.

P.O. Box 160, Dept. 219 • Nokomis, IL 62075 • Ph:217/563-8333 Ext. 219 • Fax: 217/563-8336

1-800-221-RONK
EXT. 219
www.ronkelectrical.com

READER SERVICE NO. 109

READER SERVICE NO. 69READER SERVICE NO. 95

READER SERVICE NO. 67

READER SERVICE NO. 112READER SERVICE NO. 58

FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 ad 14p3 x 13p6 FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 ad 14p3 x 13p6

Easy-to-build
boat kits
Easy-t
boat kits

clcboats.com

Iturra Design : New 2007 Catalog

CALL 1-866-883-8064 or 1-904-371-3998
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READER SERVICE NO. 73

READER SERVICE NO. 106 READER SERVICE NO. 11

READER SERVICE NO. 82

FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 ad 14p3 x 13p6

Strong, waterproof WEST SYSTEM® Brand epoxy is
more than a 2-part adhesive. It’s a complete system of
resin, hardeners, fillers and additives from which you
can easily create the perfect bonding, coating and
sealing agents for your wood or composite project.

For a free copy of the 30-page WEST SYSTEM®

User Manual & Product Guide, write:

West System, Inc.
P.O. Box 665

Bay City, MI 48707
866-937-8797             www.westsystem.com

CENTER for FURNITURE CR A F T S M A N S H I P

R o c k p o r t ,  M a i n e  2 0 7 - 5 9 4 - 5 6 1 1 w w w. w o o d s c h o o l . o r g

Teaching Creative Excellence

WORKSHOPS

TWELVE-WEEK INTENSIVES

NINE-MONTH COMPREHENSIVE

STUDIO FELLOWSHIPS
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Jim Austin has been rebuilding, 
repairing, and servicing classic 
American-made woodworking 
machines for 15 years. Knowing 
that many manufacturers had 
stopped making replacement 
parts, Austin decided to make 
and sell the parts himself. So 
he founded Renovo Parts (www.
renovoparts.com).
   Renovo’s current product line 
focuses on Delta machinery, 
including parts and accessories 
for Delta’s popular belt and 
disk sanders; parts for the 
Unisaw, 14-in. bandsaw, and 
shaper; and a variety of items 
for Delta’s classic wood lathe. 
Austin plans to add products 
based on customer feedback. 
He hopes eventually to offer 
parts for brands such as Walker 
Turner, Yates, and Powermatic. 

—Tim Albers is a woodworker in 
California.

24 F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G

It’s no surprise that router combination kits have 
become popular. Purchase one of these kits, which 
come with a fixed base, a plunge base, and a single 
motor that fits both, and you end up with two 
routers for not much more than the price of one. 

Joining the pack of combo-kit makers (see FWW
#173, pp. 50-55), Milwaukee has introduced model 

5616-24. With its 21⁄4-hp, 13-amp, variable-speed motor 
(adjustable from 10,000 to 24,000 rpm), the Milwaukee is a 
powerful, versatile tool that can handle just about any cut-
ting challenge. The motor has a soft-start feature that helps 
reduce startup kickback, and a constant-speed feature that 
maintains rpm, even when the bit has to work extrahard, 
such as when it hits a knot or gets fed a little too fast. 

To get a sense of the router’s power, I installed a 1⁄2-in.-dia. 
straight bit set for a 1⁄2-in.-deep cut. Using a long fence to 
guide the tool, I made several long plow cuts in hard maple. The motor showed 
no inclination to bog down. Some plunge routers have the annoying tendency 

to stick a bit when plunged, espe-
cially when one handle gets more 
downward pressure than the oth-
er. The Milwaukee was a smooth 
plunger, even when I applied 
downward pressure unevenly. 

The Milwaukee is comfortable 
for use in a table. The bit height 
can be adjusted from above, but 
you have to lock the setting from 
under the table. However, doing 
so does not shift the bit height—as 
it does on some routers.

With its smart, comfortable de-
sign, I’d recommend the Milwau-
kee 5616-24 to anyone looking 
to buy a router combo kit. For 
retailer information, visit 
www.milwaukeetool.com.

—Tom Begnal is 
an associate editor.

Ready for a router table. The Milwaukee 
allows for height adjustment and bit changes 
from above using an included T-handle wrench.

Replacement 
parts for old 
woodworking 
machinery

W E B  R E S O U R C E S

Milwaukee 
muscles into 
combo-kit market

R O U T E R S

Photos, except where noted: Thomas McKenna; this page (top) Kelly J. Dunton

tools & materials

MODEL: 5616-24 

www.milwaukeetool.com
Listed price: $250
Motor: 2¼   hp, 13 amps
Vibration: Excellent 
Quality of cut: Very good
Noise level: 94 db.
Runout: 0.001 in.
Ease of base changes:
Very good
Router-table suitability:
Very good
D-handle: $65
Edge guide: $40
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The Keller Dovetail 
System only promises 
what it can deliver.
Fast setup. No test cuts. Precision 
joinery. Unlimited widths. Classic 
and variable spacing. Compound, 
acute and obtuse angles. Curved 
dovetails. Box joints. Made in USA
since 1976. 20-yr. warranty. 30-day 
money-back guarantee.

“Your best choice.
It’s the easiest of all the
jigs to use and great for
production use.”

–Woodworker’s Journal

DVD OR VHS: $8.95 + $2 P/H

KELLER & CO.
1327 ‘I’ Street, Dept. F57
Petaluma, CA 94952
1-800-995-2456
707-763-9336

www.kellerdovetail.com

Keller Dovetail System
Simple. Fast. Accurate. Enjoyable!

Some dovetail
jigs promise you
everything…

N o r t h w e s t  T i m b e r

BUY FIGURED 
NORTHWEST
HARDWOODS
ONLINE 24/7

1 - 5 4 1 - 3 2 7 - 1 0 0 0
sales@nwtimber.com
www.nwtimber.com

Est. 1976

S p e c i a l t y  H a r d w o o d s  f o r  t h e
H a r d  t o  P l e a s e

Kuffel Creek Press • www.kuffelcreek.com
PO Box 2663 • Riverside • CA 92516 • fax 951/781-9409 

Complete plans include built-in icebox, stove, water tank, 12V 
electric system, cabinets, floor hatch for porta-potty. Sleeps two 
inside the cabin, 4’ x 8’, 900 lbs.

8’ Cubby

Build your own classic camping trailer !
The ultimate woodworking project

• No WeldiNg RequiRed!

• Full galley iN ReaR

READER SERVICE NO. 8

For information contact:
University of Tasmania

Email:asff.enquiries@utas.edu.au
Web: www.utas.edu.au/asff

Ph: 61 3 63 310288
Fax: 61 3 63 312660

READER SERVICE NO. 59

READER SERVICE NO. 81 READER SERVICE NO. 20 READER SERVICE NO. 74

READER SERVICE NO. 87
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S A N D I N G

New medium 
shoulder plane 
will be a classic
I use shoulder planes for many jobs, from 
trimming tenons, to refining dadoes and 
rabbets, to cleaning up machine marks. Lie-
Nielsen has introduced a midsize shoulder 
plane called the 042 that traces its roots 
back over a century to the classic shoulder 
plane design of Edward Preston, and more 
recently, Record. Though the lineage is clear, 
Lie-Nielsen has made some improvements. 
   The bronze cap, which also serves as a 
palm rest, is a bit higher, making the tool 
more comfortable to hold and giving more 
hand clearance. The foot of the cap extends 
closer to the blade’s bevel, improving its 
dampening abilities. The premium A2 steel 
blade is thick (0.150 in.). And the mouth is 
more precise and easier to adjust. 
   The plane is 7¾ in. long, ¾ in. wide, and 
weighs 2.35 lb. At its highest point, it stands 
3¾ in. tall. It fits the hand well and has heft, 
but is not so heavy that it’s tiring to use. 
   The plane was perfect out of the box. 
After just a few minutes honing the blade, 
the tool’s performance was first-rate. It sells 
for $175 at www.lie-nielsen.com.

—Chris Gochnour is a woodworker 
and hand-tool aficionado 

in Salt Lake City.

 H A N D  T O O L S

Easy to hold. The curved 
rubber grip on the Porter-
Cable is easy to hold with 
one hand, especially when 
edge-sanding. The front han-
dle allows for two-handed 
sanding when needed. 

 R O U T E R  B I T S

Bit set based on FWW article
Infinity Cutting Tools (www.infinitytools.com) is selling a set of router bits based on 
the “Ten Essential Router Bits” in FWW #186. All have ½  -in. shanks, except for 
the ¼  -in. straight bit. The $200 kit contains a rabbeting bit (seven bearings), 
a ½  -in. flush-trimming bit, a ¼  -in. solid-carbide straight bit, a ½  -in. straight 
bit, a dovetail bit, a three-wing slot cutter, a chamfer bit, a 3⁄8-in. radius cove 
bit, a ¼  -in. radius roundover bit, and a 3⁄8-in. solid-carbide spiral bit. 

—Thomas McKenna is an associate editor.

Compact belt sander 
is a small wonder

Many new tools marketed as innovative or cutting-edge don’t 
live up to the hype. But Porter-Cable’s compact belt sander 
is an innovation in sanding, a lightweight belt-sanding beast 
that’s easy to hold and reaches into tight spaces.

At only 5 lb., this thing felt more like a bench 
plane than a belt sander. Its 21⁄2-in. belt 

is easy to control on narrow surfaces, 
and its short sanding bed 

makes it ideal for sand-
ing curves—both con-
vex and concave. When 

I used the sander to 
scribe a mantel to a tile wall, 

it rode the waves and contours 
like a sports car. And when hooked 

to a shop vacuum using the remov-
able hose connect, sanding was nearly 
dust-free. One side of the sander is clear 
of knobs and protrusions, which allows 
for flush-sanding against perpendicular 
surfaces, such as when cleaning up a wide 
rabbet or tenon right up to the shoulder.

My only complaint is that the dust-sealed 
power switch was sometimes difficult to 
turn off when operating with one hand.

—Mark Edmundson is a woodworker and 
teacher in Sandpoint, Idaho.

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G Photos, this page (bottom two): Kelly J. Dunton26
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PORTER-CABLE 371K

Street price: $120
Sources: Amazon.com; 
Woodcraft.com
Weight: 5 lb. 6 oz.
Motor: 5 amp, 120v
Belt speed: 1,100 sfpm
Belt size (grits available): 21⁄2 in. 
by 14 in. (60, 80, 100, 120 grit)
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Get instant access to the most dynamic woodworking 
site online. Our award-winning site is the perfect 
complement to your Fine Woodworking magazine. 
Enjoy it now at special subscriber-only savings.

It’s always worth exploring FineWoodworking.com, 
because we add new content every weekday. Here you’ll 
discover fresh, new ideas and know-how to inspire, 
instruct, and answer your questions. 

And all of it is just a click away!

Save 57% on Charter Membership
Join today – only $14.95 for a full year (regularly $34.95).

Go to FineWoodworking.com/Dovetail

Offer good until 7/31/07

           INSTANT 
  ANSWERS
    A CLICK AWAY

SUBSCRIBER-ONLY OFFER

The Perfect Dovetail

Over 1,300 articles 

250+ skill-building videos 

Over 200 furniture projects 

Over 500 side-by-side
tool comparisons  

Fully indexed, 
searchable archive

Expert help for every skill level
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c l a m p i n g

Clamp set is loaded 
with handy accessories
The new 70411 Parallel ClamP SeT from Jet comes with two 40-in. clamps, 
two 24-in. clamps, four Cross Doc Framing Blocks, and four benchdogs. at first I 
worried that the set was filled with throwaway items, but I soon discovered the 
system is hard to beat for gluing up small carcases, drawers, or cabinet doors. 

On each clamp, the large handle is easy to grip, and the trigger-release clamp 
head slides smoothly. The clamp bars are marked out in inch increments. This 
struck me as unnecessary at first, but I used it often. For gluing up a 20-in.-wide 
panel, for instance, you can preset the clamp heads 201⁄2 in. apart before sliding 

them onto the assembly. a movable rail stand/end stop can be adjusted 
to steady the clamp parallel to a surface.

The benchdogs can be screwed to the 
framing blocks to help keep 

an assembly square 
on a table or bench. They also can 
be attached to the fixed jaw to 
keep the clamps from tipping or 
shifting. and the clamp head can 
be removed and flipped around to 
convert the clamp to a spreader. 

with their 41⁄8-in. throat depth, 
1,000 lb. of clamping pressure, 
minimal deflection, and smooth 
action, these are the best parallel-
jaw clamps I’ve tried. The set sells 
for about $160; www.jettools.com.  
—Matthew Teague is a woodworker and a 

writer in Nashville, Tenn.

Hard to beat for gluing up cabinet doors. The framing 
blocks help lock the clamps perpendicular to each other to 
help keep the assembly square (you’ll still want to check for 
square during glue-ups). 

Benchdogs add bite. The benchdogs 
can be screwed to the framing blocks or 
the fixed jaw, allowing you to lock them in 
place on a bench or an assembly table. 

Ergonomic design. The 
large, faceted handle is easy to grip, and 
the trigger release on the head makes it 
easy to slide the head along the bar. 

S a f e t y

Eye protection works with earmuffs

New safety glasses from Fullpro attach to the outside of earmuffs, allowing 
you to protect your vision and hearing without compromising the 
acoustic seal of the muffs, as you would with standard safety glasses. The 
SoundVision Eye Protection Kit 

includes a set of ANSI Z87.1+ certified 
safety glasses outfitted with flexible 
straps that attach to a pair of 
adhesive patches on the muffs. 
It takes a bit of adjusting, 
but the result is a secure fit 
for glasses and muffs. The 
kit ($20; www.fullpro.com) 
should work with any earmuff 
that has room for the patches.

—Steve Scott is an associate editor.

Stretch and attach. The elastic bands on the 
glasses attach to the muffs via hook-and-loop 
fasteners. 

F I N E  w o o d w o r K I N g Photos, this page (top three): Kelly J. dunton28
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Traditional Windsor Chair Making 
with Curtis Buchanan, June 11 - 22, 2007
Ladder Back Chair Making 
with Brian Boggs, June 25 - July 6, 2007
Now offering workshops in two locations in Boston. Study at 
the premier school for furniture making. Call 617-227-0155 
ext. 102 for more information. Visit www.nbss.org to download 
a workshop catalog or register online.  

Non-accredited workshops
offered in Woodworking,

Jewelry Making,
Bookbinding, Piano

Technology, Carpentry and
Preservation Carpentry.  39 North Bennet St. • Boston, MA 02113 • www.nbss.org

Summer Chair Making Workshops

AN EDUCATION IN CRAFTSMANSHIP

DOWELMAX
PRECISION ENGINEERED JOINING SYSTEM

• Dowelmax transforms a hobbyist 
into a professional. Note 6 degree 
angle on left and right side rails.

• Multi-dowel arrangement guarantees 
strength equal to that of a mortise & tenon.

• Check out the unsolicited customer reviews on
Dowelmax at www.amazon.com.

For more information, or to order call 1.877.986.9400
or log on to www.dowelmax.com

GOLD MEDAL WINNER AT THE TOMORROW’S 
WORLD SCIENCE FAIR, LONDON, ENGLAND

Lowest Prices... Widest Selection... All From Stock!

The Woodworker’s Dream!

Call For Our Free 1,100+ Page Catalog!

Outwater Plastics Industries

New Jersey • Arizona • Canada

www.outwater.com

Lowest Prices... Widest Selection... All From Stock!

Call For Our Free 1,100+ Page Catalog!

1-888-772-1400
1-800-631-8375
1-800-888-3315

Catalog Requests

Sales & Product Information

Fax

Lighting Wood Mouldings Flexible Mouldings

Cabinet Inserts

Pliable MDF Board TV Lifts

Knobs & Pulls Wood Carvings

Casters

Drawer Slides

Over 65,000 Woodworking Products

READER SERVICE NO. 53

READER SERVICE NO. 120

READER SERVICE NO. 77 READER SERVICE NO. 128
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A
lthough on most tablesaws sold in the 
United States today you tilt the blade to the 
left to cut a bevel, a lot of saws still are sold 
with right-tilting blades. You’ll hear many 
viewpoints on this issue, and as with most 
debates, both sides have some valid points.

Measuring is easier on right-tilt saws 
On a right-tilt saw, the arbor that holds the blade comes from the 
right side. This has several advantages. For one, the tape on the rip 
fence always reads the distance accurately between the fence and 
the right side of blade, whether it is a thin-kerf blade or a dado set.

For optimum safety, the right side of a blade guard’s splitter should be 
set tight to the actual cut line. This assumes you are using the fence to the right of 
the blade. With a right-tilt saw, blade thickness changes don’t alter this alignment, 
and the splitter remains in the safest possible position for all cuts.

The main disadvantage of a right-tilt saw is that beveled ripcuts can be more dangerous 
with the fence to the right of the blade. The offcut can ride up the blade’s rear teeth, 
or the workpiece can get trapped under an angled blade, potentially causing a severe 
kickback. Also, the opposite bevel gets wedged under the rip fence. You can make 
beveled ripcuts with the fence to the left of the blade, but some people find the stance 

awkward and the table support inadequate. 

Bevel cuts are safer on left-tilt saws
In general, the pros and cons of a right-tilt 
saw are reversed for a left-tilt one. With a left-

tilt saw, the arbor comes from the left, so 
changing blade thicknesses leads to a loss 
of fence-tape accuracy. Second, the right 
side of the splitter won’t be at its ideal 
safety setting for varying blade thicknesses. 
If you set the splitter tight to the right 
side of a full-kerf cut line and then install 
a thin-kerf blade, the workpiece will hit 
the front of the splitter and get stuck. The 
best solution is to buy blades of the same 
thickness, especially for ripping.

The left-tilt saw wins out when making 
beveled ripcuts with the fence to the 
right of the blade. The workpiece is not 

trapped under the spinning blade and the 
offcut is free to slide off to the left.

When choosing a saw, consider your work 
habits. Above all, work safely and use a 
splitter whenever possible. 

LEFT- VS. RIGHT-TILT

Left-tilt vs. right-tilt tablesaws
B Y  H E N D R I K  V A R J U

Left-tilt miters. A left-tilt saw, with the 
fence to the right of the blade, is the 
safest arrangement for cutting miters.

Right-tilt miters. To avoid trapping the 
workpiece under the blade on a right-tilt 
saw (above), move the fence to the left 
side of the blade (below).

United States today you tilt the blade to the 
left to cut a bevel, a lot of saws still are sold 
with right-tilting blades. You’ll hear many 
viewpoints on this issue, and as with most 
debates, both sides have some valid points.

On a right-tilt saw, the arbor that holds the blade comes from the 
right side. This has several advantages. For one, the tape on the rip 
fence always reads the distance accurately between the fence and 
the right side of blade, whether it is a thin-kerf blade or a dado set.

Left-tilt vs. right-tilt tablesaws

On a right-tilt saw, the arbor 
comes from the right.

On a left-tilt saw, the arbor 
comes from the left.

Left-tilt dadoes. On a left-tilt saw, 
because the arbor comes from the left, 
the fence tape is not accurate with 
blades of different thicknesses. If you 
want a dado to begin 7 in. from the 
fence, for example, use a tape measure.

LEFT-TILT SAWS MAKE 
SAFER BEVEL CUTS

RIGHT-TILT SAWS MAINTAIN 
FENCE-TAPE ACCURACY 
WHEN YOU CHANGE BLADES

what’s the difference?

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G30 Photos: Mark Schofield; drawings: John Tetreault
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www.japanwoodworker.com

Craftsmen around the world

have discovered the secret of

better quality work. The Razor

Saw cuts by pulling and will

give a cleaner, more accurate

cut in half the time.

Purchase a RAZOR SAW now

and we will include our 100

page catalog of the world’s

finest woodworking tools. Or

send $2.00 for a two year sub-

scription to our Catalog.

For more information call 800 344-3348 or e-mail: bill_carroll@woodcraft.com

RETAIL FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES • SUPPORT • TRAINING™

When woodworking is your passion, and owning your own 
business is your goal, Woodcraft can help you take your skill 
and expertise to the retail level.

“We’re building a 
business that transcends 
generations. Having a 
Woodcraft franchise 
has helped us grow 
as a family while 
preparing our next 
generation for 
success.”

David & Aaron Sapp
Nashville, TN Franchise Owners

Dept: F07WW06Q

PJ32

READER SERVICE NO. 98

READER SERVICE NO. 35

READER SERVICE NO. 100READER SERVICE NO. 48
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You often don’t learn the value 
of stock that is flat, straight, 
and square until you’ve made 
furniture from material that isn’t. 

You find out soon enough. A 
cupped drawer side fights back 

when you try dovetailing it to the front. A 
twisted apron can set a table’s legs askew.

That’s why the first task my students 
must complete is to mill by hand a 
piece of hardwood stock flat, straight, 
and square. This assignment trains the 
eye to recognize properly milled stock, 
and it builds basic skills in layout and 
handplaning. 

Start by tuning your plane iron
Start with a No. 5 jack plane or a No. 4 
smoothing plane. If the edge of the plane 
iron is perfectly straight, the corners of the iron will score the 

work as you plane. You can avoid this by sharpening 
the iron with a very slight convex 
edge. This “crown” is especially 
useful when planing edges.

I get a convex edge by 
bringing the iron across a 
grinding wheel at a slight 
arc. You also can use a 

coarse stone and apply greater 
downward pressure at the corners 

of the iron. For a smoothing plane, 
aim for a difference of about 1⁄64 in. 

between the crown’s peak and the edges 
of the iron. For a jack plane, aim for 1⁄32 in. 

Flatten the fi rst face 
Start with a piece of stock roughly 1 in. thick, 
8 in. wide, and 10 in. long. Lay a straightedge 
across one of the broad surfaces from end to 
end, edge to edge, and diagonally across the 
corners. Note the high and low spots. Begin 
taking strokes to bring the high spots in 
line with the lowest point on the surface. If 

How a woodworker 
plays scales. Like the 
practice that trains 
a musician’s ear and 
strengthens dexter-
ity, milling a board 
by hand teaches you 
to recognize flat and 
square while building 
basic skills that you 
will use throughout 
your woodworking.

First, flatten 
a face
1. A diagonal stroke tack-
les twist. Work from one 
high corner to the other. 
2. Finish with a series 
of straight strokes (the 
plane is skewed slightly). 
Overlap the strokes by 
half the blade’s width to 
minimize undulations in 
the surface.
3. Check for flatness. 
Lay a straightedge across 
the board’s face and look 
for light underneath it. 
Check the face diagonal-
ly, across its width, and 
along its length.

Flat and square by hand 
STUDENT TASK HONES HANDPLANE SKILLS

B Y  P H I L I P  C .  L O W E

THE CURVE IS VERY SLIGHT
Grinding a slight curve into 
the cutting edge of a plane 
iron prevents the corners 
from scoring the wood’s 
surface. It also allows better 
control when squaring edges.

CROWN THE BLADE 
FOR GREATER 

CONTROL

3

2

1

1⁄64 in.

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G32 Photos: Steve Scott; drawings: John Tetreault

fundamentals
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There is no better joining technique, yet many woodworkers have
had disappointing results and have “sworn off” Biscuit Joining. The
problem is not Biscuit Joining, the problem is inferior machines
and biscuits sold by big name competitors. 

Try it with a Lamello and you’ll change your mind...fast. In fact,
we’re so confident, we offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee on 
all of our power tools. With Lamello, you’ve got nothing 
to lose and everything to gain: speed, precision,
strength, and versatility.

If You Haven’t Tried Biscuit Joining with Lamello,
Then You Haven’t Really Tried Biscuit Joining

1-888-777-2729
www.csaw.com
info@csaw.com

If You Haven’t Tried Biscuit Joining with Lamello,
Then You Haven’t Really Tried Biscuit Joining RTHE NEW

Mast R Slide™

Love At First
...Slide!

JessEm’s New Mast-R-Slide™ Precision
Sliding Cross-Cut Table is the ultimate add-on 
for your tablesaw. Thirty double-sealed 
precision bearings in an innovative linear 
guide mechanism provides an exceptionally 
smooth and accurate cross-cutting solution. 
Fits most tablesaws and offers a maximum 
cross-cut of 36 inches. Upgrade your saw 
with a Mast-R-Slide™ from JessEm Tool today.

Visit us at www.jessem.com
Call: 866-272-7492 • Barrie, Ontario Canada

SEE WHAT ALL THE BUZZ IS ABOUT.

www.rikontools.com
877-884-5167

“..great job on the upgrades.”

“..great job on the upgrades.”

“RIKON..uses a superior edge-bearing thrust-guide design.”

“RIKON..uses a superior edge-bearing thrust-guide design.”
“..great job on the upgrades.”

“..this saw was impressive.”

“That earned our respect.”

“This saw’s performance beat out that out of the Laguna.”
“..great job on the upgrades.”

“...the performance in the 11” oak was just as smooth.”

“...the performance in the 11” oak was just as smooth.”

“...we had a winner on our hands.”

“...our enthusiasm for this 14” machine has yet to peter out.”

“..we were really impressed.”
“RIKON..uses a superior edge-bearing thrust-guide design.”

“..we were really impressed.”
“This saw’s performance beat out that out of the Laguna.”

“..we were really impressed.”

“This thing has some real guts.”

“..an excellent value..”
“..this saw was impressive.”

“..an excellent value..”“...the performance in the 11” oak was just as smooth.”

“..an excellent value..”“..also caught my eye.” “...we had a winner on our hands.”

“..we really liked this saw’s tension-release lever.”

“..we really liked this saw’s tension-release lever.”
“RIKON..uses a superior edge-bearing thrust-guide design.” “This saw’s performance beat out that out of the Laguna.”

“Great idea.”

“..moved through the 7” oak without a problem or hesitation.”
“..great job on the upgrades.”

“..moved through the 7” oak without a problem or hesitation.”
“RIKON..uses a superior edge-bearing thrust-guide design.”

“..moved through the 7” oak without a problem or hesitation.”

“RIKON 14” Bandsaw has big resaw capacity..”
“..this saw was impressive.” “...the performance in the 11” oak was just as smooth.”

“RIKON 14” Bandsaw has big resaw capacity..”“..we were floored by the..resaw capacity.”

“..we were floored by the..resaw capacity.”
“This saw’s performance beat out that out of the Laguna.”

“..moved through the 7” oak without a problem or hesitation.”

“..we were floored by the..resaw capacity.”

“Exceeds the capacity of many other 14” saws.”

“..adjustment that feels better..” “..adjustment that feels better..”

“Best New Product 2007”

“Editor’s Choice”
“..we really liked this saw’s tension-release lever.”“Exceeds the capacity of many other 14” saws.”

“Best New Tool 2006”

“Huge Capacity.”
“..also caught my eye.”

“Best New Product 2007”

Dynabrade and the
Dynabrade logo are
registered trademarks
of Dynabrade, Inc.

READER SERVICE NO. 138

READER SERVICE NO. 68

READER SERVICE NO. 143

READER SERVICE NO. 119
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the board is slightly twisted, with one or two high 
corners, take diagonal passes from high corner to 
high corner, working enough of the surface to bring 
the high areas down to the low spots. 

A board that is slightly cupped across its width can 
be worked with the convex face either up or down. 
With the convex side down, make straight cuts 
along both edges to lower the high corners, or make 
strokes across the board from edge to edge with the 
plane in a skewed position, working your way down 
the length to remove the high corners. Use the 
same technique if the board is tapered, removing 
thickness at one end. If the board is cupped and the 
convex side is up, plane straight down the middle 
until you have flattened the high center. 

Check your progress frequently with the 
straightedge. When the board is nearly flat, finish 
with a series of straight smoothing cuts along the 
board’s length and in the same direction as the 
grain. For the first pass, align the center of the 
blade—the peak of its crown—with the left- or 
right-hand edge of the board. The cut will be 
deepest at the board’s edge. Overlap each stroke 
by about half the blade’s width. This will put 
the blade’s crown into the shallowest part of the 
previous cut, minimizing surface undulations. Check 
your work again. You’ll know the surface is flat 
when no light can be seen under the straightedge in 
any direction. Mark the flattened surface for use as a 
reference face in laying out subsequent cuts. 

Next, straighten and square an edge
The next step is to plane one long edge straight 
and flat so that it is square to the reference surface 

Use your index finger as a fence. Keep 
the plane flat on the surface and use the 
blade’s crown to control the angle of cut. 

Square the ends

Take care when planing end grain. Work toward 
the center from both edges and stop short to avoid 
chipping off the corner (above). The edge should be 
square to the face of the board (right).

Square an edge

Check for straightness and for square. Use 
a straightedge along the length of the edge to 
make sure the surface is straight from end to 
end (above). Be sure the head of the square is 
registered against the reference surface that 
you have already planed flat (right). 

To flatten a slightly angled edge, 
align the crown with the high side 
of the angle. The plane will make 
its deepest cut where the most 
material needs to be removed.

EDGE-PLANING
To flatten a slightly angled edge, align 
the crown with the high side of the 
angle. The plane will make its deepest 
cut where the most material needs to 
be removed.

Crown
of blade

High side of 
board edge

Check the other direction.
The end should be straight, 
and square to the edge of 
the board.
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you just flattened. Beginners often want to correct an angled 
edge by tilting the plane’s body to compensate. This would 
be required if the iron were ground and honed straight. With 
a crowned iron, it’s unnecessary. Instead, set the sole in full 
contact with the edge, aligned so the blade’s crown cuts on the 
high side of the angle. As you make cuts to remove the angle, 
shift the plane with each cut until the blade is centered on the 
edge, bringing the high side down and into square. 

To remove a convex surface on an edge, simply make short 
strokes in the center of the edge and lengthen each consecutive 
cut until the edge is straight. For an edge that is twisted or high 
at opposite corners, move the plane laterally from one edge to 
the other, starting with the plane off to one side as though you 
were addressing an out-of-square edge. As the cut progresses, 
the plane will shift so that it is making a cut with the crown in 
the center, at the square point of the twist, and then gradually 
will shift to have the opposite side of the crown cutting to 
remove the opposite angle of the twist.

Use a straightedge to check that the edge is straight and flat. 
Use a square, with the head registered against the reference 
face, to check that the edge is square. Once the edge is straight 
and square, mark it, too, as a reference edge. You’ll use it to 
check that the ends are square and that the opposite edge is 
parallel. 

Next, use the edge-planing techniques to plane the ends of 
the board so that each is square to both reference surface and 
edge. With the iron adjusted to make a finer cut, use deliberate 

strokes, working in from both edges and stopping short of the 
corners to avoid chipping out.  

Make the opposite edge and surface parallel 
Set the head of the square against the reference edge and use 
the square’s blade to scribe a reference line indicating the board’s 
finished width. Plane the opposite edge to this width, checking 
with the square against the reference face for squareness, and 
using the head of the square and the blade to check for parallel. 

Finally, plane the remaining surface to bring the stock 
to finished thickness. Use a cutting gauge to scribe a line 
indicating the final thickness. Working off the reference face, 
scribe the line all the way around the piece of stock. This line 
will be parallel to the original reference face.

Work to bring the high spots in line with the low point on the 
surface. As you approach the scribe line, you’ll begin to create 
a feather edge just above it that falls away as you reach final 
thickness. This feather edge provides good visual evidence that 
you are getting the surface flat and parallel. If the feathering 
develops evenly on all four edges, you’re on the right track. 

If you’ve reached the scribe line and still don’t have a 
parallel surface, strike another line and keep going. Don’t get 
discouraged. By the time some of my students have completed 
this exercise, their original 1-in.-thick workpiece is no more 
than 1⁄2 in. or 5⁄8 in. thick. 

Plane the 
opposite edge

Make the other edge 
parallel. Start by scrib-
ing a line with the square 
registered to the reference 
edge (above), then plane 
carefully to the scribe line, 
keeping the plane square. 

Flatten the 
opposite face
Create a uniform 
thickness. Scribe a line 
on ends and edges, paral-
lel to the reference face 
(left), then flatten the face 
and reduce the thickness 
until you reach the 
scribed line (below). 
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     The
Pegged Joint,
  Exposed

Showcase and strengthen 
mortise-and-tenon joints 

B Y  M A T T H E W  T E A G U E

Iseldom cut mortises and tenons—whether in doors, 
leg-to-apron joints, or on breadboard ends—with-
out pegging the joints. Driving a wood peg through 

a mortise and tenon not only strengthens the joint, but 
it also adds a decorative element that I’ve come to de-
pend on in most of my designs. Because I lean toward 
joinery that is honest and exposed, using pegs makes 
the construction process transparent. If you see pegs, 
you can bet that they’re more than ornamental, and you 
can tell at a glance how the piece is held together. 
Reinforcing a joint in this manner involves driving a 

hardwood peg through the mortise and tenon (though 
I’ve seen the same technique used on other types of 

joinery, including box joints and dovetails). Structur-
ally, the peg strengthens the mechanical connection 
between mortise and tenon—often to the extent that 
glue isn’t necessary. Aesthetically, the peg can add a 
subtle or bold detail to your work.
Most of the time, I drive pegs into a mortise-and-

tenon joint that has already been assembled. But with 
proper planning, pegs also can be integral to the as-
sembly process, exerting their own clamping pressure. 
This method, called drawbored pegging, calls for some 
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Peg holes drilled 
through tenons need 
at least 3⁄8 in. of stock 
surrounding them.

3⁄8 in. 
minimum

3⁄8 in. 
minimum

3⁄8 in. 
minimum

¼   in. 
minimum

Wood pegs create tenacious mortise-and-tenon joints that will never pull apart. For maximum strength, 
be sure there’s sufficient tenon stock above and below the peg as well as toward the front of the tenon. 
Leaving too little wood in these areas could result in splits as pegs are driven home.

Layout and design

IN FRAME JOINERY

Set pegs at least ¾   in. away from the 
end of a mortised board—a table leg 
or door frame, for instance.

¾   in. minimum 3⁄8 in. minimum

3⁄8 in. 
minimum

Leave at least 
a ¼  -in.-thick 
mortise wall to 
prevent splitting 
as pegs are 
driven home.

IN APRON-TO-LEG JOINERY

Cherry, 
flush

Holly, 
flush

Walnut, 
proud, 

chamfered

Ebony, 
proud, 
faceted

Wenge, 
flush 

Maple, 
flush

Wenge, 
proud, 

pillowed

Walnut, 
flush

LOCATE PEGS SMARTLY

A PALETTE 
OF PEGS 
Against a cherry 
backdrop, you can 
see the stunning 
effects you can 
achieve by varying 
the wood, shape, and 
size of the pegs. 

When joining boards with tenons 
more than 3 in. wide, fix the 
tenon at the top but allow it 
to move on the bottom.

Elongate hole so 
that movement is 
toward bottom of apron.

1⁄8 in. minimum 
(¼   in. is better)

1⁄8 in. 
minimum

Placing two pegs diagonally 
across from each other adds 
flair and helps prevent splits 
in the mortised piece. 

Photos, except where noted: Thomas McKenna; this page: John Tetreault; drawings: Christopher Mills
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Buy pegs or make your own

Mark out the peg locations. Draw the outline of the tenon on the 
mortised stock. Locate the pegs’ center points, then define them with 
an awl so that the drill bit won’t wander.

Drill peg holes. Attach a tape “flag” to the drill bit, and stop drilling 
when the flag knocks the chips away. Drill perpendicular to the work-
piece to avoid tearout.

Square pegs on the tablesaw. Set the fence to match the peg width 
and set the blade height to just under that measurement. Use a push 
stick at the end of each cut, and raise the blade until only a sliver of 
material holds the peg stock to the blank. Then peel away the strips.

Make ’em round 
if you want. With 
the blank set in a 
V-grooved trough, 
use a block plane 
to remove the 
corners at the end, 
rotating the blank 
as you go. 

Pegged-joint basics
Driving wood pegs into mortise-and-tenon joints adds strength and 
visual appeal to furniture. Typically, the joint is glued up before pegs 
are installed, but you don’t have to wait for the glue to dry before 
adding pegs.

Buy pegs or make your own
You can buy dowel stock for pegs, but you’ll have more design 
options if you make your own from hardwood scraps in your 
shop or from purchased pen blanks, which come in a variety 
of exotic species (see Sources, below). Start with a 3⁄4-in.-sq. 
blank. Set the tablesaw fence and the blade height based on 

the size of the pegs you’re cutting. If you’re making 3⁄16-in. 
pegs, set the fence to 3⁄16 in. but leave the blade 

height just shy of 3⁄16 in. Using a push stick at 
the end of each cut, rip along each corner 
of the blank, adjusting the blade height 
until only a sliver holds each corner 
together (top photos, right). Eventually, 

you’ll be able to peel away the strips. To 
make round pegs, place the square strip in 

a V-grooved trough and plane away equal 
amounts of stock at the corners 
(bottom photo).

SOURCES  OF  SUPPLY

Hardwood dowels and pen blanks

www.rockler.com
www.woodworker.com
www.woodcraft.com

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G40 Photos, this page (bottom left): John Tetreault
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Drive pegs home. The pegs will go in easier 
if you round over the bottom edges (inset). 
Use a metal hammer to drive in the pegs. 
Stop when the hammer tone deepens; it 
means the peg has bottomed out. 

TRIMMING PEGS FLUSH

1. Use a handsaw to 
trim the peg almost 
flush. Place a shim un-
der the saw to protect 
the workpiece. 
2. Dampen the peg 
with water, then mash 
it a few times with a 
hammer, causing the 
head to mushroom 
slightly. The water 
softens the fibers and 
mashing helps spread 
the peg to fill any 
gaps. 
3. Pare the peg flush 
using a chisel. Rest 
the chisel flat on the 
worksurface. Slowly 
work your way around 
the outside of the peg 
and toward the middle 
to avoid tearout as you 
finish the cut.  

drilling and layout work before assembly (for details, see pp. 44-45). 
Both methods make for bombproof joints, and the techniques are 
relatively simple. 

Let the furniture dictate the peg form
Pegs can be designed to suit most furniture styles. For starters, you 
can make them round, square, flush, or even proud and faceted 
(for an assortment of peg styles, see the photo on p. 39). Then 
there is the species of wood. Because the end grain of the pegs 
is exposed and will darken with an applied finish, they will of-
fer contrast in some form. For a more subtle appearance, cut the 
pegs from the same primary wood you’re using on the project. 
To pump up the contrast, choose pegs of a darker or lighter spe-
cies. I often use walnut to add a darker accent to cherry designs. 
Ebony is dense and strong, and the near-black color offsets ma-
hogany or walnut well. On occasion, especially if I want a more 
contemporary look, I’ll use pegs of a lighter color: holly pegs in 
a mahogany door, for instance.

Regardless of your design, choose a dense and strong hardwood 
peg that is as strong as, or stronger than, the material you are 
pegging. On a few occasions, I have pegged joints with a softer 

1

2

3
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Square pegs can add visual interest and are often appropriate 
stylistically, as in Arts and Crafts furniture. After drilling the peg 
holes (see p. 40), square up the top third of each hole. 

Whittle the bottom of the pegs 
and drive them home. Round over 
the bottom two-thirds of the peg us-
ing a small knife or chisel (above). 
Use an adjustable wrench to help 
guide the peg and keep it aligned 
square when driving it in (right).

FACET ING PEGS

How pyramids are made. With the chisel 
bevel side down and resting on a thin shim, 
lever the blade upward. For clean results, 
try to facet each side in one pass.  

wood, but in these cases the pegs are simply a design 
element—not a means of strengthening the joinery.

Maximize strength without sacrificing appearance
There’s more to pegging a joint than the appearance. It’s 
also important to get as strong a mechanical connection 
as possible. A few factors come into play here: the size, 
placement, and number of the pegs.

Without calling in the engineers, you can determine the 
size of the peg by considering the joint you’re reinforcing 
and the desired effect. In general, I use pegs between 
3⁄16 in. and 3⁄8  in. dia. That said, even smaller decorative 
pegs of 1⁄8 in. dia. would not be out of place on a deli-
cate box, and 1⁄2-in. pegs might work better on a beefy 
trestle base. 

Position pegs so that neither the mortised nor the ten-
oned stock splits as the peg is driven home (see drawing, 
p. 39). You also may use multiple pegs to secure wide 
mortises and tenons, such as those on table apron-to-leg 
joints. In these cases, double pegs help strengthen the joint 
and lend the design a more balanced appearance. 

Drill peg holes first
Whether you’re installing round or square pegs, start by 
choosing a bit that closely matches the peg size. Just make 
sure the bit isn’t much larger than the peg stock. If you’re 
drilling into softer stock, you can make the hole about 
1⁄32 in. smaller than the peg stock because the primary 
wood will offer a little give. But you may need to whittle 
the bottom two-thirds of the peg to get it to fit the hole. 
Shoot for a snug fit, but not so tight that the peg could 
split either the mortised or tenoned stock. Different woods 
react differently, so test the fit on scrap pieces.

Before gluing the mortise-and-tenon joint, transfer the 
mortise/tenon location around to the face of the stock 

Square pegs stand out

Holes may
be squared
or left round.

Use a chisel that 
matches the peg 
width. Create a 
square opening at the 
top of the hole that 
tapers down about 
half the depth. A com-
bination square will 
help guide the chisel 
at the start of the cut.

Square holes in a jiffy.
A punch made from key stock available 

at hardware stores can be used to square 
up holes. Match the stock to the width of the 
pegs, and grind it as shown. Tap the tip into the 
hole (right) until you reach the relieved sec-
tion, using pliers to keep the punch steady. 

Round and 
chamfer 
the tip.

Relieved area allows 
for removal without 
enlarging hole.
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Drive the pegs. Glue the breadboard ends to the tabletop, being sure the holes 
in the breadboards align with the holes in the tenons. Clamp them in place, and 
tap the pegs home.

Pegged breadboard ends never loosen
Pegging the breadboard ends of a tabletop is a great 
way to reinforce that joint. But you must allow for wood 
movement by elongating the outermost peg holes. 

Clamp and drill, then widen the outermost tenon holes. With the bread-
board ends clamped to the tabletop, drill the holes for the pegs at their marked 
locations. Again, flag the bit to gauge the drilling depth (left). Remove the bread-
board end, use the drill to elongate the holes in the outer tenon, then clean up 
the holes with a chisel (right).

and then mark out the center point of the peg locations. If 
you are pegging an exposed mortise and tenon, such as a 
bridle joint, you can mark the locations after glue-up. 

Simply drill at the center points all the way through the 
tenon and about 1⁄8 in. to 1⁄4 in. beyond. On thinner stock, 
common on door frames, 1⁄4 in. is not always possible. In 
these cases, simply drill about a third or half of the way 
into the opposite wall of the mortise—just make sure 
the back wall of the door stock isn’t thinner than about 
1⁄8 in. Use a piece of tape attached to the bit to control the 
depth, and keep the drill perpendicular to the workpiece. 
On smaller workpieces, using a drill press guarantees per-
pendicular holes. If your design calls for square pegs, 
you’ll need to square up the top third of the hole using a 
chisel (see photos, facing page).  

Metal hammer will sing as you tap in pegs 
Both round and square pegs need a little prep work before 
you drive them home. After cutting the pegs to length—

BreadBoard ends 
need room to move

Elongate holes 
on outer tenons 
to allow for wood 
movement.

Holes may
be squared
or left round.

Center peg 
is fixed.

Wood 
movement
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Drawbored pegs pull joints tight
they should be about 3⁄8 in. longer than 
the depth of the hole—ease the edges on the 
bottom of the pegs using sandpaper, a 
chisel, or a small knife. Doing so allows 
you to drive the peg into the hole without 
splitting or damaging any parts, and gives 
excess glue a place to go when you drive 
the pegs home.  

Once both hole and peg are prepped, 
place a small drop of glue in the hole and 
apply a thin layer to the lower third of the 
peg. To drive the peg home, use a small 
metal finishing hammer. Its light weight 
won’t stress the stock you’re pounding, 
and the tone of the metal hammer will 
deepen as the peg bottoms out in the hole. 
Once the peg bottoms out, stop hammer-
ing or you’ll risk cracking the stock. 

Trim pegs flush or leave them proud
You can trim pegs flush (see p. 41), but 
leaving them proud of the surface they’re 
driven into is a good way to accentuate the 
joinery even more. I often leave small pegs 
about 1⁄16 in. proud of the surface, larger 
ones a little more. After installation, the 
exposed end of the peg can be softened 
with sandpaper, chamfered with a chisel 
or plane, or, my favorite, faceted. 

The first few times I tried to use faceted 
pegs, I made it a lot more difficult than 
necessary. Brian Boggs, a chairmaker in 
Kentucky, taught me a better way. Simply 
drive the peg into place as usual, then wait 
for the glue to dry. To cut the pegs to a 
consistent size, use a shim whose thick-
ness matches the desired projection of the 
peg, and register the saw against it as you 
trim the pegs to length.

To cut the facets, use a chisel that’s wider 
than the peg, and hold it bevel-side down 
against the surface adjacent to the peg. 
Working in from one side at a time, use the 
bevel as a lever to angle the blade upward 
as you cut toward the center. To prevent 
denting or scarring the surface you’re bear-
ing against, place a thin shim between the 
chisel’s bevel and the surface of the wood.
You’ll have the best luck if you cut each 
facet in a single sweep of the chisel—every 
time you stop to realign the chisel, you’re 
left with a small ridge on the peg’s pyra-
mid top that will have to be cleaned up. 
Before working on a project, practice the 
technique on a scrap peg and joint.  

Matthew Teague is a writer and a woodworker in 
Nashville, Tenn.

OFFSET PEG HOLES ARE THE KEY TO A TIGHT FIT
By drilling the tenon peg holes slightly toward the shoulder, 
the mortised joint will be drawn tight as the peg is driven in.

Tenon 
holes are 
offset 
toward the 
shoulder.

OFFSET PEG HOLES ARE THE KEY TO A TIGHT FIT
By drilling the tenon peg holes slightly toward the shoulder, 
the mortised joint will be drawn tight as the peg is driven in.

1⁄8 in. minimum 
into opposite wall

Chamfer 
end of peg.

Offset, 1⁄32 in. 
to 1⁄16 in.
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Drill the mortised piece. Go through 
one side and partway into the other. Use a 
Forstner bit for a clean cut.

Mark the tenon. With the joint re
assembled and clamped together, mark 
the center point of the hole. An easy way 
to do this is to insert a Forstner bit into the 
hole and tap lightly.

Scribe the 
offset. Use a 
combination
square and a 
knife to offset 
the hole 1⁄32 in. to 
1⁄16 in., depending 
on the hardness 
of the materials.

Drill through the 
tenon. Align the tip 
of the Forstner bit so 
that it engages the 
crosshairs marked 
previously. If you need 
to drill multiple holes, 
using a fence helps 
ensure consistency. 

No matter what kind of peg you use or how 
you adorn the top, drawboring adds sig-

nificant strength to the joint and helps to pull 
the pieces tight as the pegs are driven home. 
It even will allow you to forgo clamps and glue 
at assembly, which is especially handy when 
you don’t have clamps long enough to handle 
large assemblies like the stretchers on a long 
dining table. Drawbored pegs are drilled in 
two steps. After dry-fitting the tenon into the 
mortise, take apart the joint and drill through 
the mortised stock. Clamp the joint together 
again, then mark the hole’s center point on the 
tenon. Disassemble the joint and scribe a line 
slightly inset from the center point toward the 
shoulder of the tenon (middle photo, right). 
For softer hardwoods like cherry or walnut, 
offset the holes about 1⁄16 in.; for harder woods 
like oak or hard maple, make the offset about 
1⁄32 in. Now drill through the tenons at the 
inset marks. Chamfer one side of the peg or 
round over the end dramatically so that the 
peg seats itself in the offset hole without 
butting against the tenon face (see drawing, 
facing page). As the peg is driven home, the 
mortised stock will pull snug against the 
tenon shoulders. 

FineWoodworking.com
Watch Matthew Teague assemble 
a drawbored mortise and tenon.

Center 
point of 
peg hole

Mark offset 
1⁄32 in. toward 
shoulder.
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Router Bits
We torture-test 18 profile bits 
to find the smoothest cutters

B Y  T O M  B E G N A L

TOOL TEST
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Woodworkers want a router bit to do just two things: 
cut cleanly and stay sharp a long time. But with a long 
list of companies selling bits, it’s hard to identify the 

top-of-the-line performers. So to find out how bits measure up 
when it comes to smoothness and longevity, we purchased the 
same-style bit from 18 companies and tested the lot. 

The bit goes by several names. Commonly called a cove-and-
bead bit, it also can be labeled a bead-and-cove bit, a rounding-
over cove bit, or a classical bit. We chose that bit because it cuts 
two profiles, a cove and a bead, with a shallow step in between. 
As a result, we could evaluate the bit’s ability to make a concave 
cut, a convex cut, and two sharp corners.

Our goal was to use carbide-tipped bits with a 1⁄4-in. radius 
on both the cove and the bead. However, we soon learned that 
some are available only with a radius of 3⁄16 in., or a combina-
tion of 3⁄16 in. and 1⁄4 in. So, with one exception, all the bits we 
tested have cove and bead radii that range from 1⁄4 in. to 3⁄16 in. 
The Holbren bit is the exception, as it creates a 1⁄4-in. cove and 
a 3⁄8-in. bead. However, we did not see a significant correlation 
between size of bit and test results. Also, we tested only bits 
with 1⁄2-in.-dia. shanks. 

How we tested the bits
The tests were done on a rock-solid router table with a massive 
fence made specifically for the test. A sturdy 31⁄4-hp fixed-base 
router provided the get-up-and-go. A power-feeder ensured that 
the test stock was fed through each bit at a constant rate of 5 ft. 
per minute (fpm), a speed that mimicked our typical hand-feed 
rate. Each bit was tested with the fence in line with the bearing, 
so the bit would make a full cut.

The test was designed to include a number of materials, feed 
rates, and grain orientations, as well as performance after a few 
hundred feet of wear. First, we made edge-grain cuts on 30-in. 
lengths of knot-free sugar maple, black cherry, red oak, and 
eastern white pine, four woods that offer a mix of hardness 
and cutting characteristics. We also made end-grain cuts on 
6-in.-wide sections of the same woods. Finally, we made edge-
grain cuts on 30-in. lengths of Premium MDF (medium-density 
fiberboard) a product that, unlike regular MDF, has the 
same density across the entire thickness, allowing 
us to better evaluate the cut quality of each bit.

Then, to accelerate wear on each bit, we cut 
through 100 ft. of standard MDF, which, according 
to a number of experts and manufacturers, 
would equal at least 200 ft. of hardwood. 
After that, we repeated the edge-grain, 
end-grain, and Premium MDF tests. Not sur-
prisingly, all the bits lost sharpness after 
cutting the 100 ft. of MDF. When the tests 
were completed, our cuts on all the bits 
totaled nearly a half mile. 

Before the test started, to level the play-
ing field, we planed all the boards to 3⁄4-in. 
thickness. Also, because wood can vary from 
one board to another, we made sure each type of 
test cut was always made on the same board. 

At the end of the test, we had 216 carefully labeled sam-
ple strips. Then, in a blind test, four editors independently 

Longevity, too.
Each bit made test 
cuts on edge grain 
(facing page), end 
grain (above), and 
then Premium MDF 
(right). Then, to ac-
celerate wear, the 
testers ran 100 ft. 
of standard MDF 
past each bit. After 
that, they ran the 
edge grain, end 
grain, and Premium 
MDF cuts again.

BITS WERE TESTED ON 
A VARIETY  OF WOODS

At the end of the day, the Whiteside (left) and the 
Eagle (right) bits had risen to the top of the mix, 
tying for the highest score. Lee Valley had the 
second-highest score, followed by Southeast 

and Woodtek in a tie for third. By the way, White-
side also had the best bit when we reviewed straight 
bits in our August 1999 issue (FWW #137).

We named the Eagle and Whiteside bits best 
overall. And, since the Whiteside had one 
of the lowest prices of the top bits, we also 

named it best value.

Two bits stood out
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SUPPLIER STREET 
PRICE MAPLE CHERRY OAK PINE END 

GRAIN MDF OVERALL 
AVERAGE

OVERALL 
RATING

AMANA 54134
www.amanatool.com

$52 3.38 6.5 4 7.87 5.88 6.75 5.73 Good

BC SAW 43272
www.bcsaw.com

$70 4.75 5.75 6.13 7.13 5.5 7.25 6.09 Very good

BOSCH 85605M
www.boschtools.com

$40 4.88 6.25 6 6.88 5.13 5.75 5.82 Good

CMT 845.850.11
www.cmtusa.com

$40 4.25 4.63 3.63 8 5.63 7.38 5.59 Good

EAGLE 171-2605
www.eagleamerica.com

$36 6 7.38 7.63 8.13 6.63 6.88 7.11 Excellent

FREUD 38-614
www.freudtools.com

$40 4.5 4 3.5 7.25 6 6.88 5.36 Good

GRIZZLY C1755
www.grizzly.com

$28 2.75 6.88 5.25 7.38 5.63 5.5 5.57 Good

HOLBREN 24229
www.holbren.com

$17 6.63 4.25 4.25 6.38 4.5 7.63 5.61 Good

INFINITY 44-850
www.infinitytools.com

$35 5.13 6.75 6.25 7.75 6.75 7.63 6.71 Excellent

LEE VALLEY 16J34.52
www.leevalley.com

$30 5.5 7.88 7.25 6.75 7.13 7.38 6.98 Excellent

MLCS 8788
www.mlcswoodworking.com

$25 3.38 3.88 4.25 6.5 4 5.63 4.61 Fair

PORTER-CABLE 43179PC
www.porter-cable.com

$27 4.13 4.75 4 7.13 4.5 6.63 5.19 Fair

RIDGE 23-515
www.ridgecarbidetool.com

$47 5.63 5.88 4.88 7 4.75 6 5.69 Good

ROCKLER 91680
www.rockler.com

$33 5.38 7.88 5 7.63 6.13 6.5 6.42 Very good

SOUTHEAST SE3212
www.southeasttool.com

$32 6.63 6.75 6.63 8.25 5.88 6.75 6.82 Excellent

WHITESIDE 3212
www.whitesiderouterbits.com

$31 6.63 7.5 7.13 7.63 6.38 7.38 7.11 Excellent

WOODLINE WL-1253
www.woodline.com

$22 4.25 4 3.5 6.5 4.75 5.38 4.73 Fair

WOODTEK 820-228
www.woodworker.com

$30 5.63 7.75 6.88 6.88 6.63 7.13 6.82 Excellent

examined each strip and rated them for cut quality using a scale of 1 to 10. Then 
we averaged the scores for each bit.

How we ranked the bits
Each bit was rated fair, good, very good, or excellent based on its overall average. 
A “poor” category wasn’t included because none of the bits met our definition 
of poor—a bit that cut so badly that the molding was unusable. To determine 
the range of each rating, we calculated the difference between the highest and 
lowest averages, and then divided that number by four.  

Tom Begnal is an associate editor. Shop manager John White contributed to this article.

ROUTER-BIT  SCORES

Fair to excellent.
We rated the lowest-
scoring bits “fair,” 
as they showed 
significant but still 
sandable amounts 
of bumpiness, tear-
out, and burning 
(top). “Excellent” 
results (bottom) 
required little to no 
sanding.

www.whitesiderouterbits.com

WOODLINE WL-1253
www.woodline.com

WOODTEK 820-228
www.woodworker.com

Fair to excellent.
We rated the lowest-
scoring bits “fair,” 
as they showed 
significant but still 
sandable amounts 
of bumpiness, tear-
out, and burning 
(top). “Excellent” 
results (bottom) 
required little to no 
sanding.
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Agood bench vise is nearly as useful as a shop apprentice. 
On my bench I have a front vise and a large tail vise—I 
call them my right- and left-hand men. It’s hard to imagine 

woodworking without them; they hold my work firmly so that 
I can concentrate fully on powering and controlling the tool 
I’m using.

In general, you’ll find vises at two locations on a woodworker’s 
bench: one on the long side of the bench, typically at the left-hand 
corner for right-handed woodworkers, and another on the short 
side at the opposite end. 

The first, known variously as a side vise or front vise, matches 
the mental picture that most people have of a vise, with a movable 
jaw capturing work between it and the edge of the bench. 

The second, called an end vise or tail vise, can clamp work like a 
front vise, but is more often used to hold boards flat on the bench, 
pinched between a pin or dog in the vise and another in one of 
the many holes along the benchtop. Together, these two vises can 

Making Sense of Vises
A user’s guide to the heart of the workbench

B y  G a r r e t t  H a c k

Usually found at the end of the bench, 
opposite the front vise, it is used with 
benchdogs to hold work flat for tasks like 
surface planing or chopping mortises. 

End visE

It typically occupies the left-front corner 
of the bench and is used to hold stock 
upright for sawing or for working edges. 

Front visE
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Hold wide workpieces on edge. The vise screw prevents a 
wide piece from going all the way through the vise (right). A 
clamp seated in a dog hole provides extra support (above).

Hold work vertically for sawing dovetails or 
planing end grain. A scrap piece of similar thickness, 
clamped in the opposite side of the vise, prevents the 
vise from racking.

meet all of a woodworker’s basic needs when it comes 
to holding work firmly and within reach.

Up front: a vise to clamp work vertically or on edge 
A front vise, typically found on the bench’s left-front 
corner, is ideal when you need to clamp a board to 
plane an edge, hold a chair leg while shaping it, or 
hold a board upright for sawing dovetails. The most 
common design is quite simple: a jaw of wood, or cast 
iron lined with wood, that moves with a single screw 
and a T-handle. The rest of the vise is mortised into 
the front edge of the bench. Mine opens about 10 in. 
and has about 4 in. of depth. 

Many of the front vises on the market are fairly easy 
to fit to a benchtop. Look for one that has a large screw 
with well-cut Acme threads. These are the same square 
threads found on good clamps; they can smoothly 
deliver lots of force over a long life.

To hold long boards, wide panels, or doors securely 
on edge in a front vise, you need the added support of 
the deep front apron of the bench. Properly installed, the 
fixed half of the vise should be mortised into the bench 
so that the movable jaw clamps against the apron. This 
creates a great deal of stability, making it possible to 

Front vises
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Secure long boards on edge. A block clamped in the tail 
vise supports the opposite end.

Steady a wide panel.  A sawhorse provides support under-
neath, with the opposite end clamped to the bench apron. 

clamp most boards on edge with no other support. For 
very long boards, just put one end in the front vise and 
rest the other on a short board clamped in the tail or end 
vise, much like a board jack on traditional benches. You 
can clamp a large tabletop vertically against the front 
edge of a bench, one end held in the front vise and the 
other held by a bar clamp across the bench. 

A problem can arise, though, when clamping on just 
one side of the vise, such as when holding just the 
end of a much larger piece, clamping pieces vertically 
for laying out or sawing dovetails, or holding tapered 
or oddly shaped pieces. When one side of the jaw is 
applying all the pressure—or trying to—it is very hard 
on the screw and any alignment rods, and can even 
distort them. One solution is to slip a block as thick 

as the workpiece into the other side 

CAST IRON
The most popular front vise is 
cast iron. A steel rod or two 
keep the jaw aligned. Some also 
have a quick-action release for 
faster jaw adjustments.

TYPES OF 
FRONT V ISE

PATTERNMAKER’S VISE 
A patternmaker’s vise excels at holding oddly shaped work. The vise body can pivot 
up and over the bench until the jaws are parallel to the benchtop. The jaws also can 
rotate 360º and angle toward one another for holding tapered work.

Build it yourself. Many compa-
nies sell the hardware for these 
vises. Look for a large screw 
with square-cut threads.  

WOODEN-JAWED 
A wooden-jawed vise operates like 
its cast-iron cousin. The movable 
jaw is typically made from the 
same material as the bench. Some 
models offer quick-release.  

ARM VISE 
An arm vise works well on wide boards. 
There are no screws or rods in the way. 
But the right-angled arm limits clamping 
force, which reduces the ability to 
clamp long boards horizontally. 

 Many compa-
nies sell the hardware for these 

clamp long boards horizontally. clamp long boards horizontally. 
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An end vise holds work flat. Aligned with a row of dog holes, this vise has a wide  
capacity. It can hold smaller work and pieces nearly as large as the benchtop. It’s ideal 
for smoothing a tabletop.

A secure grip for cross-grain work. 
The end vise allows you to clamp a panel 
across its width for tasks such as planing 
a bevel on the end. 

For chopping, a spacer keeps the 
work off the vise jaw. The pounding 
could damage the vise. The best support 
is on the benchtop itself, right over a leg. An end vise also handles awkward shapes. Pieces like 

this curved table apron can be held securely for scraping or 
other tasks. 

End vises
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of the jaw (use a wedge for odd shapes). This keeps 
the jaws parallel so you can apply all the pressure you 
need. Some bench manufacturers equip their front 
vises with a threaded stop that does the same job. 

At the end: a vise to hold work flat 
At the other end of the bench, you typically will find 
one of two distinct types of vises, known as end vises 
or tail vises. Their main purpose is to hold work flat 
on the surface of the bench.

A traditional tail vise, with one row of dog holes 
along the front edge of the bench and several more 
in the movable jaw, allows you to hold work flat over 
nearly the entire length of the bench. This is ideal 
for holding long boards to smooth a face, bead one 
edge, or hold a leg while chopping a mortise. You can 
also clamp across the grain to bevel a 
panel end or shape the skirt of a chest 
side. Be careful to apply only modest 
pressure to hold the work, or you will 
bow it up. 

The tail vise is also great for holding 
long or odd pieces at any angle—there are no 
screws in the way and the hefty construction tends 
to prevent racking on odd shapes. Also, it can hold 
a workpiece at right angles to the bench edge, ideal 
for planing an end-grain edge, shooting a miter on a 
molding, or paring a tenon shoulder. 

One drawback with this vise is that the large mov-
able jaw can sag. A misaligned jaw makes it difficult 
to hold work flat on the benchtop. Avoid chopping or 
pounding over the movable jaw; it isn’t as solid as the 
benchtop itself. Support the work as much as possible 
over the bench, with the least amount of jaw open. I 
keep small, square blocks handy to shim my work to-
ward the bench or protect it from the dogs. I shouldn’t 
have to say this, but never sit on your tail vise.

Another type of end vise—The other popular type 
of end vise looks and works like a front vise, except that 
the movable jaw is mounted to, and set parallel with, 
the end of the bench. If I had to outfit a bench with just 
one vise, it would be this type (see drawing, top right). 
My small traveling bench has an old front vise mounted 
on one end in line with a row of dog holes.

Some end vises of this type have a jaw that spans 
the entire width of the bench. Equipped with a dog 
on each end of the jaw, and paired with a double row 
of dog holes down the front and back of the bench, 
this is a great system for holding wide parts flat on the 
benchtop. Several ready-made benches are built this 
way. Lee Valley also sells the necessary hardware for 
making the vise yourself. 

Garrett Hack, a professional furniture maker and woodworking 
instructor, is a contributing editor. 

TWIN-SCREW 
A twin-screw model 
can clamp wide 
stock vertically. This 
type connects the 
two screws with a 
chain to prevent 
racking.

TAIL VISE 
The traditional end vise. The movable 
jaw is a thick section of the bench’s 
front edge, about 18 in. long. Dog holes 
hold work flat on the surface. The jaws 
also can hold work at an angle.

CAST IRON 
Same vise, different location. 
The cast-iron front vise also 
works well as an end vise
—a smart solution if you 
have room or money for 
only one vise.

FULL WIDTH 
A modern variation 
spans the width of the 
bench. With two rows of 
dog holes, the wide jaw 
of this vise is ideal for 
holding wider panels.

The guts.
Tail-vise hardware 
comes with instructions for making 
the wood components.

TYPES OF 
END V ISE
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There is a quality to a wax topcoat that can’t be matched by 
more durable, modern finishes. The soft sheen and tactile 
quality of a waxed surface just begs to be touched. Not 

only does a waxed surface look good and feel good, but it also 
helps protect the finish underneath. 

Besides being a final coat on finished wood, wax has a number 
of other uses. It can serve as a minimal finish to maintain a wood’s 

natural beauty, or it can give a just-made piece an antique 
look. Colored waxes can create special effects. Best of 
all, the tools are simple and the techniques are easy. 
Whatever your furniture-making ability, your projects 
will look and feel better after a proper waxing. 

Wax polish finishes a finish
The most common use for wax is to 
apply it as the final layer of finish. 
It can go on top of any type of 
finish, from an in-the-wood cou-
ple of coats of oil to high-gloss, 

Use it to perfect a finish 
or create special effects

B Y  P E T E R  G E D R Y S

Wax
All About

In general, if the first use mentioned on the can is polishing wood floors, don’t 
use the wax on furniture. It is likely to contain a high percentage of carnauba 
wax and is designed to be buffed with a mechanical floor buffer. You’ll have a 
hard time buffing it by hand. Butcher’s Bowling Alley Wax and Minwax finishing 
wax fall into this category. However, these hard paste waxes can be used as 
a clear base for custom-coloring. In general, waxes designed for furniture are 
easier to use. They usually are softer in consistency (what I call a semi-paste 
wax) due to their higher percentage of solvent, which makes them easier to apply. 
I’ve had good results with Antiquax; Fiddes dries fast and has a low odor; Liberon’s 
Black Bison goes on very smoothly but has a strong odor; Goddard’s has a pleasant 
lemon verbena scent.

CHOOSE ONE 
MADE FOR FURNITURE
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CHOOSE ONE 
MADE FOR FURNITURE
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Buy the right 
color. Find one 
that matches 
the wood and 
it won’t show 
in pores and 
recesses. 

If you do one thing after 
reading this article, I hope 
you’ll try using a dark wax. 
As this piece of walnut shows, a 
clear wax on a dark, open-pored 
wood can leave white residue in 
the pores. Even if the pores are 
filled, the clear wax can leave a 

slight haze on a dark surface. 
Conversely, wax the same color or darker than 

the wood can enhance the appearance. See 
p. 59 for more detail and to learn how dark wax 
can be used to give an aged look.
     You can buy wax in a range of wood tones, or 
you can take clear paste wax and color it yourself. 
You must first melt the wax, but because wax 
is flammable, never heat it over an open flame. 
Instead, place it in a container over heated water, 
a device known as a double boiler. Add artist’s oils 
or universal colorants and mix them in thoroughly. 
Let the wax solidify before use. 

Or color your own. If you need only a small amount 
of colored wax or you want an unusual color, melt 
some clear paste wax in a container over hot water, 
and then mix in artist’s oil colors.

Step one is understanding the ingredients

CLEAR-WAX 
BASICS
Although brands of wax vary great-
ly in price, they all draw from the 
same limited number of raw waxes 
and solvents. 

The best-known wax is bees-
wax. After the honey-
comb has been 
melted and 
refined, it can 
be left dark or 
placed in the sun 
and bleached. Medium-soft, beeswax 
produces a medium-gloss finish.

The cheapest component is paraf-
fin wax, derived from refining crude oil. 
Relatively soft and colorless, it serves as 
the base for many wax blends. Also ob-
tained from petroleum is microcrystalline 
wax, a highly refined and expensive wax 
that has excellent resistance to water. 
It is favored by museums because of its 
neutral pH. 

To offset paraffin wax’s softness, man-
ufacturers add harder waxes: Carnauba, 
obtained from scraping the leaves of a 
Brazilian palm tree, produces a very high 
shine but is also very hard to buff out 
when used alone; candelilla, obtained 

from the 

COLORED WAX
If you do one thing after 
reading this article, I hope 
you’ll try using a dark wax. 
As this piece of walnut shows, a 
clear wax on a dark, open-pored 
wood can leave white residue in 
the pores. Even if the pores are 
filled, the clear wax can leave a 

the wood can enhance the appearance. See 
p. 59 for more detail and to learn how dark wax 
can be used to give an aged look.

CLEAR-WAX 

Although brands of wax vary great-
ly in price, they all draw from the 
same limited number of raw waxes 

The best-known wax is bees-
wax. After the honey-

placed in the sun 
and bleached. Medium-soft, beeswax 

COLORED WAX

leaves of a Mexican plant, is much like 
carnauba, but somewhat softer. 

The speed at which a solvent evapo-
rates will determine how long you have 
to wait before you can buff the wax. 
Traditionally, turpentine was used to dis-
solve beeswax, but its relative expense 
means this medium-paced solvent is 
rarely used in commercial waxes.  

Mineral spirits is the most common 
solvent and can be formulated for slow 
or medium-paced evaporation. Faster-
evaporating solvents include naphtha 
and toluene. I avoid toluene waxes such 
as Briwax (below) for a number of rea-
sons. First, I dislike their strong odor; 
second, toluene is most likely to damage 
a finish that is not fully cured; third, I 
find they harden very fast, making them 
somewhat difficult to work with. 

CLEAR WAX

DARK WAX

Raw waxes. Shown from left are bees-
wax, paraffin, and carnauba flakes.

Let the wax solidify before use. 

Or color your own.
of colored wax or you want an unusual color, melt 
some clear paste wax in a container over hot water, 
and then mix in artist’s oil colors.
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Brazilian palm tree, produces a very high 
shine but is also very hard to buff out 
when used alone; candelilla, obtained 

from the 

Traditionally, turpentine was used to dis-
solve beeswax, but its relative expense 
means this medium-paced solvent is 
rarely used in commercial waxes.  

Mineral spirits is the most common 
solvent and can be formulated for slow 
or medium-paced evaporation. Faster-
evaporating solvents include naphtha 
and toluene. I avoid toluene waxes such 
as Briwax (below) for a number of rea-
sons. First, I dislike their strong odor; 
second, toluene is most likely to damage 
a finish that is not fully cured; third, I 
find they harden very fast, making them 
somewhat difficult to work with. 
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rubbed-out shellac. The wax helps to even out the sheen and adds 
a measure of protection that can be renewed easily. However, 
don’t be in a rush to apply it: Almost all waxes contain solvents, 
which can damage a film finish that isn’t fully cured. For most 
finishes, this means waiting a week; but wait at least a month 
before applying a paste wax to solvent-based lacquer. 

For best results, use an applicator—Using widely available 
but hard paste waxes, beginners tend to put on too much, then 
wonder why the surface smears when they try to buff it. The 
answer is to make a wax applicator. 

Take some good, dense cheesecloth and fold it over. Place a 
small amount of wax on the middle of this pad. Gather up the 
edges and twist them to form a small knob that encloses the wax. 
As soon as you rub the surface, the wax will start coming through 
the cloth evenly and thinly. Although you can use softer semi-paste 
wax this way, you gain the most benefit when using harder paste 
waxes. For closed-pore, light-colored woods such as maple, I use 
a clear wax, but for open-pore woods such as oak or mahogany 
and darker closed-pore woods like cherry, I use a colored wax. 

When you rub the surface, you will apply a very thin film of wax. 
The applicator prevents you from applying too much. I begin by 
applying the wax in circles, forcing it into any open pores, and 
then I give it a once-over with the grain to straighten everything 
out. If you run out of wax, don’t apply more to the outside of 
the applicator; just unwrap it and replenish the inside. When 

Create a wax applicator. Place some wax in the center of a 
double thickness of cheesecloth, gather the edges of the cloth 
together, and twist them closed. 

Finish a finish with wax

A thin coat is critical. The 
cheesecloth applicator allows an 
even amount of wax to reach the 
wood. Apply the wax in a circular 
motion (1). Follow up by giving 
some light strokes with the grain 

(2). Before buffing, wipe the 
surface with a white non-

abrasive pad; the open 
weave picks up 

any residue (3). 
Don’t use a col-

ored pad; many 
contain abrasives. 

To raise the shine 
(4), you can do the final 

buffing with a cotton cloth 
or a paper towel. Turn it frequent-

ly to keep removing surplus wax. 

GLOSS LOOK

1 2 3

4
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finished, you can store the applicator inside 
the can of wax. 

To get the best results, you must wait for the 
solvent to evaporate before you remove the 
excess wax and buff the surface. If you do this 
too soon, you’ll either remove the wax or just move it around. If 
you wait too long, it becomes progressively harder to remove the 
surplus. Although the wax won’t get hazy like car polish, it will 
change from glossy to dull. The time this takes varies by brand 
and atmospheric conditions, but 20 minutes is average.

Although using the applicator should prevent excess wax, I still 
rub the dried wax with a white nylon nonabrasive pad (www.
woodworker.com). The open weave picks up any thicker patches 
or small lumps of wax. The final step is to buff the surface with 
a soft cloth like terrycloth, an old T-shirt, or even a paper towel. 
Rub the surface vigorously and turn the cloth frequently so that 
you burnish the wax rather than just redistribute it. 

At this stage, if you find you simply can’t get the surface to shine, 
you probably put on too much wax or let it harden for too long. 
Rub the surface with a cloth dampened with mineral spirits to 
remove most of the wax. Wait an hour for the solvent to evaporate, 
and then reapply the wax more carefully. 

Rub out the surface with wax—If you prefer a me-
dium luster, an option when waxing a cured finish such 
as shellac, varnish, or lacquer is to apply the wax with 

Steel wool and wax.
You can combine rub-
bing out the finish and 
waxing it by using steel 
wool to apply the wax. 
Liberon’s 0000 steel 
wool gives the most 
even scratch pattern 
(right). To avoid cross-
grain scratches, rub the 
steel wool with the wax 
in the direction of the 
grain only (below).

Not just for shoes. You can buff wax with a brush. This works well in carved 
areas and produces a slightly lower shine than a cloth.

SATIN SHEEN

0000 steel wool or a gray abrasive pad. This will 
reduce the sheen and soften the look. To better 
lubricate the steel wool, I use a softer semi-paste 
wax. To avoid cross-grain scratches, apply the 
wax with the grain only. It is easy to apply too 

much wax with this method, so you’ll probably need to go over 
the wax once it has dried with clean steel wool or a white abrasive 
pad. When the wax has cured, buff the surface in the same way 
as previously described.

Waxing intricate shapes and carvings—By highlighting areas 
that are proud and leaving recesses dull, wax can give carvings 
and moldings a more three-dimensional appearance. The softer 
the wax, the easier it is to work into the corners using either a 
cloth or a small stiff brush. When dry, a vigorous buffing with a 
dry and moderately stiff-bristle brush will yield good results. 

Renewing a waxed surface—When a waxed surface begins 
to look dull, try buffing to renew the sheen. If this doesn’t do the 
trick, simply apply and buff another layer of wax in the same way 
as described earlier. When done correctly, the layers of wax are 
so thin you need have no concern about wax buildup. 

If the surface becomes worn or dirty, wax can be removed with 
mineral spirits or one of the proprietary wax washes. If it is very 

FineWoodworking.com
Peter Gedrys mixes up a batch 
of wax and finishes a piece.
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grimy, use either 0000 steel wool or a gray abrasive pad with  
solvent to loosen the wax. Wipe well with paper towels, and then 
rewax the surface. 

Wax bare wood for a natural look
Wax also can be used on its own as a finish. It has the advantage 

of barely changing the natural color of the wood, 
just giving the surface a slightly higher 

sheen. The downside is that it gives 
minimal protection, but this is not a 
problem for objects such as picture 

frames that are subject to infrequent 
handling. As with waxing a finish, you 

need to match the wax color to the wood. 
A variation on this is one of my favorite finishes. 

I seal the bare wood with a coat or two of a 1- to 2-lb. 
cut of shellac, lightly sand it when dry, and then apply the 

wax. I’ve used it with great success on lightly used furniture 
and on architectural components such as paneling. The thin bar-

rier of shellac barely changes the wood’s appearance yet makes 
it smoother and less porous, allowing a more even luster. It also 
allows me to easily remove the wax at a later date, if required. 

Colored wax gives a range of looks
Wax comes in a range of colors, from wood tones to specialty 
colors such as black and white. These colored waxes can be used 
either for decorative finishing or for replicating antiques.

A limed finish on white oak is the most famous decorative wax 
finish. First, open up the pores with a brass brush or a slightly 
stiffer bronze brush, then vacuum and blow out the pores thor-
oughly. Seal the surface with a thin coat of shellac, and then rub 
white wax well into the pores. Wipe off the excess and apply 

Prepare the wood. Open the pores 
by brushing the wood with a bronze 
or brass brush. After removing the 
dust with a vacuum or compressed 
air, apply a single coat of shellac.

A limed finish. Fill the pores 
with white liming wax, and then 
remove the surplus. Later add a 
coat of clear wax, or for a higher 
gloss, a coat of shellac.

Color wax with powders. You can 
color clear wax by adding dry pig-
ments or mica powders. Afterward, 
topcoat with either clear wax or 
shellac.

Pop the pores with colored wax

As a minimal finish

Simple steps. For 
objects rarely touched 
and that don’t need a 
protective finish, wipe 
on a single coat of shel-
lac, sand when dry, and 
then wax and buff.
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either a couple of coats of paste wax or, for a higher sheen, a 
coat of shellac. Other applications include adding colored pig-
ments or mica powders to clear wax to color the pores. 

If your taste runs more toward period than contemporary, wax 
can give furniture an aged appearance. Using wax a shade or 
two darker than the wood will add accent lines around moldings 
and carvings. There are brown and black waxes sold as pati-
nating waxes, but you can make your own or use dry pigment 
powders on top of a clear wax. 

Don’t use shoe polish. Many include silicone, which will play 
havoc with any film finish that you apply afterward. 

Peter Gedrys is a professional finisher and restorer in East Haddam, Conn. 

Dirt in the crevices.
Apply softened paste 
wax into the nooks and 
crannies of carvings. 
Then tap in some rotten-
stone with a stiff-bristled 
brush (top). When the 
wax has dried, rub the 
area with crumpled 
newspaper to remove 
the bulk of the rotten-
stone, and then burnish 
the high points with a 
cloth (right). This leaves 
a line of gray similar to 
that found on antiques. 

Simulate wax 
buildup. To rep-
licate the dark 
recesses found 
on antiques, use 
dark wax in these 
areas (above), or 
apply dry pigments 
to freshly applied 
clear wax (center). 
When the wax is 
dry, burnish the 
high points with 
a cloth or a brush 
(below).

Wax can give an aged appearance

CREATE INSTANT DUST ADD YEARS OF POLISH
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Porringer-Top 
Tea Table

Hand-shaped cabriole legs lend grace 
to a versatile period piece

B Y  D A N  F A I A
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When a client asked for a tea table re-
cently, I built this one in the Queen 
Anne porringer style, named for the 

top’s rounded, soup-bowl-shaped corners. I 
found the design in an antiques catalog. The 
original was built in Wethersfield, Conn., 
sometime between 1740 and 1760.

Tea tables were most popular from the Wil-
liam and Mary period in the early 1700s through 
the Empire period in the mid-1800s. Today, 
even though earlier dinnertimes have put an 
end to daily afternoon “teas,” these tables still 
are useful as end tables or occasional tables. 

This piece is also a great way to get started 
in building period reproductions. The design 
is simple, but there are challenging details 
in matching the grain, shaping the cabriole 
legs and transition blocks, and creating the 
uniquely shaped top. The project requires 
careful machine work and a delicate touch 
with hand tools. When you’re done, you’ll 
have a handsome, highly functional piece of 
furniture. 

Seek consistent grain for a coherent look
Lumber selection and grain orientation are crit-
ical details for any furniture project. Using the 

Bandsaw the legs

T WO WAYS 
TO ORIENT 
THE GRAIN

There are two options for 
the look of the legs: flow 
lines and bull’s-eyes. Flow 
lines, used on this piece, 
keep a parallel vertical 
pattern that follows the 
leg’s contours. Bull’s-eyes 
are the sunburst patterns 
seen at the peak of the 
knee. You can get either 
pattern from the same 
blank, depending on how 
you orient the leg. End 
grain that runs from inside 
corner to outside corner 
will create flow lines (left). 
Side-to-side grain will 
produce bull’s-eyes (right).

Rough-cut the profile on the 
bandsaw. After turning the 
pad foot, trace the layout onto 
two faces of the blank and cut 
one face (above). Leave the 
waste area above the knee 
intact for now. Then tape the 
cutoffs back in place and cut 
the second face (left). The cut-
offs support the work for safe 
and accurate cutting of the 
adjacent sides.

Do not remove 
the waste until 
after dry-fitting 
the legs to the 
aprons.
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Mark the edges of the curves. 
Begin the layout for shaping the leg 
by drawing a pair of reference lines 
on each side, at equal distances from 
the corners. These are called center-
lines because the two meet at the 
center of the leg’s narrowest point.

Mark the edge of the first chamfer. 
Faia visualizes a “5/7” ratio to draw a 
new set of lines a little less than half-
way from the reference lines to the cor-
ner on each side. He chisels to these 
lines in creating the first chamfers.

The first line 
indicates the edge 
of the curved 
section of the leg.

The second 
line indicates 
the edge of 
the primary 
chamfer.

Area to be 
chamfered

Cut the first chamfer. Use a chisel to remove the 
wood between the second layout lines (above). Stop 
the cut at the narrowest part of the leg, where the 
grain direction changes, and then work from the op-
posite direction. The sharply curved area just above 
the foot is hard to negotiate with the chisel. Follow 
up with a rasp to smooth the transition (below). 

L AY OUT THE 
PRIMARY CHAMFERS

Photos: Steve Scott; drawings: Bob La Pointe

Shape the legs 
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right grain for individual parts can make 
the difference between a good piece and 
a great one. For grain consistency, I made 
the aprons and the slip-matched top from 
a single board. It might seem shameful to 
rip wide lumber into narrow pieces, but it 
pays off in the finished appearance. 

Grain selection for the cabriole legs is 
even more important. Look for a 12/4 
board with a rift-sawn end section, but 
be prepared to spend some time picking 
through the lumber to find it. Most pieces 
that will fit the bill will be rift for only half 
or three-quarters of the width. You’ll rarely 
find a board that will yield any more than 
two legs side by side in the rift.

Turn the feet before shaping the legs
Start by rough-cutting the leg blanks longer 
than the finished leg. This leaves matching 
stock for two transition blocks, which you 

should trim off after the leg is turned and 
before it is shaped.

Begin by turning the pad foot on the 
center of the blank. Layout is done us-
ing plywood patterns derived from full-
scale drawings. On the lathe, use a parting 
tool and a pair of calipers to set the pad’s 
maximum diameter and to cut the fillet on 
which the foot will rest. Then make a roll-
ing cut with a spindle gouge to establish 
the curve between the foot’s widest point 
and the fillet. The last step on the lathe is 
to use the corner of the skew to make a 
shallow scribing cut that just begins the 
top of the foot. This will help you locate 
the toe later in the leg-shaping process. 

While the blanks are square, cut or chop 
the mortises for the aprons, making sure 
to choose the proper inside corner for the 
grain selection. Label and trim off the tran-
sition blocks, and cut the legs to length.

Time-honored cabriole layout method
Lay out the leg pattern on the two in-
side faces and bandsaw the profile. Do 
not bandsaw the top of the post, and stay 
proud of the pattern line by 1⁄16 in. or more 
above the knee. It is important to leave 
plenty of wood here for shaping later. 
Clean up the cuts with a spokeshave and 
a rasp, making each surface a fair curve.

I shaped the legs primarily with wide, 
flat chisels, removing wood in a series of 
chamfers until I arrived at a rounded pro-
file. For consistency, I laid out the chamfers 
using a technique called the 5/7 rule.

At this small scale, the 5/7 rule isn’t a 
precise measuring technique. It’s a way 
of eyeballing the layout with consistent 
results (consistent enough, anyway, to 
please the eye). Start at the ankle by mark-
ing the center point of each side of the 
leg. From these marks, draw centerlines 

Draw a line 
along the 
center point 
of the primary 
chamfer.

Create 
secondary 
bevels 
on either 
side of the 
centerline.

Lay out the next chamfers. Mark 
centerlines on the newly created 
faces. These lines will be used in 
cutting a second set of chamfers.

Cut the new facets. Chisel away a triangular section of waste between 
the two centerlines. This cut is only about halfway to the line on either side 
of the corner (above). The remaining ridges are small enough to remove 
with a spokeshave (below left). Use rasps, files, and sandpaper to shape 
the leg to its finished contour (below right). 

L AY OUT THE SECONDARY CHAMFERS

M AY / J U N E  2 0 0 7
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up and down the blank, maintaining the 
same dimension and following the curves 
created by the saw. 

Your next marks should be a little less 
than halfway from these centerlines to each 
adjacent corner. To estimate this distance 
consistently, imagine that the space be-
tween each center point and each adjacent 
corner is divided into 12 equal parts. From 
each center, count five units toward the 
corners and make your marks at those lo-
cations. draw additional layout lines from 
these marks up and down the blank.

Use a chisel and rasp to remove the ma-
terial between these second layout lines, 
creating a broad chamfer. Now mark the 
centerlines of the chamfers. refine the 
profile by paring about halfway in from 
these centerlines and the original ones to 
remove the newly created corners. This 
will create a set of narrower, secondary 
chamfers. Last, remove the ridges along 
these faces with a spokeshave. The corners 

should now be so close to round that no 
other division is needed. Use a rasp, file, 
and scraper to achieve the final shape.

Blocks transition from apron to knee
Cut the apron stock to the appropriate 
lengths and rip the aprons slightly wider 
than the finished width. I used a dado 
head on the tablesaw to cut the tenons. 
remove milling marks from the aprons 
with a handplane. Locate the center of 
each apron, measuring from the shoulders. 
Trace the apron patterns and bandsaw to 
shape. Clean up the bandsaw marks with 
a spokeshave, chisels, and files.

with the base dry-fitted together, trace 
the outside face of the aprons onto the leg 
posts, which were left fat earlier. Bandsaw 
the posts just proud of these lines, leav-
ing wood that can be planed flush to the 
aprons after assembly. glue up the base, 
checking for square and using moder-
ate clamp pressure. Finish the assembly 

Assemble the base 

Profile the aprons. Use chisels, rasps, and 
files to create a smooth surface after band-
sawing the apron shape.

Mark and trim the posts. Dry-fit the aprons 
into the mortised leg posts and trace cut 
lines on the front of each post (top). The  
finished posts will be flush with the aprons. 
Cut on the waste side of the line (above)  
and plane the posts flush with the apron  
after glue-up.

Glue up the base. Use mod-
erate clamping pressure and 
be sure to check the assem-
bly for square.
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PREP THE LEG FOR 
CORNER BLOCKS

by trimming the posts flush to the apron 
fronts with a shoulder plane.

To begin fitting the transition blocks, first 
handplane their mating surfaces so that 
they fit tightly to the legs and aprons. Now 
clamp the transition block temporarily into 
place, aligning it roughly with the flat bot-
tom of the apron, and use it as a reference 
surface for the shoulder plane. You want 
to plane the top of the leg where it meets 
the post, bringing its height flush with the 
top of the transition block. 

Remove the blocks and use a bandsaw to 
cut the curved side profiles on each one. 
Use chisels and sandpaper to smooth the 
outer profiles to a fair shape, and then glue 
the blocks onto the legs and aprons. Chisel 
the leg profile to shape with the transition 
blocks. Curve the transitions across their 
width from the leg to the apron. Continue 
shaping diagonally over the blocks to a 
final rounding.

Shape and attach the top
I like to spring-joint the top boards. To 
“spring” the joint, plane away a minimal 
amount of wood from the middle section 

Add transition blocks

Locate the transition 
block. Clamp the rough stock 
in place, aligned roughly 
with the bottom of the apron. 
Plane the top of the leg to 
match the block’s height.

Plane the post flush. Use a 
shoulder plane, referencing 
off the surface of the apron.

Mark and cut the 
corner block. Mark 
the block at the knee’s 
apex to determine its 
thickness (above). Cut 
the block to shape and 
glue it in place before 
shaping it with a chisel 
(right).

Shape the transition block. Pare across the 
top of the block, using the leg as a reference 
surface. As you near the apron, round over the 
ledge made by the shoulder plane.

Change directions. Next, work toward the top 
of the leg, rounding the transition block until it 
meets the apron.

Fair the curves 
underneath. Use 
a rasp to smooth 
the underside 
of the transition 
block where it 
meets the bottom 
of the apron.
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SHAPING THE 
TABLETOP’S 
EDGE

of each edge, so clamping pressure is 
moderate. Then the joint requires only 
one center clamp for glue-up. After plan-
ing and/or sanding the top flat, lay out and 
bandsaw the top pattern slightly proud of 
the lines. A jigsaw is a good alternative for 
cutting these shapes, especially the large-
radius corners. Fairing these shapes by 
hand will require the use of many tools—
spokeshave, chisel, file, and scraper.

The edge profile is not a half-round 
shape. It’s a section of a larger radius, 
which is a common profile used in 18th-
century furniture. Layout is simple. Draw 
a single centerline on the edge, and a pair 
of lines (one on each face) marking the 
top and bottom of the curve. 

The makers of many original pieces 
used glue blocks to attach their tabletops; 
however, I don’t recommend this because 
it restricts seasonal movement. Six wood 
screws, driven through pocket holes in the 
aprons, hold this top down. Mount the two 
end screws tightly and widen the slots for 
the four side screws to allow wood move-
ment.

Dan Faia is a custom furniture maker in New 
Hampshire.

SIDE APRON
(enlarge 200%)

TABLETOP CORNER
(enlarge 200%)

B A S I C  J O I N E R Y  S U P P O R T S  A  G R AC E F U L  D E S I G N
Simple mortise-and-tenon joinery brings the leg posts and aprons together, while the 
details lend distinction to the piece. The aprons are flush with the leg posts, and the curves 
in the cabriole legs are echoed by the rounded corners and edge details of the tabletop.

25⁄8 in.

3⁄4 in.

7⁄8 in.

5⁄16 in.

13⁄4 in.

Outside dimensions 
of tabletop, 211⁄2 in. 
wide by 33 in. long

TRANSITION BLOCK
(enlarge 200%)

C/L

Using chisels, 
rasps, and files, 
work between a 
centerline drawn 
on the edge and 
layout lines on 
the faces. 

2 in. 

13⁄8 in. 
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Top, 3⁄4 in. thick 
by 211⁄2 in. wide 
by 33 in. long

Side aprons, 3⁄4 in. 
thick by 51⁄2 in. wide 
by 133⁄4 in. long 
(includes tenons)

Front aprons, 3⁄4 in. 
thick by 51⁄2 in. wide 
by 251⁄4 in. long 
(includes tenons) 

Legs, 253⁄4 in. long. 
Blanks are 25⁄8 in. sq. by 
approx. 31 in. long (extra 
material at top is used 
for transition blocks).

Tenon, 5⁄16 in. 
thick by 41⁄2 in. 
wide by 7⁄8 in. 
long

Transition 
block

Aprons are flush 
with leg posts.

front and back apron
(enlarge 200%)

top edge profile
(actual size)

leg
(enlarge 300%)

transition block Shape this area after 
gluing transition block 
in place.

c/l

Pocket hole 
for screw

3⁄4 in. 

1⁄8 in. 

2 in. 

31⁄2 in. 

11⁄2 in.

5⁄8 in.

1⁄4 in.
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Recently, as I 
considered a set of bedroom fur-
niture I was designing, I counted 

more than 50 mortise-and-tenon joints. I 
needed a way to make them as simply, pre-
cisely, and consistently as possible. To me, 
that meant using loose tenons; it’s much 
easier than with standard tenons. There are 
no shoulders to cut (and then fine-tune) 

for a perfect fit. There’s no 
need to add tenon length to 
rail length; just cut to exact 
shoulder-to-shoulder di-
mensions. And it’s easier to 
cut tenons separately than 
at the ends of rails.

All it takes is two perfectly 
matching mortises in mat-
ing pieces. And I decided 
a shopmade jig would do 
that job best.

My jig uses two vertical-
ly aligned, rotating circles 
with protruding metal bolts 
to center the rails automati-
cally for end mortising. The 

Rotating circles 
make on-the-mark 

mortises every time

B Y  D A V I D  L E H M A N

Self-Centering
Mortising Jig

C/L

90˚

1. Insert work-
piece between 
protruding bolts.

2. Rotate 
circles to center 
workpiece in jig.

HOW THE JIG WORKS

FineWoodworking.com
Watch us take this jig for a test drive in 
the Fine Woodworking shop.

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G68 Photos: Michael Pekovich; drawings: Vince Babak
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jig, made of Baltic-birch plywood, also 
aligns the stiles horizontally for matching 
mortises using a simple stop-block setup. 
And it’s semi-dedicated—made to cut the 
widest mortise I’d need while allowing me 
to make narrower, and even offset, cuts.

Start with the circles
The jig is centered on the circles, so be-
gin by making them. They must be large 

Self-Centering
Mortising Jig

Front plate, 
14 in. wide by 
14¾   in. tall

Front pieces made 
from circle cutoff

Circles, 
6¼   in. dia.

Outside hex bolts, 
3⁄8 in. by 2½   in.

Top, 12 in. wide 
by 24 in. long

Top fence, 23⁄4 in. wide 
by 24 in. long

Side guides, 8 in. 
wide by 9 in. long

Support bar, 1 in. 
wide by 18 in. long

Center guide, 31⁄8 in. 
wide by 103⁄8 in. long

Flat washer, lock 
washer, and 
double nut

Faceplate, 
35⁄8 in. wide by 
24 in. long

Cut slots to allow 
clamp closer 
access.

Center hex bolt, 
3⁄8 in. by 2½   in.

2¾   in.

Center bolt hole,
3⁄8-in.-dia. with 
5⁄8-in.-dia. counterbore 
for bolt head

Drill the holes. Place the 
blank’s center hole over the 
pivot pin, using a square to align 
the edge. Drill the first hole, then 
rotate the blank 180º.

SIMPLE PARTS, AL IGNED PRECISELY

Pivot pin

Center hole

Square 
lines up 
workpiece.

Jig

Workpiece 
for circle

BOLT HOLES ARE CRITICAL
Use a drill press and a simple jig to make matching center 
and outside bolt holes in both circles. Outside holes must 
be equidistant from the center hole.

Twin circles with protruding bolts quickly align and hold 
the workpiece vertical for precise end-mortising. To 
ensure lasting consistency and stability, make the entire 
jig from Baltic-birch plywood. 

Outside bolt hole,
3⁄8-in.-dia. with 5⁄8-in.-dia. 
counterbore on rear face

Make a jig for the bolt holes.
Clamp a fence to the tabletop 
and drill two holes in the jig 
2¾   in. apart and parallel to 
one edge. Then, clamp the jig in 
place, keeping one hole aligned 
with the drill bit. Insert a pivot 
pin into the other.
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Locate the circles on the front plate. Drill two 3⁄8-in. 
holes on the centerline for the circles’ center holes. Use 
a fence to ensure that the holes are aligned.

Attach the circles. With outside bolts in place, 
secure the circles to the front plate with 3⁄8-in. 
bolts through the center holes. Hand-tighten dou-
ble nuts over the washers and lock the washers.

Attach the top faceplate. Align its top edge 
with that of the front plate. Clamp it in place, 
and attach with screws from the rear.

Test for verti-
cal alignment.
Square the end of 
a test piece and 
place it between 
the outside bolts, 
rotating the circles 
for a snug fit. The 
top edge of the 
test piece should 
align perfectly with 
the top edge of the 
jig. If it doesn’t, 
you can mark and 
trim the top edge.

enough to accept the widest piece to be 
end-mortised between the bolts that pro-
trude from them. My circles are a bit over 
6 in. dia. and can accommodate a board 
up to 5 in. wide between the bolts.

To make each circle, start by cutting a 
perfectly square blank slightly larger than 
the circle it will become.

Mark the center point of the square. In-
stall a 5⁄8-in.-dia. Forstner bit in your drill- 
press chuck and make a counterbore as 
deep as the bolt head it will receive. Then 
switch to a 3⁄8-in. brad-point bit (or a spiral 
bit if your brad-points cut with their out-
side edges first) and drill a through-hole. 
Put the blank aside.

Cut a simple drilling jig from 3⁄4-in. wood 
or medium-density fiberboard (MDF) long 
enough to span the drill-press table from 
left to right. On the jig face, draw two par-
allel lines perpendicular to the front, sepa-
rated by the distance between the circle 
blank’s center and an outside bolt hole.

Clamp a fence to the table and place the 
drilling jig against it, lining up the left-hand 
line with the drill bit. Drill a 3⁄8-in. through-
hole on the line. Slide the drilling jig to the 
left and drill a second through-hole on the 
right-hand line. With the drill bit still in the 
hole, clamp the drilling jig to the table. 
Then, raise the bit out of the hole.

Insert a 3⁄8-in. pivot pin into the left-
hand hole, and place the circle blank face-

ASSEMBLE THE FRONT
The jig front is critical. The center holes of the circles must be aligned precisely on a 
centerline perpendicular to the top edge of the front plate. Use a drill press to make 
sure the holes are true. Slots are machined from the sides to hold the clamps.

Front pieces 
surround circles.

Slots, ½   in. wide, 
allow clamps to 
access workpiece.

C/L

Front plate, 
14 in. wide by 
14¾   in. tall

3⁄8 in. dia. 35⁄8 in.

1¾   in.

71⁄8 in.

3 in.

3¼   in.

¾   in.

Building the jig

47⁄16 in.

6½   in.
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Attach the top. After cutting the top to size, align its 
front edge with the front of the faceplate and screw it in 
place (above). Then attach the top fence parallel to the 
front edge of the top, leaving room for the center guide.

Clamp the side guides in place and 
make a test cut. With a test rail in 
place, make a cut to determine if the 
mortise is centered on the workpiece. 

Adjust the side guides until the mor-
tise is centered. Slide the parts along 
the top fence to make small adjust-
ments. When the mortise is centered 
on the rail, screw the parts in place.

add the top
Your router determines the 
layout of the top pieces. The 
size of the router base and 
width of the largest mortise 
to be made determine the 
center guide’s length. Side 
guides abut the center-
guide ends to create the 
router track.

Width of base plus 25⁄8 in. 
(for 3-in.-wide mortise with 
3⁄8-in.-dia. bit)

Side guides Workpiece

Top fence

Top

down on the drilling jig with the pivot pin 
protruding up through the center hole.

Using an accurate combination square, 
adjust the blank so that its sides are per-
pendicular to the front edge of the platform 
and drill a 3⁄8-in. hole for one outside bolt. 
Then rotate the blank 180° and line it up 
again with the square. Drill the other bolt 
hole. The two holes will be equidistant 
from the center. 

Without moving the table or the jig, 
switch back to the 5⁄8-in. Forstner bit. Turn 
the blank over and make the outside bolt 
counterbores on the back of the blank, 
squaring up for both. The bit’s outside 
edges will come down centered over the 
3⁄8-in. holes.

Finally, using the center hole as a pivot 
point, cut a circle out of the blank with a 
bandsaw or router. Repeat the entire pro-
cess for the second circle.

Attach the circles to the front plate
Next, make the front plate and draw a 
vertical line, perpendicular to the top edge, 
down its center. On that line, mark and drill 
3⁄8-in. holes to receive the center bolts of 
the circles, allowing the circles to be about 
11⁄2 in. from the top and centered vertically 
with their edges 1⁄8 in. to 1⁄4 in. apart. Make 
the clamp-access slots on both sides of the 
front plate (see drawing, facing page). Insert 

Center 
guide

Size the center guide 
so that the bit cuts 
3⁄16 in. from the front 
face of the jig.

Add support bar after 
determining the final 
position of the guides.
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the 3⁄8-in. outer bolts through the circles so 
that they protrude out the front, their heads 
nestled fully into the back-side counter-
bores. Then attach the circles to the front 
plate with 3⁄8-in. bolts through their center 
holes. Use flat washers, lock washers, and 
hand-tightened double nuts to make the 
circles turn with some resistance. This will 
enable them to stay tight against the sides 
of the workpiece and hold it in place for 
clamping.

To add stability to the jig, I attached 
front pieces on both sides of the circles. 
I made them from the circle cutouts so 
they could be attached to loosely “hug” 
the diameters. 

Test for vertical alignment
Next, make the top faceplate with the half-
circle cutout, and screw it in place on the front 
plate, with both top edges aligned. Square 
up the end of a 4-in.-wide to 5-in.-wide 
test rail and place it on the circles with the 
bolts tight against the sides. Adjust the test 
rail vertically so its top edge is even with 
the top of the faceplate and front plate. If 
they don’t align evenly along the entire 
top edge of the rail, mark and trim the top 
edge of the faceplate/front plate until they 
do. Make sure this edge is square in the 
front-to-back plane as well.

Test the centering
Make the top and use 11⁄2-in. drywall 
screws to attach it flush with the front. 
Make the top fence and clamp it to the 
top, parallel to the front edge. Next, make 
the center guide against which the plunge 
router will track. It should be precisely as 
long as needed to rout the longest mortise 
you intend to make. And it should be pre-
cisely as wide as needed to align the router 
bit over the center of the thinnest rail to 
be mortised. My jig is set to cut a centered 
3⁄8-in. mortise in a 3⁄4-in. board. 

Place the center guide against the front 
of the top fence. Center it left-to-right over 
the circles’ vertical axis, parallel to the top’s 
front edge.

Next, make the side guides and clamp 
them to the top, abutting the center guide 
on both sides.

Reinsert and clamp the test rail in the 
closed circles flush with the top. Cut shal-
low test mortises and keep adjusting the 
center and side guides until both shoulders 
are exactly equal. Then screw the guides 
in place.

For the matching side mortise, 
leave the first workpiece in place 
and clamp a stop block firmly 
against one of its sides (above). 
Then align the mating piece by butt-
ing it against the stop block (right). 
Clamp it in place. Now rout the 
mating mortise.

Start by aligning the workpiece 
securely inside the bolts and 
clamping it in place. Then with 
the router firmly against the 
center guide, start the first cut by 
plunging approximately 1⁄4 in. as 
you move the router left to right. 
Repeat the process in increments 
until the desired mortise depth is 
reached.

MORTISE THE END 
PIECE FIRST

ATTACH A STOP 
BLOCK AND MORTISE 
THE MATING PIECE

1

2

Using the jig
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Lehman taped 
1⁄2-in. spacers 

inside the side guides 
to switch mortise lengths 

from 3 in. to 2 in., the two sizes 
he needed. Size the spacers to 
match your own needs.

A thin spacer taped to the front of the 
center guide gives you several options. 
You can center a mortise in a thicker 
workpiece, or make an off-center mor-
tise (for example, as needed for a table 
apron-to-leg joint.)

Attaching spacers to one side of a work-
piece sets up for an off-center mortise. 

WORKPIECE SPACER FOR 
OFF-CENTER MORTISES

BACK SPACER 
FOR THICK OR 

OFFSET PIECES

SIDE SPACERS FOR 
NARROW MORTISES

Vary mortise size and location with spacers
Finally, install a support bar under 

the front edges of the guides, spanning 
the gap between them. This will provide 
a front base to keep your router from 
tipping. 

Use the right router and bit
This jig is designed for a plunge router. I 
use a 3-hp DeWalt with a flat edge on its 
base that I run along the back fence. If you 
use a router with a fully circular base, keep 
the same point against the fence through-
out the cut (circular bases aren’t always 
circular or concentric with the bit).

You can use either a straight bit or an 
up-spiral bit, which will pull the chips out 
of the mortise. I hook up my router’s dust 
collector for extra chip-clearing.

Do the bulk of the cutting from left to 
right, so the cutting force keeps the router 
pressed against the fence. Most router bits 
won’t cut at their very center, so plunge 
down in 1⁄4-in. increments on each left-to-
right stroke, returning to the left without 
plunging. 

Mortises can be centered or off-center
Centered mortises are made by clamping 
the rail in the circle guides and plunge 
routing to the desired depth. Make sure to 
mount matching workpieces consistently, 
front and back.

For a face frame, rout the mortise in the 
rail end first. With the rail still in the jig, 
clamp an end stop in place on either side 
of the rail. Remove the rail from the jig, 
and clamp the stile against the stop and 
flush to the bottom of the wings. Then 
mortise the stile.

To make off-center rail-end mortises, 
or to change their length, place appro-
priately sized shims inside either or both 
side guides. The same shims are inserted 
alongside the stop blocks when mortis-
ing the matching stiles. A shim inside the 
center guide sets up for thicker or offset 
workpieces. I use masking tape to hold the 
shims in place.

Once the mortises are made, you’ve come 
to the final step—making the loose tenons. 
Cut long pieces of wood slightly thicker 
than your mortises will accept. Round over 
their edges, and plane them down to fit 
snugly into the mortises. Finally, cut them 
to length.  

David Lehman is an orthodontist and part-time 
woodworker in Elkhart, Ind.
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Tool TesT

Heavy-Duty 
Lathes

There are two clear winners in this 
group of smooth operators

B y  A n d y  B A r n u m

well-rounded machines
These full-size lathes let you turn spindles up to 
42 in. long and bowls up to 16 in. or 20 in. dia. 
Hefty headstocks and beefy components control 
vibration, and variable speed makes them more 
versatile than older or less-expensive lathes.

 FineWoodworking.com
Watch as Andy Barnum puts his two 
top picks to work.
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Dialing it in.
Most of these 
lathes have an 
electronic speed 
control that lets 
you adjust the 
speed while the 
lathe is running. 
It also permits 
very low speeds, 
especially con-
venient for large 
turnings.

Stepping it up.
The Nova 1624-
44 has eight 
speeds, set by 
shifting the drive 
belt between 
pairs of pulleys 
with the lathe 
stopped. But for 
many turners, 
this is all the 
speed control 
they will need.

Interest in wood turning has exploded in the last decade, with 
artisans producing bowls, vases, and sculpture in every shape 
and size imaginable. Manufacturers have steadily upgraded 

their lathes to meet the demands of contemporary turners.
The latest crop of heavy-duty lathes typically comes with elec-

tronic speed control, a 16-in. or 20-in. swing (the largest bowl 
blank the machine can accommodate), a bed measuring 42 in. 
between centers, plus beefier spindles and the torque needed to 
turn large workpieces. Prices range from $1,200 to $3,200.

These machines hit the bull’s-eye in the world of lathes. Above 
this class, you get machines sized and priced strictly for the pros; 
below, you get much less lathe—one with less horsepower, a 
smaller spindle, or a smaller swing.

These lathes have enough power and capacity to satisfy the 
bowl-turning enthusiast. At the same time, they probably aren’t 
too beefy or expensive for the woodworker who uses a lathe to 
make legs, stretchers, and balusters. These lathes are good choices 
if you’re a first-time buyer or are looking to upgrade.

I tested seven lathes, including new models from Nova and 
Rikon (we outfitted the Nova models and the Powermatic with bed 
extensions to give them the same capacity as the others). Oneway 
wasn’t represented because it doesn’t make a lathe comparable in 
size and price with the others I tested. Delta wasn’t able to provide 
its 46-755X lathe for testing. All seven models tested served well 
for spindle turning, but some performed better than others when 
it came to turning large bowls, platters, and hollow vessels.

Measuring performance
The lathe is a unique woodworking machine. You don’t push the 
workpiece into the path of a spinning bit or blade. Instead, you 
manipulate a handheld cutting tool as the wood spins, so your 
skill largely determines the final quality of the work. 

However, a lathe that’s prone to vibration or that has other draw-
backs will frustrate even the most skilled user. For my main trials, 
I tried to isolate the lathe’s performance with the wood turner out 

Changing 
speed

These two are identical except for the headstock and drive mechanism. 
The 1624-44 is an excellent basic lathe and the author’s choice for best 
value. The DVR (inset) has an excellent electronic speed control. Both 
lathes are light and will benefit from having a base with plenty of ballast.

Built like a tank, with the stoutest tailstock and the beefiest tool-rest 
base, this lathe also has plenty of power. The headstock slides to the far 
right for outboard turning, where it’s used with an optional bed and tool-
rest extensions ($400). It comes with a high-quality live center.

AUTHOR’S
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Nova 1624-44 (aNd Nova dvR-XP)PoweRmatic 3520B
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Versatile. The locking lever on the Powermatic 
and the Jet fits in one of three holes. You can 
move it to keep it clear of the tools.

Skimpy. The Rikon’s tool rest is nicely designed, but it 
is held in place with a small locking lever that’s 
uncomfortable to hold.

Comfy. The two Nova lathes have a 
substantial locking lever for the tool 
rest that’s easy on the hands.

of the picture, using objective tests devised with the help of John 
White, Fine Woodworking’s shop manager. Those tests assessed 
stability, torque, and tool-rest rigidity. I then put myself back in 
the picture, using each lathe to turn large bowl blanks.

All the lathes are well-machined, with perfectly concentric Morse 
tapers and headstocks that could be aligned precisely with the 
tailstocks. And all are quiet. That’s important because turners need 
to listen to the cutting tool to know if it’s behaving properly.

Making the lathes walk—I put a large, out-of-balance bowl 
blank on each lathe, gradually increasing the speed until the 
machine began rocking. A dial indicator mounted on a separate 
stand let me measure exact amounts of movement.

The Powermatic and the Rikon moved no more than 0.005 in. 
until I raised the speed past 500 rpm. That’s impressive. It means 
the lathes won’t move when you begin turning a large bowl 
and take a series of interrupted cuts to make the blank round. 

TOOL-REST DIFFERENCES

Big on the outside, this lathe lacks the guts of other lathes with a 20-in. 
swing. It has a skinny drive belt and an automatic shutoff that stopped 
the lathe frequently and annoyingly when turning large bowls. The tool-
rest base is too short for large turnings. 

GENERAL 25-650 GRIZZLY G0456
This lathe has less real power than others this size. The narrow base 
hampers stability. The headstock slides and swivels for outboard turning. 
Although the headstock spindle has 1¼  -in. threads, the shaft itself is 
thinner and prone to flex under heavy loads.

As delivered, none of the other lathes could match that. Weight-
ing the less-stable lathes with 200 to 250 lb. of sand helped. 
The Nova 1624-44, for example, became nearly as stable as the 
Powermatic.

Most lathes have a shelf on the base to hold sand, or lugs cast 
into the legs for a ballast shelf. The four-legged Nova base can’t 
accept ballast, but Nova provides plans for a bench that does.

Trying to make them stall—A simple brake-and-lever setup 
let me measure each lathe’s power at 100, 200, and 300 rpm. 
Ample low-speed power is important when roughing out large 
bowls or spindles. The Nova DVR, the Powermatic, and the Rikon 
had no significant speed loss even with the maximum 40 lb. of 
weight on the brake lever. At the other extreme, the Grizzly could 
handle only 22 lb. before stopping. 

Hammering the tool rest—A well-designed tool rest will stay 
locked in position, allowing you to make heavy cuts safely when 
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Slider. The Powermatic head-
stock slides the length of the bed. 
A bed extension and an acces-
sory for the tool rest give it very 
useful outboard-turning capability.

A substantial outrigger. The 
Nova models come with a hefty, 
well-made accessory to hold the 
tool rest for outboard turning. 

A questionable 
outrigger. An 
extension bar for 
the General tool 
rest is designed 
for outboard 
turning. But it 
flexes consider-
ably and is a 
weak spot.

turning a bowl. In extreme cases, a shifting tool rest 
could cause you to lose control of the tool. 

I locked the rest tightly, then let a length of ipé on an 
MDF stand swing freely to strike one end of the rest. 
The rests on the Nova models and the Grizzly showed 
no measurable movement; the Jet, Powermatic, and 
General rests moved 1⁄8 in. or less. The Rikon’s moved 
1⁄4 in. It needs a beefier locking lever.

A close look at the headstock
Most lathes have electronic speed control that allows a 
range of speeds not available with the older stepped-
pulley designs. 

All but one lathe could run at about 200 rpm and still 
deliver adequate power to handle a large bowl blank. 
The Grizzly was the exception. It stalled whenever I 
took a heavy cut. It has a 1⁄2-in.-wide drive belt—more 
appropriate for a mini-lathe than for one with a 20-in. 
swing. The others use a 3⁄4-in. or 1-in.-wide belt.

These lathes have a headstock spindle of at least 11⁄4 in. dia. (It’s 
11⁄2 in. on the Grizzly.) The fatter spindle adds rigidity, so you 
can expect less vibration and chatter. That wasn’t the case with 
the General. Although the threaded part of its spindle measures 
a full 11⁄4 in., the shaft is only 1 in. dia. 

By contrast, the unique Nova DVR integrates the motor and 
headstock; it has no drive pulleys. This makes for an extremely 
rigid spindle and very smooth, quiet operation.

Some move for outboard turning—Years ago, nearly all 
lathes had a fixed headstock, which limited the type and size of 
work that could be turned. Some lathes could do outboard turn-
ing with the work threaded on a spindle at the outside end of the 
headstock. But that was an awkward arrangement at best.

Many of these lathes have a rotating or sliding headstock, a 
more practical design for outboard turning. Best in this regard 
are the two Nova models and the Powermatic. The Nova lathes 
and the Rikon offer a beefy bolt-on outrigger to hold the tool 

A solid performer, the Jet is similar in many ways to its beefier sibling, 
the Powermatic. It has plenty of power. The headstock slides for outboard 
turning. The spindle lock is spring-loaded, so it can’t be left locked by 
accident. The Jet comes with a high-quality live center for the tailstock.

A strong but expensive performer, it has 20-in. capacity, no shortage of 
power, and a very stable design. The five-step drive pulley and speed 
control gives a wide range of speeds. The Rikon has a nicely designed tool 
rest, but it’s mated with an undersize locking lever.

Jet JWL-1642-eVS-2 Rikon WoodfaSt SeRieS 70-500

OutbOard turning
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rest. To set up the Powermatic for outboard turning, you slide off 
the tailstock and tool rest, move the headstock down to the tail 
end of the main bed, and bolt on a bed extension. You reattach 
the tool rest on the bed extension, using an extension tube to 
bring the rest to the proper height. It works beautifully.

The General’s headstock can be pivoted at an angle to turn 
bowls larger than 16 in. Trouble is, the extension needed for the 
tool rest is a very flexible casting. I was reluctant to use it because 
I was afraid that it would crack if I pushed down too hard. 

Taking stock of tool rests
Of all the parts on a lathe, the tool rest probably gets the most rig-
orous workout. Any shortcomings in tool-rest design will quickly 
become major points of frustration.

On all these lathes, the tool-rest base slid easily along the bed 
and locked in place securely. However, the Grizzly’s base is too 
short to use when turning a large-diameter bowl. Although the 
lathe has a 20-in. swing, the tool rest limits bowls to 14 in. dia. 

I also found significant differences in the ergonomics of the 
locking levers that hold the tool rest in position. The Rikon has a 

How powerful? A lever pressing against a disk became a brake that let 
Barnum gauge torque at 100 to 300 rpm. The best hardly slowed even 
when he piled on 40 lb. The worst stalled under 22 lb.

Testing

How rigid? In 
this test, a length 
of hardwood was 
allowed to swing, 
striking one end 
of each tool rest. 
Some didn’t budge, 
but the Rikon’s tool 
rest shifted 1⁄4 in.

How stable?
Barnum mounted a 
large out-of-round 
blank on each 
lathe, then stepped 
up the speed until 
the lathe began to 
“walk” across the 
floor. The best held 
steady up to 500 
rpm; the worst, 
about 300 rpm.

Model Source Street 
Price

Swing 
over bed

di
between 
center

general 
25-650

www.general.ca
514-326-1161

$1,770 16 in.

grizzly 
g0456

www.grizzly.com
800-523-4777

$1,600 20 in.

Jet 
Jwl-1642-evS-2

www.jettools.com
800-274-6848

$2,100 16 in.

nova 
dvr-XP

www.teknatool.com
866-748-3025

$2,100 16 in.

nova 
1624-44

www.teknatool.com
866-748-3025

$1,200 16 in. 

Powermatic 
3520b

www.powermatic.com
800-274-6848

$3,200 20 in.

rikon woodfast 
Series 70-500

www.rikontools.com
877-884-5167

$3,000 20 in. 
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short, skimpy lever with acorn nuts on the ends that dig into your 
palm. (The tool rest itself was my favorite; it has softened edges 
and a polished surface.) The Nova models use a thick rod capped 
with comfortable plastic balls; it was easy on my hands. 

Checking the tailstocks
The Jet and the Powermatic have the best live centers—large, 
plated cones that turn smoothly and are similar to the best after-
market live centers. The Rikon’s live center is nearly as good. All 
the others have a small but serviceable basic live center. 

Quill diameters range from 1 in. on the Grizzly to 11⁄2 in. on the 
Nova models. As with headstock spindles, a larger tailstock quill 
means more rigidity and less vibration transmitted to the work. 
However, even the Grizzly’s smaller quill seemed solid enough. 
Tailstock travel was adequate for all the lathes.

Most of these lathes have a handwheel on the tailstock and a self-
ejecting center. As you turn the handwheel counterclockwise, the 
quill retracts into the tailstock and the center pops free. The Nova 
models and the Rikon have a hollow quill and use a knockout 
bar to free the center. Many turners prefer the self-ejecting center. 

However, the hollow-quill design lets you thread a long auger bit 
into a turning, for drilling lamp bases and the like. 

Two lathes to consider
These lathes easily handle spindle turning and most faceplate 
work. Most have the size and power needed for large-scale pieces, 
and using them was a pleasure. However, the Grizzly stalled when 
turning heavy bowls, and the General needs a beefier spindle to 
be truly competitive.

The Powermatic 3520B is my choice for best overall. Originally 
designed with the help of a legendary wood turner, the late Rude 
Osolnik, the 3520A was a good lathe with a few faults. The 3520B, 
designed with the help of Ernie Conover, did everything right.

The Nova 1624-44 is the best value at $1,200, which includes a 
bed extension. Its simple step-pulley design should deliver years 
of trouble-free operation. The runners-up are the Jet JWL-1642-
EVS-2, the Nova DVR, and the Rikon. Both Nova models need 
plenty of ballast. The Rikon needs a better tool-rest handle.

Andy Barnum is a wood turner and wood-turning instructor in Carmel, N.Y.

Swing 
over bed

diStance 
between 
centerS

SPeed 
range (rPM)

HP/
voltage

outboard 
turning torque Stability tool 

reSt coMMentS

16 in. 43 in.

Variable in three 
ranges: 0 to 1,100; 

0 to 2,000;
0 to 3,750

1.5/220

Yes 
(headstock 
slides and 
swivels)

Good Fair Very good
Headstock spindle shaft only 1 in. dia.;

 flexed under heavy load. Tool-rest 
extension flexed under heavy load.

20 in. 43 in. Continuously variable: 
300 to 3,000 2/220 No Fair Good Fair

11⁄2-in.-dia. spindle, but undersize drive 
belt. Auxiliary disk sander on headstock 
means you can’t use a knockout bar to 

free drive center. Tool-rest base too short 
to allow large bowl turning.

16 in. 42 in.
Variable in two 

ranges: 0 to 1,200; 
0 to 3,200

2/220
Yes 

(headstock 
slides)

Excellent Good Very good Tool rest slipped slightly 
in hammer test.

16 in. 24 in. Continuously variable: 
100 to 3,500 1.75/120

Yes 
(headstock 

swivels)
Excellent Fair Excellent

Stability improves to very good 
when weighted with sand. 

20-in. bed extension, $200; stand, $245; 
outboard tool-rest holder, $270. 

Street price includes bed extension.

16 in. 24 in. Eight-step pulley: 
215 to 3,600 1.5/120

Yes 
(headstock 

swivels)
Very good Fair Excellent

Stability improves to very good 
when weighted with sand. 

20-in. bed extension, $200; stand, $245; 
outboard tool-rest holder, $270. 

Street price includes bed extension.

20 in. 341⁄2 in.
Variable in two 

ranges: 50 to 1,200; 
125 to 3,200

2/220
Yes 

(headstock 
slides)

Excellent Excellent Very good 

Tool rest slipped slightly in hammer 
test. 18-in. bed extension and tool-rest 
extension for outboard turning, $400; 
Street price includes bed extension.

20 in. 36 in. 

Variable in five ranges: 
50 to 510; 90 to 910; 

170 to 1,740; 
290 to 2,900; 
390 to 3,890

2/220

Yes 
(headstock 

has outboard 
spindle)

Excellent Excellent Good
Tool rest moved more than most in 

hammer test, has undersize locking lever. 
Outboard tool-rest holder, $200.
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The Art and Craft of 
Room Screens

The range of uses is exceeded only  
by the design possibilities

B y  J o n a t h a n  B i n z e n

Wenge and papyrus screen by Joe Tracy

Chip-carved panel 
screen by Craig  
Vandall Stevens

Shoji door screen
by Craig Vandall Stevens



Multiple uses for room screens

In front of a window. Translucent screens can block harsh 
sunlight or increase privacy while still admitting natural light.

Screening the 
kitchen. This 
diminutive three-
section screen goes 
in a pass-through 
window to hide the 
kitchen from the 
eating area.

Hiding a work area. A screen can create an 
informal home office, giving privacy and hiding 
computer clutter.

Room screens stand in a category of 
their own. They’re not quite furni-
ture, since you don’t actively use 

them and rarely touch them; and they’re 
not quite millwork, since they’re freestand-
ing and movable. Their closest cousin is 
the door, with which they share hinges 
and a frame-and-panel structure. But you 
can’t slam a folding screen or close one 
against cold or noise. Lightweight and a 
little lonely, they are designed simply to 
stand there and look pretty. With the right 
screen, though, that’s enough to transform 
the whole flow and feeling of a room.

Screens are particularly useful for divid-
ing space in the large, open-plan rooms 
of contemporary houses. A screen might 
be used to carve off an area for a home 
office, to screen off a passageway or an 
entry and make a sitting area cozier, or to 
make a meal more tranquil and intimate 
by hiding the mess in the kitchen. 

With its frame-and-panel format, a screen 
is essentially a frame waiting to be filled—
with striking veneers or solid wood; with 
light-filtering handmade paper; with works 
of art on cloth, canvas, or hardboard; or 
with anything else that you can adhere to a 

flat substrate. The screens that follow pro-
vide a sense of the wide range of materials 
and formats available to the imaginative 
screen maker.

I’ll also describe the different ways to 
engineer a screen—single or multi-section, 
self-standing or with feet—and detail the 
range of specialist hinges for screens. 
Building a screen is as straightforward as 
making a lightweight door, but with lots 
more ways to display your creativity.

Jonathan Binzen is a freelance author and editor 
who lives in New Milford, Conn.

Room Screens

Although screens traditionally have been used to section off parts of 
large rooms for dedicated spaces, their two-dimensional aspect makes 
them a natural for screening a bright window or a cluttered area.

by Craig Vandall Stevens
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221⁄2º

Wood hinge, 1⁄64 in. thick

Translucent patterns. With clear-paper 
screens, the design of the dividers provides the 
artwork. In this case, the thin strips of Eastern 
white pine are just press-fit together.

Simple decoration, precise 
joinery. The leaf pattern is 
composed of different sections 
cut and planed by hand for a 
precise fit.

PRECISION-CUT DIV IDERS 
PROVIDE THE ARTWORK
Taking his cue from traditional Japanese shoji screens, Craig Vandall 
Stevens, a furniture maker in Sunbury, Ohio, uses softwoods such as 
cedar, cypress, and white pine for his screens (at left and below). 
These woods are light both in weight and in color; they also plane 
beautifully, making the exacting joinery easier to accomplish. To 
make these curved-gridwork doors, Stevens used one large plank 
of perfectly clear Eastern white pine, which yielded impeccable 
uniformity of color and grain throughout the piece.

The gridwork has its own thin frame, to which the interior pieces 
are joined with half-laps. When the gridwork is fully assembled within 
its frame, the whole is press-fit into the outer frame. All the joints in 
the gridwork are half-laps, including those that hold the slender 
curving vertical members. The curves were created simply by nesting 
a pair of slender pieces in the same notches at the top and bottom 
and then separating them at the center rail.

As on most traditional shoji screens, all the parts of the frame and 
the grid lie in the same plane on the back so that the paper can be 
applied directly over all of them. For 
more on making a screen backed with 
Japanese paper, see Master Class on 
pp. 96-100.

Translucent screens

MAKING THE LEAF PATTERN PIECE BY PIECE
It is important that the squares surrounding the leaf pattern are perfectly symmetrical. The leaf parts are cut 
with a backsaw and the angles are refined with a handplane using shooting boards with different angles. 

Cut the second piece at 221⁄2º on both ends, and 
kerf at the center to within 1⁄64 in. using a miter 
box with a depth stop. Place a drop of water on 
the hinge and wait a few moments before flexing 
the cut and installing the piece. 

Cut and fit the diagonal piece first, with both 
ends cut at 45º.

1
2

3

Cut one end of the last piece at 45º. The angle 
on the other end will depend on the length of 
the piece cut in Step 2.

45º
Angle to fit 
hinged piece.

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

45º
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Papyrus screen. When not in the kitchen pass-through, 
this screen can be displayed on a table. The panels are 
made from papyrus adhered to translucent styrene.

Sliding ScreenS can 
be thin and l ight
The south-facing wall of a client’s house 
had an expanse of large windows to 
take advantage of the view. At the 
wrong time of day, however, the 
windows were a wall of glare, and at 
night they were a cold, black hole. 
Joe Tracy, a furniture maker in coastal 
Mount Desert, Maine, solved both prob-
lems with a pair of four-panel mahogany 
and paper screens. When the screens 
are pulled across the windows during 
the day, they diffuse the sunlight and 
present a calm, rippling pattern of slen-
der middle rails. By night, the screens 
replace the blackness with a sense of 
enclosure and warmth. Tracy also made 
a pair of custom floor lamps to stand 
against the window wall and illuminate the screens 
from behind at night. Diffused through the rice paper, 
the lamplight creates a warm, soft glow across the 
whole row of screens.

To make the wavelike middle rails, Tracy glued up 
shop-sawn 1⁄16-in. mahogany veneers between bending 
forms made from medium-density fiberboard (MDF). He 
laminated wide pieces of veneer and then ripped them 
to the rail width after the glue had cured.

Tracy’s screens can be pushed completely out of 
the way and folded up accordion-style. He didn’t want 
them to look too imposing when they were folded, 

Translucent screens

PaPyruS ProvideS both texture 
and tranSlucence 
Tracy’s wenge and papyrus screen, made to stand on a counter 
pass-through between a kitchen and a dining room, is only 
20 in. tall, but it employs a design that applies just as readily 
to full-size screens. 

He selected papyrus, a paper made from hand-pounded plant 
fibers, for its color and texture. Used by itself, papyrus would have 
been difficult to work, so Tracy applied the papyrus to sheets of 
self-adhesive styrene (www.lampshop.com), a translucent lamp-
shade material that is washable and flexible and can serve as a 
strengthening substrate for a range of fragile materials.

so he made them thinner than his typical standing 
screens. Each package of four panels is only 4 in. 
thick when folded.

Tracy could get away with light construction 
because the screens are suspended and do not have 
to support their own weight. He hung the screens 
using sliding-door hardware from Häfele, which 
included tracks in the ceiling and floor. The screens 
are suspended from rollers in the upper track and 
guided by Delrin pins that run in the lower track. The 
hardware works well, but it’s essential to have a 
consistent ceiling height. 

Shut out the night.
The tracked screens, 
illuminated from 
behind, replace a 
cold expanse of dark 
window with a warm, 
gentle light.
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Solid panels display materials and artwork

WHERE FURNITURE 
MEETS F INE ART
Screens offer inviting frames for any sort of art-
work, and William Laberge, a Vermont cabinet-
maker specializing in Arts and Crafts designs, 
capitalizes on that by collaborating with painter 
John Sherman. The canvases are mounted on 
pieces of ¼  -in. Masonite and finished with sev-
eral coats of polyurethane. 

Laberge builds his screens from quartersawn 
oak and joins the stiles and rails with pinned 
mortise-and-tenon joints. The solid-oak panels at 
the base of the screen are captured in a groove, 
but the painting panels are set in a rabbet and 
secured with wood stops nailed in place.

A BIRCH-BARK SCREEN
After discovering some stunning curly redwood in Oregon and buying some birch bark 
from a Native American canoe builder in Ottawa, Tracy found a way to display them both 
as panels in a mahogany-framed screen. 

Working with birch bark is no more difficult than dealing with wavy veneer. If the 
bark tends to curl, it can be flattened by covering it with a wet cotton towel and press-
ing it with a hot steam iron. To make the panels, Tracy adhered the birch bark to 5mm 
lauan plywood using a vacuum press and urethane glue. He glued five pieces of bark to 
each side of a 5-ft.-long piece of plywood. To keep the pieces in position on the plywood 
during glue-up, he stapled the bark at the edges; after gluing, he removed the staples. 
In the veneer press, he glued one side of the panel at a time. When gluing the second 
side, he protected the downward-facing bark with a piece of foam carpet padding.

Glue bark to both 
sides of 5mm 
lauan plywood.

Sandwich several 
pieces of bark 
between platens 
of 3⁄4-in.-thick MDF.

TRIM THE BARK TO SIZE

MAKE AND INSTALL THE PANEL

1
STEP

2
STEP

Trim one edge of 
the sandwich, then 
rotate to trim the 
opposite edge.

Attach an L-shaped 
auxiliary fence for 
the bottom platen 
to ride against.

Cover 
seams 
with 
horizontal 
muntins.
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FOOTED SCREEN DISPLAYS CARVINGS
An excellent chip carver, Stevens 
has made a number of footed 
screens with solid panels that offer 
him a broad canvas for carving. De-
spite their solid appearance, these 
screens are very light, weighing 
only about 25 lb. Stevens keeps the 
weight down by making the solid-
wood panels only 1⁄4 in. thick. In this 
screen, the upper panel is made up 
of three separate boards that are 
held in register with splines but 
expand and contract independently. 

Because there are so few 
elements to the design, sensitive 
proportioning is paramount. To zero 
in on the ideal dimensions, Stevens 
often will build a full-scale mock-up 
with a pencil sketch of the proposed 
carving on a large sheet of kraft pa-
per, which is pinned into the frame.

SINGLE-ACTING HINGES

Sized appropriately, butt 
hinges of nearly any type 
intended for doors will serve 
well on a screen. 

Concealed hinges are mortised into the 
edge of the panels and disappear when 
adjacent panels are open 
fully. They range in size 
from the light-duty barrel 
type to the medium- and heavy-
duty plate type. Soss makes a full 
line of them.

DOUBLE-ACTING HINGES

Four-screw double-acting 
hinges are the most com-
mon type of screen hinge. 
Typically made of steel, they 
come plated in a number of 
finishes and range in price from $1 to 
$4 per hinge. Three hinges at each joint 
should work fine for light screens or those 
not subject to frequent folding.

Six-screw and ten-screw double-acting 
hinges stand up to much heavier duty, but 
come at a big jump in 
price, typically rang-
ing from $8 to $22 per 
hinge. William Laberge 
buys stainless-steel 
10-screw hinges from 
Whitechapel at $19 
each. His screens 
weigh about 120 lb., 
and he’s had trouble 
with lighter-duty hinges 
deforming under load.

SOURCES  OF  SUPPLY
HardwareSource
 877-944-6437

www.hardwaresource.com

Whitechapel Ltd.
800-468-5534

www.whitechapel-ltd.com

Screen hinges come in two primary 
types: single acting, which allow ad-
jacent panels to be folded in only one 
direction; and double acting, which 
are essentially double-jointed so that 
adjacent panels can be folded together 
front to front or back to back.

The advantage of double-acting 
hinges is that they enable you to set 
up a screen in a variety of configura-
tions without regard to hinge direction. 
If you don’t need that flexibility, or if 
the screen will be hung from a track in 
the ceiling, you will find single-acting 
hinges perfectly suitable.

Hinges suited to screens

Raised 
sections to 
match cutouts 
on the rail

Foot

Cutouts 
on each 
side of 
the rail

Double tenon

Bottom rail

A SPECIAL JOINT
FOR A FOOTED SCREEN
Because the stile enters the bottom rail 
directly above the foot, a special double-
purpose joint is required.

intended for doors will serve 
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Gray spent 250 hours designing and mocking up this laminated 
mahogany chair, and another 200 hours building it. He was inspired 
by the natural form of forked tree branches and wanted the angles 
and joints to subtly reflect that image. The chair, finished with 
Liberon Finishing Oil, is 32 in. deep by 27 in. wide by 47 in. tall.

While attending the North Bennet Street School 
in Boston, Burtis chose to make a project that 
incorporated techniques he wanted to learn
—string inlaying, veneering, banding, and French 
polishing. This reproduction of a Hepplewhite 
sideboard table is the result. The table (21¼   in. 
deep by 53 in. wide by 38 in. tall) is made from 
mahogany, holly, pau ferro, pau amarillo, black-
dyed castelo, and poplar.

 CHRIS BURTIS
 Bath, Maine

Do you make your own woodworking tools? We want to 
showcase these shopmade wares in our annual Tools & 
Shops issue. We’d also like to include photos of restored 
vintage hand tools and machinery. Send entry forms 
(available at www.finewoodworking.com) and photos 
(unaltered digital images, prints with negatives, or slides) 
to Readers Gallery, Fine Woodworking, 63 S. Main St., 
Newtown, CT 06470, or email fwgallery@taunton.com.

Toolmakers wanted DON GRAY
 San Francisco, Calif.

This bowl, made from spalted sugar maple, has 10 hours’ worth 
of texturing on the outside and rim and is colored with thin 
washes of oil paint. Kelle wanted the inside of the bowl (7 in. 
dia. by 3 in. tall) to contrast with the outer coral appearance, 
so he left it smooth and finished it with clear lacquer. 

 ED KELLE
 Glen Head, N.Y.

readers gallery
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Lackley designed this tiger-maple table 
(36 in. deep by 84 in. wide by 30 in. tall) 
and benches (14 in. deep by 84 in. wide by 
17 in. tall) to accommodate a family with 
four children. The challenge was scaling the 
table and arched feet down to bench size. 
The finish is lacquer and wax.  
PHOTO:  LYNN BOHANNON

 MARK LACKLEY
 Woodstock, Vt.

Kautto, a student at Capellagården (the Swedish craft school 
founded by Carl Malmsten) made this box when he attended the 
College of the Redwoods as part of an exchange program between 
the two schools. Kautto felt it was important to make the box from 
local California woods and to convey the design philosophy of the 
College of the Redwoods. The claro walnut and madrone box 
(10 in. deep by 19 in. wide by 11½   in. tall) is finished with shellac.

 RICHARD KAUTTO
 Lessebo, Sweden

Beach reproduced this mahogany bed as a 
commission. The original was made by the client’s 
grandfather, who trained as a cabinetmaker 
in Germany and then emigrated to the United 
States in the early 1900s. Working directly from 
the original, Beach 
copied the design 
and carvings while 
enlarging the bed from 
a single to a double. 
The bed (80 in. deep 
by 60 in. wide by 
56 in. tall) is finished 
with aniline dye and 
shellac. 

 DAVID BEACH
 Leesburg, Va.
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 TONY KUBALAK
 Eagan, Minn.

When designing this media center, Goedeke wanted to 
blend traditional Japanese design into a contemporary 
look. The piece (19 in. deep by 57 in. wide by 33 in. tall) 
is constructed of figured Swiss pear, wenge, and cedar. The 
panels are Japanese paper. The finish is tung oil and wax.

 CHARLIE GOEDEKE
 Laurel, Md.

An avid outdoorsman, Newman tried to convey the essence 
and attitude of a pheasant in its natural environment while 
sculpting a weathered pine branch he found on a hiking trip 
in Wyoming. Capturing the bird in typical ground-scratching 
behavior made this possible. The sculpture (36 in. deep 
by 22 in. wide by 17 in. tall) sits on a metal base and is 
finished with tung oil.  PHOTO:  MEL SCHOCKNER

 KEN NEWMAN
 Cambridge, Idaho

The quality, variety, and number of carved elements 
make this reproduction of a Chippendale side 
chair the most ambitious project Kubalak has 
done to date. The knee carving was particularly 
challenging. The chair (21 in. deep by 
23 in. wide by 40½   in. tall) is made 
of mahogany and upholstered with 
cotton damask. The finish is aniline 
and walnut dye, shellac, oil stain, 
and wax.

©KEN NEWMAN SCULPTURES

readers gallery continued
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New HampsHire FurNiture masters associatioN

These are a few of the latest pieces from NHFMA, a group of skilled 
artisans dedicated to educating the public, nurturing emerging artists, 
and promoting the making of finely crafted furniture. For information, 
go to www.furnituremasters.org.   Photos:  B ill  truslow

Inspired by the way a fall-front 
secretary works and how useful a 
simple arrangement of cubbies and 
drawers can be, Coleman made this 
secretary from curly English sycamore, 
walnut, and morado. It measures 
15 in. deep by 26 in. wide by 57 in. 
tall and is finished with shellac.

Blachly used the understated form of this low trestle table to 
emphasize the figure in the claro walnut top. He finished the top with 
varnish. The base is ebonized cherry with lacquer. The table measures 
20 in. deep by 45 in. wide by 171/4 in. tall.

 ted BlacHly
	 Warner, N.H.This table (14 in. deep by 35 in. 

wide by 30 in. tall) is made from lacewood and cherry and is finished 
with an oil/varnish mix. Cooper incorporated a relief carving and a 
poem by the 13th-century Chinese master Shen Chou (both set in 
glass) into the design. An internal light highlights the carving.

 timotHy colemaN
	 Shelburne, Mass.

JeFFrey cooper
	 Portsmouth, N.H.
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Put a cyclone outside?

Do you have a question you’d like us to 
consider for the column? Send it to Q&A, Fine 
Woodworking, 63 S. Main St., Newtown, CT 
06470, or email fwqa@taunton.com.

Ask a question

Q: I am building a new woodshop and want to keep the 
level of machine noise to a minimum. I plan to put my 
two-stage dust collector outside, but protected from the 
weather. To improve airflow, I want to run it without a filter, 
as the dust will not pose a problem in this backwoods 
environment. Is it OK to run a cyclone unit 
without a filter? 
— M AT T  M AT T I C K , Menahga, Minn.

A: A CYCLONE WILL RUN FINE WITHOUT A FILTER, 

but there are some considerations you may have 
overlooked. Some woods contain toxins; walnut dust, 
for example, is highly toxic to horses. Wood dust is 
also a fire hazard, so you don’t want it accumulating 
around the electrical components of the collector or 
other possible sources of ignition. 

Robert Witter, president of Oneida Air Systems, 
offers some additional advice: 

“The dust collector will draw a slight negative pressure 
on the building as the air is moved out. Under some 
circumstances in small or tight spaces, the flue gases from 
heaters, stoves, or water heaters may be drawn back into 
the building, creating a carbon monoxide (CO) hazard. 
Usually the building isn’t sealed tight enough to pose this 
danger, but it is worth thinking about. Installing a return 
air vent or cracking a window eliminates the risk. And just 
to be safe, you could buy a CO detector for your shop.”

In my view, however, the main consideration is the 
loss of heated or cooled air from the shop. Living in 
Minnesota, if it were me, I’d keep the filter on and vent 
the air back into the shop because I would hate to lose 
all that heat or air conditioning. 

If you decide to forgo the filter, screen the cyclone 
outlet with wire mesh to keep small critters out of the 
turbine blades.

—Anatole Burkin is publisher 
of Fine Woodworking.

Dust collector is 
located outside 
of the shop.

Air recirculates back 
into shop through the 
filter.

Wall

Run duct outside 
to the collector.

RECIRCULATE THE AIR

A cyclone dust collector can work without its filter and vent its exhaust 
outdoors. But for a heated or air-conditioned workspace, returning the 
warm or cool air (as shown) through a filter to the shop makes sense. 

Put the collector under 
an eave for weather 
protection.

Outlet
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ORDER ON-LINE
Our extensive offering of stock wood turnings, 
custom quoting, and order tracking is available 
24-hours a day, 7 days a week at:

www.OrderKitchenLegs8.com

4620 GA Highway 123 • Toccoa, GA 30577 • Email: info@osbornewood.com

Wood Products, Inc.

ORDER ONLINE:
www.OrderKitchenLegs8.com
ORDER LINE:
800.849.8876
CaLL fOR a CataLOg:
800.481.2307

The Studley 
Tool Chest Poster

Call 800-888-8286 offer code: M180076

or go to FineWoodworking.com/Poster

H
enry O. Studley, of Quincy, Mass., built organs and pianos 

for over half a century before retiring in his 80s in around 1920. 

As with so many craftsmen, his life’s work was essentially 

anonymous. In his last decades, however, while working for the 

Poole Piano Company, in Boston, Studley used scraps of ebony, 

rosewood, ivory and mother-of-pearl from the piano-making process to build 

this chest, which has made his name famous among craftsmen of our era.

Wall-hung and hinged to open like a book, Studley’s chest holds upwards 

of 300 tools, each of them nestled in a precisely fitted pocket. The tools are 

three layers deep in places—with some sections of the chest hinged to lift 

upward, others to swing to the side—yet so cleverly arranged that most tools 

can be removed without disturbing any others. Many of Studley’s tools were 

commercially produced, but he made a number from scratch and fitted others 

with custom handles of antler or rosewood. Many of the less-common tools 

are peculiar to piano making. Studley was a Mason, and various details of the 

chest’s design reflect that fact.

The chest has been displayed at the Smithsonian, where conservators cleaned 

and repaired it. Today it resides in a private collection in the Midwest. 

The Studley Tool Chest 

The Taunton Press, Inc. 2006 Photograph by Greg Sutter

Back by Popular Demand!

Size: 18” x 26, Product #011083

Only $19.95 (plus S&H)

The incomparable 
Studley Poster is once 
again available!  
    A masterpiece of 
design and fi ne work-
manship, this supremely 
organized tool chest was 
handcrafted by piano 
builder Henry O. Studley 
from scraps of ebony, 
rosewood, ivory, and 
mother-of-pearl. It holds 
more than 300 tools, 
each in its own precisely 
fi tted pocket. 
    Ready to frame, this 
striking poster is perfect 
for your shop, offi ce, 
or den.

Pp © 2006 The Taunton Press
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Will it stay on the wall? When 
filled with tools, a wall cabinet can 
weigh several hundred pounds. 
The design of the cabinet impacts 
how well it will stay attached to 
the wall studs.

Q: Jan Zoltowski’s 
tool cabinet (FWW
#188, pp. 40-45) is 
impressive, but its sheer 
size raises a question 
often overlooked in 
articles featuring wall-
mounted cabinets. 
How do you properly 
secure something that 
must weigh over 300 lb. 
when filled with tools? 
The article shows the 
cabinet secured to 
the wall with French 
cleats, with at best 
four screws on each 
cleat that is mounted 
to the wall. What size 
are the screws, and why 
not use lag screws for 
something this heavy? 

—Skip kunSt,

Cincinnati, Ohio

Hanging a heavy tool cabinet
A: I’ve been In the cabInet

busIness for 36 years and 
I’ve never heard of a cabinet 
falling off a wood stud wall 
as the result of screw failure. 

But I have seen cabinets fall 
because of their own poor 
construction, leaving their 
backs still on the wall.

The screw size depends on 
the weight the cabinets will 
carry. Typically, kitchen cabi-
nets are hung with 31⁄2-in. 
drywall screws, but to be 
conservative I use 31⁄2-in. 
#10s. Lag screws are over-
kill. Two-thirds of the screw 
should penetrate the stud. 

In my opinion, Mr. Zoltow-
ski’s cabinet-mounting system 
is strong enough. But for 
extra strength, you might add 
an internal cleat, then screw 
through it into the wall studs.
� —Joel Wheeler owns

a cabinetmaking business in
Albuquerque, N.M.

Q: I am interested in making 
bent laminations for furniture. 
What type of glue should I use?

—Gary Herber, Langley, b.C., 
Canada

Best glue for bent laminations 
A: there Isn’t one adhesIve

ideal for every application. 
with domestic wood lami-

nations, the simplest and least 
visible glue is PVA (polyvinyl 
acetate) yellow glue. Unfor-
tunately, it is not particularly 
rigid and does not have much 
open time. Adding a maxi-
mum of 8% powdered corn-
starch by volume makes the 

glue more rigid and controls 
springback. Using a PVA glue 
like Franklin’s Titebond II Ex-
tend or Titebond III gives you 
a longer open time. 

A two-part urea/formalde-
hyde adhesive like Unibond 
800 has an open time of 20 
minutes. However, you must 
use a good respirator when 
mixing it. Powdered form-
aldehyde glues have similar 
characteristics to Unibond but 
are mixed with water. 

with oily exotic woods, go 
with slow-set epoxies. But 
don’t rush. The laminate faces 
should be scuff-sanded to re-
move any oxidation immedi-

ately before gluing. Carefully 
measure and thoroughly mix 
the Industrial Formulators’ g2
epoxy (www.leevalley.com), 
and let it sit for 10 minutes 
before liberally coating both 
laminate faces. After 30 min-
utes, recoat any dry spots, 
and do the same after 60 and 
90 minutes when the epoxy 
has started to gently gel up. 
This avoids starved gluelines. 
only then, begin assembly.  

Epoxy leaves dark glue-
lines, so it’s a poor choice for 
light-colored woods. 

—Michael Fortune designs
and builds furniture in

Lakefield, Ont., Canada.

Which glue is best for lami-
nating? Michael Fortune uses 
a variety of glues for his lami-
nations depending on the type 
of wood, the required open 
time, and the tolerance for 
springback.

A strong connection

to secure a heavy cabinet to a wall, screw 
a hardwood cleat inside its top corner.  
then drive 31/2-in. #10 screws through the 
cleat into the wall studs.

Drywall, 1/2 in. thick
Cabinet top

5/4 hardwood 
cleat adds extra 
strength.

French 
cleats, 5⁄8 in. 
thick by 3 in. 
wide

Wall stud

31⁄2-in.-long 
screw into wall 
stud

Photos, except where noted: kelly J. dunton; this page (top left): Mark Schofield
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Woodworkers trust Delmhorst
moisture meters for accurate
results to ensure the quality
of each and every project.

When accuracy is the point.
1-800-222-0638    delmhorst.com

Tried&True
Delmhorst–
serving woodworkers
for nearly 60 years.

Tried&True

®

FW-FH-FC 1/4 ad 22p1.5 x 28p6

DOMINO
•	 See Demonstration Videos @

www.mcfeelys.com/domino
• Makes loose-tenon joints Quickly

and Accurately
• DOMINO tenons have more

gluing area than
Biscuits or Dowels

•	 Carbide-tipped
bit cuts cleanly
and quickly

•	 Provides positive
alignment and
joint strength

PO Box 11169 • Dept FWWHEW • Lynchburg • VA • 24506
Toll Free 1-800-443-7937 or at www.mcfeelys.com

FREE
CATALOG!

Your Source For 
Essential, Unique,

& Hard To Find Tools!

800-345-2396
hartvilletool.com

Lowest
Prices
Guaranteed!

Serving Woodworkers Since 1972
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These belts are adjustable. This type of belt 
can be adapted to a variety of machines by 
adding or subtracting links to get a proper fit.

Q: I’ve read a lot about the 
advantages of replacing regular 
V-belts with link belts, but when 
calling around to some local 
distributors, I was warned that 
using link belts on tools over an 
extended period could lead to 
premature failure of equipment. 

Is this true? Can a link 
belt be used as 

a permanent 
replacement
for traditional 
V-belts?

—Ken Kimberley, 

Vancouver, b.C., 
Canada

Are link belts a permanent solution?
A: Link beLts are intended as 
permanent replacements for 
V-belts. As a matter of fact, 
numerous manufacturers 
install link belts on new 
equipment. The machines in 
our shop have been running 
with link belts for years with 
no problems.  

The distributors you 
contacted probably were 
referring to the temporary 
replacement belts (which also 
are called link belts) that are 
used in a pinch until you can 
find a suitable permanent re-
placement belt. To avoid con-
fusion, ask for Fenner brand 
PowerTwist Plus V-belts 
(www.fennerindustrial.com).

 —John White is the Fine
Woodworking shop manager.

Two link belts for woodworking machinery. The 
Fenner PowerTwist Plus V-Belt (red) is intended as 
a permanent replacement for a standard V-belt. 
The orange belt is a temporary belt. 

Heavy duty cord

Magnetic dropout 
switch w/variable 
speed DC control

GS1 Guide 
System

Variable feed 
motor

Built in Multi-Pass 
System

Multi-Pass Kit Vari-Feed Kit

7 Year Warranty

Introducing the 
W&H Model 
206!

Williams & Hussey Machine Co., Inc.
70 Powers St.  Milford, NH 03055
phone. 800.258.1380

www.williamsnhussey.com

7 Year Warranty
NEW

Built in Multi-Pass Built in Multi-Pass 

Introducing the 
W&H Model 

Williams & Hussey Machine Co., Inc.
70 Powers St.  Milford, NH 03055

Whatever your project, the WoodRat gives
you strong, elegant, well fitting joints.
It’s fast, accurate, fun and makes virtually
any kind of joint without compromise.

Get the demo DVD today: $7.00
1-877-WOODRAT   www.woodrat.com

Perfect Joints
the easy way

Find our advertisers’ web sites 
quickly and easily on 

our online Advertiser Index at 

www.finewoodworking.com

Go online for product 
information

READER SERVICE NO. 130

READER SERVICE NO. 159 READER SERVICE NO. 79

READER SERVICE NO. 7
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 Our magazine and new website 
“click” just like a seasoned crew
FineHomebuilding.com now offers online 
members fast access to 25 years of trusted 
information plus new interactive resources 
to complement our magazine: 

•More than 2,000 of our best articles
•75 how-to videos on demand 
•Informative blogs from editors and authors
•Online forums, tips, and trade secrets

Most importantly, FineHomebuilding.com 
is designed by editors to streamline and 
speed the search process and help you find 
trusted answers fast. In just a few clicks 
you’ll drill down into categories, pinpoint 
the information you need, and put it to 
good use on your project.

© 2007 The Taunton Press

Experience our expanded website now!

FineHomebuilding.com/explore
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Radically stronger than Western paper, traditional 
Japanese paper is much like a thin, easily worked 
piece of cloth made from 100% natural fibers. It 
has a long tradition in Asia of being used to give 
furniture texture, color, and individuality, in much 
the same way that a perfect piece of figured 

wood is used as part of 
Western design.

There are three basic ways 
to incorporate Japanese paper 
into a piece of furniture. 
First, it can take the place of 
a solid panel in frame-and-
panel construction. The most 
common form is the traditional 
shoji screen, but panels in 
doors and cabinets of any size 
can be constructed this way. 

Second, the paper can be 
placed in front of a light source 
to highlight its texture and 
color. Uses include lampshades 
and interior window shutters.

Third, it can be used as a form of marquetry, where different 
pieces of paper are cut out and adhered to an existing paper 
panel to create a landscape or geometric design. 

The only tools needed are a sharp knife, a straightedge, and 
some glue.

Design for available paper sizes
There are some general rules when building a piece of 
furniture that incorporates this paper. Make sure you know the 

Traditional Japanese paper 
has been made for over 1,500 
years. Known as washi (“Wa” 
means Japanese and “shi” 
means paper), it is primarily 
made from the inner bark of 
three plants combined with a 
liquid to produce a paste-like 
substance. The paste is evenly 
spread on a bamboo screen to 

dry in the sun. This process 
gives unique characteristics to 
each square foot of paper. The 
range of color, texture, translu-
cency, and design means that 
you can find the right type of 
paper for any project. 
   Paper usually used for shoji 
screens (white to creamy in 
color and high in strength) 

The world of washi

Working with Japanese paper
B Y  R O B  B R O W N

Photos, except where noted: Mark Schofi eld; this page (left): John TetreaultF I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G96
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size of the paper you’ll be using before you start the 
project; handmade paper doesn’t come in unlimited 
sizes. If you’re covering a large area, wooden dividers must be 
added to the frame. Known as kumikos, they strengthen the 
frame, give some protection to the paper from errant elbows 
and chair backs, offer many design possibilities, and give joints 
in the paper a place to overlap.

Because paper doesn’t offer as much support as a wood 
panel, the frame and its joints must be engineered to provide 
maximum strength. Also, all four sides of the frame and any 
dividers must be flush at the back because that is where the 
paper usually is applied. 

Making a standard frame-and-paper panel
Machine the parts for the frame, but don’t assemble it. At 
the same time, mill stock for the dividers. They should be 
3⁄4 in. longer than the internal dimensions of the frame, and 
machined about 1⁄8 in. narrower than the thickness of the frame 
to leave a reveal on the front after final assembly. Regarding 
width, I usually make mine 3⁄8 in. wide, but variations are 
fine—different-sized projects will require heavier or lighter-
looking dividers.

Before ripping the blank to create individual dividers, go to 
a router table to cut dadoes for the half-lap joints where the 
dividers overlap each other. While at the router table, cut the 
notches in the frame to receive the ends of the dividers. Set the 
height of the bit to the exact height of the dividers and clamp a 
stop to produce a 3⁄8-in.-deep cut. You can either square off the 
notches to accept the square end of the divider, or machine a 
3⁄16-in. radius onto the ends of the dividers. 

Because a precise friction fit is necessary for the half-lap joints 
and where the dividers meet the frame, use a scrap piece to 
set the depth on the planer. Leave the thickness of the dividers 
slightly proud, as they will be sanded to fit before assembly. 

Attach the dividers in two installments—Glue the frame, and 
when it’s dry, test-fit the entire grid of dividers. Glue either the hor-
izontal or the vertical dividers (it doesn’t matter which), but make 
sure the half-lap joints are facing the back of the screen. With 

The frame should be 
strong yet delicate

Cut the joints first.
It is easier to cut the 
half-lap joints before 
ripping the blank into 
individual dividers.

Round over the 
ends. Use a 3⁄16-in. 
round over bit to pro-
file the ends of the 
dividers so that they 
match the notches in 
the frame.

Notch the frame. Set 
the router-bit height 
to match the thick-
ness of the dividers 
and then notch the 
parts for the frame. A 
stop block limits the 
distance of the cut.

Assemble the frame. Apply glue sparingly when gluing the dividers 
together and into the frame.

comes in rolls about 36 in. 
wide and between 7 ft. and 
50 ft. long. For most other 
papers, the standard avail-
able size is about 2 ft. by 3 ft. 
Some papers are as small as 
3 in. by 10 in., so be sure you 
have the paper before you de-
sign the project. Start looking 
at www.japanesepaperplace

.com/retail/retail_products/
shoji_papers. There you will 
find papers suitable for wood-
working projects that have 
been selected for Fine Wood-

working readers. If you prefer 
to see and feel the paper be-
fore you buy it, you can check 
this Web site for a retail outlet 
near you.

M AY / J U N E  2 0 0 7 97www.finewoodwork ing.com
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a small brush, carefully apply yellow glue to the ends of the 
dividers and the corresponding notches in the frames. Press the 
dividers in place and let them dry.  

Follow suit with the rest of the dividers, but also add glue to 
the half-lap joints. Keep the amount of glue to a minimum; you 
don’t need much on these small, accurately machined joints, 
and squeeze-out may stain the wood and take away from an 
otherwise fine job. If you do get squeeze-out, let it partially dry 
and remove it with a sharp chisel.

You don’t want to get finish on the paper, so apply finish to 
the frame and dividers at this point. Alternatively, as with this 
screen, you can leave the wood in its natural state.

Applying handmade paper—When cutting the paper to size, 
make sure it extends at least 1⁄2 in. onto the frame and almost the 
whole width of the divider. To size the paper for curved applica-
tions, I use scrap paper (newsprint works great) to get the right 
dimensions, then trace or cut around the paper template. 

Scuff any finish on the back of the frame where the paper will 
be attached to give the glue something to adhere to, but make 
sure that you damage only the portion that the paper will cover.

Rice paste is the traditional choice because it creates a strong 
bond between paper and wood and is easy to clean up. It is 
available from the same sources as the paper. Use a 1⁄4-in.-wide
artist’s brush to apply a light, even layer—you don’t want the 
paste squeezing out between the frame and the paper. Lay 
the precut paper on top of the paste and simply press the 
edges down to create a bond. Don’t worry, rice paste acts 
more like yellow glue than contact cement—you will be able 
to reposition the paper. But don’t try to get it really tight; we’ll 
take care of this later.

The paste has an open time of about five minutes, but if it 
gets too dry, brush on a bit more to soften it up. With a small 
piece of paper, you can paste the entire wood contact area at 
once. With larger pieces, paste one area at a time, but make 

Cut the paper to size. A long rule and a sharp utility 
knife are all that is needed to cut the paper.

Glue on the paper. Apply a thin coat of rice paste to the back of the frame and divid-
ers. You cover a larger area with small pieces of paper by overlapping joints at a divider. 

Keep the paper parallel. It is easy to misalign a long piece of paper, so 
line it up with the frame or a divider before pressing it down.

No more wrinkles.
After the paste has 
dried, mist some 
water onto the front 
side of the paper. 
When it dries, it 
will be as tight as a 
drum.

Cut, glue, and shrink the paper

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G98
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THIS IS
WHERE
IT’S AT

Looking for a competitive advantage? New strategies and techniques
to increase productivity and profitability? AWFS®Vegas 2007
College of Woodworking Knowledge® is where it’s all at. The most
comprehensive educational program in the industry will feature
hands-on lean manufacturing simulations, certified OSHA training
and short-course topics spanning financial management, training
methods, Internet marketing, value-added strategies, trends and
design ideas, software applications, tooling, trouble shooting, CNC
for plastics, building green guidelines and much, much more!
AWFS®Vegas is where it’s all at.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS START ON TUESDAY, JULY 17.

AWFS® is pleased to partner with the following associations and sponsors in bringing this program to the 2007 attendees!

JULY 18- JULY 21, 2007
LAS VEGAS CONVENTION CENTER
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
www.awfsfair.org

NEW IDEAS INNOVATIVE TECHNIQUES
PROVEN STRATEGIES EXPERT LED TRAINING

DOOR & WINDOW MANUFACTURER MAGAZINE

™

THE FUTURE OF FENESTRATION MANUFACTURING

DWM

Register for seminars at www.awfsfair.org
THE ASSOCIATION OF WOODWORKING & FURNISHINGS SUPPLIERS® FAIR
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sure that a longer piece of paper is aligned properly; you don’t 
want to get to the other end of a long shoji panel and realize it 
was a couple of degrees off and doesn’t line up.

The rice paste will be dry in about an hour, although waiting 
longer is never a bad idea. On larger panels, the paper will be 
a little bit baggy. Fill a spray bottle with water and lightly mist 
the entire surface of the paper from the front of the frame. 
The paper will immediately expand and wrinkle, but over the 
next 30–60 minutes in a warm place, it will dry as tight as a 
drum. Spraying the paper from the front of the frame keeps the 
moisture away from the paste and doesn’t compromise any of 
its strength. The exception is on an unfinished frame where the 
water may discolor the wood and sanding away stains would 
be very difficult on the small pieces. In a case like this, try to 
get the paper as tight as possible when you paste it.

Paper marquetry. The silhouette of the willow tree was created by applying colored paper 
to a panel of white paper already stretched onto the frame. The limited amount of rice paste 
won’t make the paper sag.

Replace major damage. If the cat decides 
to sharpen its claws on the paper, cut out the 
damaged panel from the front.

An invisible repair. Apply a new section using 
the same paper, and the panel will look as good 
as new.

Contrasting paper covers the damage. You 
can patch a small hole with matching paper, or 
you can apply a different-colored paper cut into 
the shape of a leaf or a flower. 

Designing with colored paper

Repair and renewal are easy
Although the paper is tough, accidents can happen. There 
are two ways to make repairs. For larger repairs, cut out the 
damaged panel and replace it with the same type of paper. 
Obviously, it pays to get a little extra when you buy the paper. 

If the damage is small, pull the edges of the tear together to 
hide the damage as best as possible. You can then cut a piece 
of complementary paper an inch or so larger than the damage 
and paste it right over the area. Or you can make a virtue out 
of necessity and cut a contrasting paper patch in the shape of a 
chrysanthemum flower or a leaf.

If your décor changes, you can transform the entire look of 
a piece by replacing all of the paper. Lay the frame on its face 
and spray water on the paper where it is pasted to the frame. 
After a few minutes, the paste will soften and the paper can be 
pulled off. Clean the frame, let it dry, and apply new paper. Try 
doing that with a wooden panel. 

When accidents happen

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G100 Photo, this page (top right): Rob Brown
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with Michael Dunbar

Learn with the Master.

Craftsman - Teacher - Author
— 35 Years —

Week-long Workshops Held Year-round
44 Timber Swamp Road

Hampton, NH 03842
603-929-9801

thewindsorinstitute.com

www.barrtools.com
1-800-235-4452
call for free catalog

18115 N. Black Canyon Hwy. • Phoenix,AZ 85023
645 W. Elliott Rd. • Tempe,AZ 85284

3441 S. Palo Verde • Tucson,AZ 85713

Wood Descriptions • Secure Online Ordering

Lumber • Veneer • Turning Stock

Quality German Workbenches
1-800-32Bench

www.workbenches.com

Diefenbach Benches
33498 East US Highway 50

Pueblo, CO 81006

Learning by Doing
Hands-on woodworking & furniture
making classes for all skill levels—
Nights, weekends & week-long classes

Learning by Doing
Hands-on woodworking & furniture
making classes for all skill levels—
Nights, weekends & week-long classes

249 Spencer St.
Manchester, CT 06040
860.647.0303
www.schoolofwoodworking.com

249 Spencer St.
Manchester, CT 06040
860.647.0303
www.schoolofwoodworking.com

Visit Fine Woodworking at Booth #620

WOODWORKERS MART See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.
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GILMER WOOD CO.
Quality Domestic & Exotic Lumber
	 • Logs, blanks, squares
	 • Over 50 species in stock
	 • Thin woods, Assortments, Books
	 • Musical Instrument woods
        Phone 503-274-1271
2211 NW St. Helens Rd, Portland OR 97210
Fax 503-274-9839   www.gilmerwood.com

AN EDUCATION IN CRAFTSMANSHIP

Boston • (617) 227-0155 • www.nbss.org

• Cabinet & Furniture Making
• Preservation Carpentry
• Carpentry
• Piano Technology
• Violin Making & Repair

Financial aid for 
qualified students.
Accredited member 
ACCSCT. Non-
accredited workshops
1 week to 3 months
also offered.

Craftyour own career
in:

accurate and tear out free
system/shelf pin holes in all materials
with your plunge router professional appearance
32mm European system or traditional 1'' centers

phone/fax 609-587-7187
9 John Lenhardt Road

Hamilton Square, NJ 08690
www.megproducts.com

3-Day Finishing & Restoration Courses

fw.gizmolab.com/16

HARDWOOD
FLOORING

Any length, any width,
any specie

Milled to spec for floors, bases,
feature strips, transitions,

nosing, stair parts, moulding.

Call for a FAST,
FREE QUOTEFREE

Lumber
Catalog!
248 Ferris Avenue, White Plains, NY 10603

Phone: (914) 946-4111 • Fax: (914) 946-3779

678 Andover St. #1, Lawrence, MA 01843-1033
FAX (978) 681-6197 (800) 628-4849

Hibdon Hardwood, Inc.
www.hibdonhardwood.com

Direct Importers of
Central American Exotic Hardwoods

St. Louis, Missouri (314) 621-7711

High Style Furniture Classes
and Carving Classes

in Northern Virginia

www.georgeslack.com
George L. Slack - Instructor

sqsprdts@infionline.net (540) 349-8632












Old English Academy
of Fine Woodworking

Learn to build, restore & maintain classic wooden
boats in our full-time program. Shorter-term 
continuing education courses in wood-
working, marine systems, &
metalworking are
also available.

IYRS

International Yacht 
Restoration School
Launch a Boatbuilding Career

Newport, RI
401.848.5777 x203
www.iyrs.org

Newport, RI
401.848.5777 x203
www.iyrs.org

Find our advertisers’ web sites 
quickly and easily on 

our online Advertiser Index at 

www.finewoodworking.com

Go online for product 
information

WOODWORKERS MART See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.

W I N D S O R   C H A I R 
W O R K S H O P S

May 17-20 & June 4-8
Sack-back Chair 

Jim Rendi, Tel: 610-689-4717                           
www.philadelphia-windsor-chair-shop.com 

pphilawindsor@aol.com
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CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS
HIGH QUALITY, DEEP ENGRAVED BRONZE DIES
LONG LASTING – INDUSTRIAL DUTY HEATERS
NOT THE CHEAPEST - QUALITY COSTS MORE

FREE BROCHURE AND SAMPLE  BRANDS
ENGRAVING ARTS    800-422-4509   fax: 707-984-8045
P.O.Box 787                                 www.brandingirons.net
Laytonville, CA 95454   e-mail: clem@brandingirons.net

The Fine & Creative Woodworking Program at
Rockingham community college

is an internationally recognized associate degree & 
certificate program. Instruction in hand-tools, furniture, 

construction, shop start-up, operation & much more. 
PO Box 38, Wentworth, NC 27375-0038

Phone: (336) 342-4261, ext. 2178.
www.rcc.cc.nc.us/woodwork/homepage.html

AAEEOC

www.cabinetparts.com
Leading Internet Distributor of  

Cabinet Hardware & Accessories 
Next Day Shipping 
All major brands

Cabinet Hardware 
Hinges - Drawer Slides 
Locks - Knobs & Pulls - Lighting
Veneers - Laminates and more

Vast selection

New #85 Spokeshave
See FWW #190, pg 26

P.O. Box 204

Swansea, MA 02777

508-669-5245
woodjoytools.com

PREMIUM WALNUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY,
BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE

Sawmill Direct • Slabs to 40” Wide • 75+ Unusual Native & 
Imported Species • Matching Flitches • Burls & Turning Blocks

Order 75 Domestic and Imported Species 4/4 -16/4 • Custom 
Flooring & Wainscotting • No Order Too Large or Too Small

858 Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 17566
www.groffslumber.com

1-800-342-0001 • 717-284-0001 • Fax 717-284-2400

National & International Shipping

Exceptionally Fine Furniture
& Instrument Grade Woods

TEAK&WOODS OF DISTINCTION

Pr
Toll Free: (888) 535-0118

omotion Code: FWW

          teakandwoods.com

Call 888-461-8632     www.texasknife.com

Make Knives for Fun and Profit!

*Easy transition from woodworking to knife
  making because you already have the tools
*Knife kits and blanks ready to assemble
*Exotic and stabilized woods for knife handles

Texas Knifemaker’s Supply has all the
supplies & kits for custom knifemaking.

*Free
 catalog

1-866-981-0689
www.miracletruss.com

A MIRACLE TRUSS pre-engineered steel
building and some help from your friends
or family is all you need to construct that
workshop you’ve been wanting. 

FW
D

42'x60' $24,133
NOW ONLY $18,564*

Reduced fromSAVE
OVER
$5,500

Your place for
perfection.
Your place for
perfection.

We make:
planes, scrapers,
sharpening jigs,
portable workbenches
& more.

1-800-521-5458 • www.blumtoolco.com

Jack plane in mesquite
406 Pearl St., Box 712

Walnut, IA 51577

NEW!

WOODWORKERS MART See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.
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When OnlyThe
FinestVeneer
WillDo...

Phone: 716-655-0206          Fax: 716-655-3446
www.certainlywood.com

Robert Larson Company
www.rlarson.com  •  800-356-2195

NEw! ANANt PREmiER PLANEs

• Thicker blade & chip breaker
• Heavier castings
• Finer machining 
• truer sole

TH-FG 1.5 MP”     14p3 x 9p

Wide lumber - 4/4 through 16/4
Turning - Carving Stock

Gunstocks - Veneer
Instrument Grade Lumber 

No Minimum Order
Web Site: www.gobywalnut.com

“Where Fine Woodworking Begins”

Specializing In:
Figured & Plain Cherry, Walnut & Claro Walnut,

Tiger Maple & 58” Wide Bubinga
Plus Many Other Species

1627 New London Rd., Landenberg PA 19350
Phone 610-274-8842/Fax 610-255-3677

www.goodhope.com
We Provide Personalized Service

AFRICAN EXOTIC HARDWOODS
 • BEST PRICES - DIRECT FROM SOURCE  
 • EXOTIC LUMBER, BLANKS, 
    BURLS, AND SLABS
 • LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS WELCOME      
 • SHIPPED PROMPTLY NATIONWIDE
 CONTACT FABS OR JASON TODAY 

CORMARK INTERNATIONAL
181 REEMS CREEK ROAD, WEAVERVILLE, NC 28787

(828) 658-8455 tel.
(828) 645-8364 fax.

ASK ABOUT 
SAMPLE KITS

St. James Bay Tool Co.

stjamesbaytoolco.com

#271 Router Plane
$34.95+s/h

800-574-2589

fåëíêìÅíçêë=áåÅäìÇÉW=`Üêáë=_ÉÅâëîççêíI=oçä~åÇ=
gçÜåëçåI=táää=kÉéíìåÉI=d~êó=oçÖçïëâá=

www.northwestwoodworking.com 

Craftsman Workshops 

350 

  

RMPKOUQKNSQQ=

Summer 2007 in Oregon  

OMMT=j^pqbov=moldo^j==J==̂ mmiv=_v=̂ rdK=NRqe=

Craft smanStudio.com
Fine Tools - Fair Prices - Fast Shipping

New! San Diego store opening May 2007
See CraftsmanStudio.com for details

Lie-Nielsen & HNT Gordon Planes
Huge selection of replacement 
blades & woodworking videos

Top Quality - 110% Price Match

88
8-

50
0-

90
93

US, European and Japanese Tools

Stop in to test drive great tools

23 Gauge Pinner & Brad Nailer

WOODWORKERS MART See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.
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TIMBER WOLF™
Band Saw Blades

Swedish Silicon Steel~1/8" - 2"
www.Suffolkmachinery.com

Free Catalog ~ 800-234-7297

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC HARDWOODS
LUMBER • PLYWOOD • VENEERS • TURNING BLOCKS • BURLS

FINE WOOD CARVINGS

and ARCHITECTURAL MOLDINGS

Over 80 species of
hardwood in stock.

CALL FOR PRICE LIST:
866-378-2612

FAX 516-378-0345
www.woodply.com

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOG:

(360) 385-6143, P.O. Box 1529, Dept. 98
Port Townsend,  WA  98368

www.pygmyboats.com

Leader in Kayak Kits
Since 1986

Rugged, Ultra-Light,
Beautiful

PYGMY
B O A T S   I N C

TOP-RATED SEA KAYAKS

THE FURNITURE INSTITUTE 
of MASSACHUSETTS

Study with Fine Woodworking author 

Philip C. Lowe • Classes range from 1 day

to 1 week to 2 and 3 year mastery programs. 

• See new class schedule on:
www.furnituremakingclasses.com

Ash, Cherry, Hard Maple, Red Oak,
White Oak, Walnut, Sycamore,
Mahogany, Hickory, and Birch.

Also, many Exotic Species in Stock.
          We now have Curly Bubinga, 
      Curly Makore, + other figured exotics.

WEST PENN HARDWOODS, INC.
(888) 636-WOOD (9663)

www.westpennhardwoods.com

NEW

QUARTERSAWN HARDWOODS
&

HIGHLY FIGURED LUMBER

Kremer Pigments Inc. • 247 West 29th Street

New York NY 10001 • (800) 995 5501

          w
ww.kremer-pigmente.com

Misugi Designs

cookwoods.com
TOLL FREE 877.672.5275

www.AdriaTools.com

Adria
Dovetail – Tenon – Carcass Saws

FWW #183
Page 64

Workshops, degree,
    and diploma 
      programs

Beautiful
waterfront 
campus

Port Hadlock, WA
360-385-4948

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.nwboatschool.org

Boats for
sale and commission

Great Tools! Big Savings!
Call for brochure: Plunge-Cut Saws, Drills,
Jigsaws, Routers, Planers, Sanders, Vacs.

SELECT MACHINERY INC.  
800-789-2323 NY

Custom Dovetails without a Router!

Use the Dovetail Master with your mortiser
to easily create randomly sized & spaced

dovetail joints. Low noise & dust.

1/2” chisel and bit now available!

Details & demo at tjbcabinetry.com

WOODWORKERS MART See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.
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The Classified rate is $9.50 per word, 15 word 
min.  Orders must be accompanied by payment, 
ads are non-commissionable. The WOOD & TOOL 
EXCHANGE is for private use by individuals 
only; the rate is $15/line, minimum 3 lines.  
Send to: Fine Woodworking Classified Ad Dept., 
PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506.  FAX
203-270-6310, Ph. (800) 926-8776, ext. 3310 or 
email to ads@taunton.com   Deadline for the 
July/August 2007 issue is April 17, 2007.

Business Opportunities
LOOMMAKER RETIRING Buy this established busi-
ness known for quality and innovation since 1972. 
Training included. www.firesidelooms.com

Hand Tools
ANTIQUE & USED TOOLS. Hundreds of quality hand-
tools. Stanley planes and parts. Visa/MC. BOB KAUNE. 
www.antique-used-tools.com. (360) 452-2292.

PETE NIEDERBERGER - Used and Antique tools and 
parts. A few just in - highly tuned Stanley planes.
(415) 924-8403 or pniederber@aol.com Always
buying!

HIGHLANDHARDWARE.COM, the world’s largest
selection of hand planes, plus thousands more fine 
hand tools.

WOODCARVERSWAREHOUSE.COM tools, books, sup-
plies. 1-888-901-8099. “Lifelong hobbies start here!” 
Class info also available!

ANTIQUE TOOL AUCTIONS: We market tool collections. 
Call for free sample color auction catalogue and preview 
CD or for consignment information: (800) 869-0695.
Martin J. Donnelly Antique Tools. Auction & subscription 
details at www.mjdtools.com/auction.

Hardware
CABINET HARDWARE: Wide selection of quality cabi-
net hinges, drawer slides, knobs, pulls, backplates, and 
more for cabinets and furniture. Thousands of op-
tions. Hard to find, European, American and Heritage.
www.cabinetparts.com

Instruction
VERMONT: Summer-fall weekend and weeklong work-
shops. Furniture, woodturning, all levels. (802) 985-3648. 
www.shelburneartcenter.org

MASTERPIECE SCHOOL OF FURNITURE offers 2 year 
program in fine furniture making. Mendocino Coast,
California. (707) 964-8798. www.masterpieceschool.com

RENAISSANCE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM: De-
sign, carving, inlays. East Texas. (903) 769-1017.
w w w . r e n a i s s a n c e c u s t o m f u r n i t u r e . c o m /
apprenticeships.html One year. Free.

PETERS VALLEY CRAFT CENTER, NJ: 2 – 5 day inten-
sive woodworking workshops May – September, nation-
ally recognized instructors, beginner – advanced. Catalog 
online www.petersvalley.org or call (973) 948-5200.

WINDSOR CHAIR CLASSES: 1 week intensive. Also 
weekend turning classes. Lodging and meals included. 
Midwest. www.chairwright.com

HANDS-ON COURSES in beautiful Maine. Beginner 
through advanced. Workshops, Twelve-week Inten-
sive, Nine-month Comprehensive. Center for Furniture
Craftsmanship (207) 594-5611, www.woodschool.org

MASTER CARVER Leonid Zakurdayev to teach 
a three day class at Long Island School of
Classical Woodcarving & Woodworking New 
York. Visit www.homepage.mac.com/walterc530
Tel. (631) 225-1666.

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL of Architectural Woodwork-
ing. 35-week career training in architectural wood-
working or 6-week summer intensive for the serious 
enthusiast. (413) 527-6103. (MA) www.nesaw.com

BENJAMIN HOBBS Furniture Making Classes. Queen 
Anne and Chippendale chairs, chests, beds, tables, more. 
Hertford, NC. (252) 426-7815. www.hobbsfurniture.com

1:1 TEACHER-TO-STUDENT RATIO at fine woodwork-
ing school. (519) 853-2027. www.passionforwood.com

PENLAND SCHOOL OF CRAFTS, in the spectacular 
North Carolina mountains, offers one-, two-, and eight-
week workshops in woodworking and other media. 
(828) 765-2359; www.penland.org

COME TO LEARN IN SCOTLAND - The Chippendale 
International School of Furniture offers a 30-week inten-
sive career program in Design, Making and Restoration. 
For further information phone: 011-44-1620-810680 or 
visit www.chippendale.co.uk

Miscellaneous / Accessories
WOODSLICER.COM, resawing blade rated best-per-
forming 1/2-in. bandsaw blade by Fine Woodworking. 
800-241-6748.

Musical Supplies
BUILD YOUR OWN violin, guitar, or dulcimer! Free cat-
alog featuring kits and all the tools, finishing supplies 
and instructions needed to build your own instrument. 
Stewart-MacDonald, Box 900-F, Athens, OH 45701. Call 
800-848-2273. www.stewmac.com

Plans & Kits
FULL SIZE FURNITURE LAYOUTS Drawn by: Philip 
C. Lowe. Catalog $3. (978) 922-0615. 116 Water Street, 
Beverly, MA 01915. www.furnituremakingclasses.com

FREE SHED PLAN, post & beam. Sheds, cabins, plans, 
kits. Download now. www.jamaicacottageshop.com

Power Tools
EVERY ROUTER BIT for woodworking & solid sur-
facing. Best prices / most knowledgeable. Your source 
for woodworking & solid surfacing machinery & sup-
plies. Call for your free catalogue. Select Machinery, Inc.
(718) 897-3937/800-789-2323 NY selectmachineryinc.com

CADEX & NIKLE  pin nailers & pins, Flexeel air hose 
& fittings at www.floydtool.com

NAILERS AND STAPLERS at www.nailzone.com 
Top brands of tools and fasteners. Visit our website.
800-227-2044.

LAMELLO BISCUIT JOINERS and Accessories/Parts/
Repairs. Best prices, most knowledgeable. Call us for all 
your woodworking & solid surfacing needs. 800-789-2323. 
Select Machinery, Inc. www.selectmachineryinc.com

Wood
QUILTED, CURLY, SPALTED, Burled & birds-eye ma-
ple, figured claro walnut, figured myrtle wood, musi-
cal grade lumber and billets. Visit our online store at 
www.nwtimber.com or call (541) 327-1000.

CLEAR ALASKAN YELLOW CEDAR vertical grain. Clear 
Douglas fir; vertical grain and western red cedar, vertical 
grain. www.EasyCreekLumber.com (541) 344-3275.

COLLECTOR’S SPECIALTY WOODS “Rocky Mountain 
Dry” lumber, tops, burl slabs, flooring, blocks, bases-
showroom/mill room/wood yard; www.cswoods.com 
(719) 746-2413. (CO)

APPALACHIAN HARDWOODS direct from saw-
mill. Quartersawn, flitches, crotch lumber. Herbine
Hardwoods, Leesburg, VA. (703) 771-3067.
www.herbinehardwoods.com

CLARO WALNUT, BAY LAUREL, pecan, redwood and 
maple burl. Large slabs and blocks. Peter Lang, Santa 
Rosa, CA. 1-866-557-2716.

EISENBRAND EXOTIC Hardwoods. Over 100 spe-
cies. Highest quality. Volume discounts. Brochure.
800-258-2587; Fax 310-542-2857, eisenbran.com

LARGE CLARO WALNUT book-matched slabs, turn-
ing stock, raw and paper-backed veneer of burl and 
crotches. www.walnutwoods.net online store. Newton 
Woods. (559) 277-8456. Fresno, CA.

MESQUITE LUMBER (915) 585-7693.

LONGLEAF HEART PINE (antique). Flooring-lumber-
millwork. Red cedar lumber & paneling. Lee Yelton: 
(706) 541-1039.

WALNUT SLABS/CROTCHES Claro, myrtle, elm. Black 
acacia. 877-925-7522. From our sawmills. Gilroy, CA. 
www.bakerhardwoods.com

SAWMILL DIRECT 100 species of exotics, turning, lum-
ber, logs, slabs, musical instruments TROPICAL EXOTIC 
HARDWOODS OF LATIN AMERICA, LLC: Toll Free 
(888) 434-3031. www.anexotichardwood.com

QUALITY NORTHERN APPALACHIAN hardwood. 
Custom milling. Free delivery. Bundled, surfaced. Sat-
isfaction guarantee. Niagara Lumber. 800-274-0397. 
www.niagaralumber.com

FIGURED CLARO WALNUT slabs, planks, blocks, dimen-
sions suitable for small to very large projects. California 
Walnut Designs. 800-660-0203. www.woodnut.com

TIGER MAPLE, MAHOGANY, cherry, walnut; plain and 
figured. Wide boards, matched sets, 4/4 to 24/4. 200-ft. 
minimum. (570) 724-1895. www.irionlumber.com

BIRD’S-EYE AND CURLY MAPLE, 4/4 to 12/4 lumber, 
flitches, turning squares and blocks. Black walnut, 
cherry/quartersawn, and curly oak lumber. Dunlap 
Woodcrafts, Chantilly, VA. (703) 631-5147.

NORTHWEST’S FINEST BURL, maple, myrtle, red-
wood, buckeye. Table, clock slabs, turning blocks. 
(503) 394-3077. burlwoodonline.com

DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED EXOTICS. For musi-
cal instruments, pool cues, knife handles and custom 
furniture. Price list. Exotic Woods, 1-800-443-9264.
www.exoticwoods.com

Fine Homebuilding, 1-97. $350. plus shipping.
(817) 379-1337. (Dallas - Ft. Worth).

Rockwell 12-in radial arm saw w/factory stand.  Almost 
new – year 1980 $800. Advantage Machine Co. 36-in x 
72-in Stroke Sander – unused.  Year 1982. $1,000. Both 
located Cape Cod, MA (330) 656-0002.  Pictures can 
be e-mailed.

Fine Woodworking 9-180. #72 missing. All excl. con-
dition. $450 OBO plus shipping. Knoxville area.
(865) 494-7574 or TennJoeS@aol.com

Fine Woodworking issues 1-90 missing #47. $150+ ship-
ping. Fine Homebuilding 1-43, missing #22. $75+ shipping. 
Good to exc. cond. E-mail Bach3CW@aol.com for details.

Fine Woodworking #1-173. Nice and complete. Most 
like new. $580 plus shipping.  (503) 293-5190. Peter.

Fine Woodworking issues 19-189 excellent condi-
tion. $200 plus s&h. E-mail kengrace1@mac.com
(413) 562-6164 (MA)

Fine Woodworking 1-190 w/index.  Excellent condition 
$600 plus shipping. Missing #63. Ph (503) 365-7634. (OR)

Fine Woodworking issues 1-190 plus Design Books 
1-7. All in very good condition. $450 plus shipping. 
(928) 771-9369. (AZ)

Fine Woodworking #1 to #124 complete. All in near mint 
condition, boxed in FWW blue library cases. $500 plus 
shipping. (440) 356-1428; jabreeves@hotmail.com.
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Washcoat. Brush on a thin coat of blond shellac 
(above). Try to avoid drips and puddling. Level any 
raised fibers with sandpaper or steel wool (below).

L
ike many furniture projects, this porringer-top tea table in 
cherry (see pp. 60-67) won’t be the first piece of furniture in 
its new home. There is a spot all picked out for it in the living 
room, between pieces of age-darkened cherry and stained pine. 

So my first goal was to tone down the table’s bright natural 
cherry a little to help the new piece blend in.

Cherry’s tendency to blotch can make dyeing tricky, but this staining 
method helps to minimize the problem. For a topcoat afterward, I chose 
Waterlox Original Satin Finish because it allowed me to build a durable 

finish quickly, with a minimum of fuss.
Surface preparation is 
important to all finishes, but 
especially when dyeing and 
staining. Coloring wood 

highlights and magnifies minor 
imperfections like overlooked glue 

squeeze-out or small areas of tearout. 
Glue will absorb less dye and appear 
lighter than the surrounding wood. 
Sanding scratches and tearout will 
do just the opposite. 
Begin the process by handplaning 

to level the surfaces and to remove 
mill marks. A thorough scraping will 
refine the surfaces, helping to clean 
up any tearout. How the wood is 
scraped will determine the sanding grit 
to begin with—P180-grit is most likely. 
To preserve the feeling of hand-worked 
surfaces on this period reproduction, I 
sanded only by hand, without using a 
sanding block. 
Even though I seal the surface before 

applying the water-based dye, I still start 
by raising the grain. After sanding, slightly 
dampen the surface with distilled water. If you 
use tap water, be sure to test it on a piece of 

scrap first. Some tap water has a high iron 
content that can stain the wood, leaving 
black or yellow spots. Allow the wood 
to dry thoroughly and resand the wood 

lightly with P220-grit paper. 

B Y  D A N  F A I A

1

Sealing the piece with a 
washcoat of shellac will even 
out the wood’s absorption 
properties, resulting in a 
more uniform color through-
out the piece.

Whether you’re using 
premixed shellac or flakes, 
adjust the heavy cut with denatured alcohol 
until you have roughly a 1-lb. cut. 

Apply the shellac with a brush. It will dry 
quickly, so don’t do much reworking as you go. 
Sand lightly with some used P220-grit paper or 
0000 steel wool to level any fuzzy fibers. 

The first coat 
is shellacEasy � nish ages 

a classic cherry piece

finish line

Photos, except where noted: Tom Goffe; this page (left): John Tetreault

finish line
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Brush on the dye, then mop it off. Keep a rag handy to 
wipe away any excess quickly after applying the dye. Any 
puddling will result in darker areas.

Water-based aniline dye is easy to 
mix. I used Homestead Finishing’s 
TransFast dye powder in antique 
cherry red. Start with a capful 
(about 1⁄2 oz.) of dye powder in a 
pint of warm water and add small 
amounts of dye or water to adjust 
the color. Always test the color on 
a scrap piece of project lumber that 
also has been sanded and sealed.

To achieve a uniform color when 
applying the dye, it’s best to be 
methodical. Brush dye on one ele-
ment of the project at a time, then 
mop away the excess with a rag. 
If the dye puddles or sits too long, it could darken the piece unevenly. 
You can make the overall color darker by applying further coats. The dye 
shouldn’t raise the grain enough to require any additional sanding, but 
you can smooth the surface with 0000 steel wool. 

I apply Waterlox Original without thinning. 
It is heavy and flows slowly, but the advantage 
is that it is self-leveling and leaves very few 
brush marks. Be sure to use a high-quality 
brush for fewer stray bristles. Brush on three or 
four coats (maybe more for porous woods), rub-
bing out between coats with 0000 steel wool.

If you are nervous about brushing, you can 
apply the finish with a rag. Ragging requires the 
product to be thinned. The downside is that this 
means more coats—and more rubbing out—to 
achieve the same build of finish. 

After the final rubout, apply a coat of paste wax 
for a uniform sheen and an extra layer of protec-
tion. Use a lint-free rag and work on a few sections 
at a time. If the wax hardens for a long period of 
time, it will become very labor-intensive to rub out.

Finally, use a clean rag to buff the piece to its 
final luster.

Full-strength varnish 
builds quickly

The key to applying dye: Keep moving2

3

Unthinned varnish builds a finish quickly.  Apply the varnish with a high-quality 
brush and count on applying three or four coats. Rub out the surface with steel wool 
between coats. After a final rubbing out, apply paste wax and buff with a clean rag.

M AY / J U N E  2 0 0 7 109Photos, this page (bottom center and right): Steve Scott
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The wizard’s secrets
B Y  J O N A T H A N  B I N Z E N

While Kintaro Yazawa often uses exposed joinery on his wide range of furniture and 
boxes, only occasionally does he invent joints like the ones on the back cover. When he 
does, they are one of a kind. If he thinks he can improve one of his joints he might make 
a new version, but replicating one exactly is just drudgery, he says. The Japanese joint that 
first piqued his interest in mysterious joinery—the double-twisted dovetail—was explained 
in FWW #61 by Alan Peters, who learned it from Yazawa. Now, for the first time, Yazawa 
himself shares the secrets of two of his perplexing joints. In both cases Yazawa’s methods 
are surprisingly straightforward, and could be adapted to an array of other decorative joints.

HAWK’S NAIL JOINT

Cut the sockets, leaving an 
1⁄8-in.-thick cap.

Cut the pins 1⁄8 in. longer than the 
thickness of the mating tailpiece.

Trace the decorative 
pattern onto the 
end grain of the pins.

CUT THE PINS AND SOCKETS

CUT THE HAWK’S NAIL

ROUT THE END GRAIN

THE FINISHED JOINT

After pushing the joint home, 
chamfer the protruding part of 
the pins.

1

2

3

4

TALKING TENONS

The hawk’s-nail joint 
is a variation on the 
through-dovetail. The key 
to this joint as well as 
to Yazawa’s decorative 
tenons is that he gives a 
decorative shape to only 
the last ¼   in. of the pins 
(or tenons). For most of 
their length, the pins (or 
tenons) are essentially 
traditional in shape.

Yazawa’s most 
astounding joint, his 
letter-shaped tenon, 
functions on the same 
principle as the hawk’s-
nail joint. He cuts a 
mortise, leaving a 1⁄8-in. 
cap. Using a router and 
very small chisels and 
rifflers, Yazawa cuts 
the letters through the 
mortise cap. Next, he 
inserts the tenon until 
it stops against the cap 
and traces the letters 
onto the end grain. 
He then removes the 
waste between the 
letters with a router.

Using a router supported by two boards 
clamped to either side of the pin 
board, make ¼  -in. freehand cuts with a 
straight, flat-bottom bit, removing all but 
the penciled portion of the pins.Cut the decorative shapes 

through the 1⁄8-in. cap.

F I N E  W O O D W O R K I N G110 Photos, top and left: courtesy of Kintaro Yazawa; bottom right and drawings: John Tetreault

how they did it
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For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit www.woodcraft.com Or Call 800-542-9115. 

Visit www.woodcraft.com/festool.aspx to see the full line of Festool products.

You can make flawless mortises every single time! 

Visit your local Woodcraft store and join in on the new 

FESTOOL DOMINO Joiner DF500Q buzz.

Dept: 07WW06P

• Works On Multiple Applications From Face Frames And 
   Small Work Pieces To Large Projects And Heavy Furniture

• Unique Routing Action For Accurate Work With 
   No Kickbacks 

• Stops That Are Easy And Quick To Adjust, For 
   Accurate Results 

• Rotation-Proof Joint With DOMINO Tenon Providing 
   Maximum Stability 

• 5 DOMINO Tenon Sizes For Different Material Thickness 
   And Applications 

• Efficient Extraction Of Up To 95% Of Chips Generated With 
   FESTOOL Dust Collection System

FESTOOL DOMINO Joiner DF500Q

DOMINO Tenons DOMINO And Cutter Assortment Systainer

QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS • SUPPLIES • ADVICE™
READER SERVICE NO. 65
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K intaro Yazawa brings a mind-bend-

ing flourish to woodworking’s most 

powerful joints. In his hands, dovetail 

pins morph into hawk’s talons or sewing 

scissors. Finger-joints, sawn micro-thin, 

form diamond patterns. And the end of 

a through-tenon can take the shape of 

letters spelling out a phrase.

In his 20s, Yazawa left a sales career 

in Osaka and apprenticed to an organ 

builder in France. On returning to Japan 

in 1977, he set up shop as a furniture 

maker and began to teach himself tra-

ditional Japanese woodworking. Con-

vinced that joinery was the heart of good 

furniture, he employed exposed joints 

on his pieces and called his business 

Yazawa Joinery Workshop. 

Soon after, an old man visited and said, 

“Your workshop has a very boastful 

name!” Showing Yazawa a double-twisted 

dovetail joint, or nejiri arigata, the man 

defied him to figure out how it was made. 

When Yazawa did figure it out, a seed 

was planted. Before long, he was invent-

ing astonishing joints of his own.

See How They Did It, p. 110, for an 

inside look at Yazawa’s joinery.

—Jonathan Binzen

Joint Wizardry

Pro Portfolio: Visit FineWoodworking.com for a 
narrated slide show of work by Kintaro Yazawa.

Hawk’s nail

Diamond

Sewing scissors

Through-tenon lettering

Photos: Kintaro Yazawa
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